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Youth, while enjoying many blessings, never-
theless suffers many disadvantages. Perhaps the
greatest of these is the lack of experience, in busi-
ness or governmental undertakings. So, the writer must
apologize for his youth, his inexperience, at the very
beginning of this work, for it is inevitable that some
of his personal opinions will enter into it. It is a
generally conceded fact that the college student is
very liable to be more or less radically inclined;
with advancing years and wisdom he usually undergoes
a complete reversal in his point of view. Finally,
youth sees through rose-colored glasses, knowing but
little of the uncertainties and problems of our exis-
tence. The T/rlter hopes he is average and so recognizes
the fact that he in all probability suffers the above-
mentioned short-comings.
It has been my good fortune to have taken
courses in Sociology and to have done some social work.
As a result I perhaps will overstress the social aspects
of our problem, even though I shall attempt to avoid
this. Moreover, in my Sociological course, the theory
was held that some system similar to the Codes would be
most desirable both for Capital and Labor. At the time
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3I held to the same theory; now, however, doubts beset
my mind. None the less this thesis may help to solve
the problem.
As the title Indicates, the purpose of this
study is to ascertain what justification there is for
including the Trade Practice Provisions in the Codes of
Fair Competition, The Codes prohibit certain practices
(varying with different industries) which, up to the
present, business men felt free to utilize. Laws cover
some of these but by no means all, and it is those which
are not specifically covered that we must consider. Do
the Laws cover them in any way? If not, should the Codes
attempt to, and is such action desirable?
In order to determine just which practices
are of greatest Importance, an analysis of about six
hundred Codes covering widely diversified industries
has been made. Every provision which appears to carry
any wel^t is listed. The Codes are divided according
to Industries, and the provisions are weighted, measured
by the number of times they appear throughout. In this
manner the Importance of each provision is discovered.
The analysis described above is followed by
a study of various law cases and their decisions.
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Naturally the cases considered either directly treat
of practices covered by the Codes or indirectly re-
late to them, A survey of decisions, in relation to
provisions, is made in an effort to show the legal
necessity or justification of the Codes,
Emergency legislation is liable to contain
many short-comings--short-comlngs which very likely
would not be found, if greater time could be had to
study conditions and the possible effects of the legis-
lation, However, in a crisis the demand is for action,
not for a prolonged study of conditions. Determined
action usually has an effect at such times of lessen-
ing fear. Since confidence is unquestionably the ini-
tial step towards recovery, the government must act to
dispel fear. The President well recognizes this fact;
he has made action the keynote of his entire term. In
fact, one move follows so rapidly upon another that no
one thinks to question the wisdom of one until it has
passed and a new one is forced into the public mind.
Whatever one may say of such a policy, it must be recog-
nized that at least it is good politics. Moreover,
fear appears to have definitely disappeared. It has
been replaced by hope, not for conditions as enjoyed
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in Boom times but rather for average times. This con-
dition, while by no means universal, is at least quite
general.
This study has been carried on under the
direction of the Boston University Bureau of Business
Research. The v/riter wishes to acknowledge his debt to
the Bureau in providing the facilities and the invalu-
able statistical assistance without which this study
could not have been completed.
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Perhaps the most momentous action of the
present Administration was securing the passage of the
National Industrial Recovery Act. To my way of think-
ing its basic purpose was to guarantee at least a liv-
ing wage for all workers and to immediately reemploy
as large a number of the ”Job-less” as possible. Now,
to secure universal cooperation by industrialists, both
large and small, some inducement had to be offered, or
threats would have to be employed. Naturally, the
former method was the most desirable and it was with
this fact in mind that the President had the Trade
Practice Provisions Included in the Codes. Why employ
trade practices? Business men had long complained about
sv/eat-shops and cut-price competition. So, as a reward
for cooperation, they were offered protection against
these evils.
The immediate result on morale was all that
could be desired. The workers, if jobless, hoped to be
shortly reemployed; otherwise, they heaved a si^ of
relief, their pay could not be cut below a certain
point and their working hours would be shortened. Busi-
ness men likewise were quite optimistic in most in-
stances. They felt that the increased purchasing power
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8of labor would prime the pump, that business would
improve. Moreover, since most of our business men are
highly ethical by nature and only act otherwise to
meet unfair competition (at least, so they claim),
they felt that the cut-price, cheap and chiseling type
of competitor would either adopt nev/ ways or else be
forced out of the field*
We, as a nation, have always been addicted
to excesses. We feel that unless we have the largest
building, the greatest cities, the world’s champion
athletes, we are a failure. And once again this char-
acteristic of ours came to the fore; we hoped for too
much. Utopian ideas gained the upper hand, and people
began to figure that the depression was over, that
prosperity was no longer ’’just around the corner” but
actually right at hand. It was but natural that the
let-down should be great, and the first reaction against
the Codes set in. The benefits they brought, having
become certain as a result of code action, were soon
forgotten. The man receiving fifteen dollars a week,
forgetting the time he wasn’t even sure of ten dollars,
blames the Codes for keeping wages down to a bare
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avoid the code provisions, condemns the N. R. A.
because It fails to clamp down upon his competitor*
The foregoing groups have been augmented
by several others. The first are those who, because
of political prejudice, hold tenaciously to the posi-
tion that the President does everything wrong. (This
is no idle fancy of the writer ^s; he actually knows
people ?^o believe that, or at least profess to.)
Such an attitude is both illogical and harmful. It is
practically impossible for any man to be 100^ wrong
100^ of the time. Its harm lies in the fact that be-
cause of prejudice, cooperation will be withheld from
any really desirable and practical plan offered by the
Chief Executive.
A second group are those who profess to live
in perpetual fear of Socialism. They feel that every
move made is a move to the left, a step towards Social-
ism; and, therefore, since Socialism is Itself unsound,
then the move must also be unsound and is to be con-
demned. Now no one can rationally support Radicalism,
yet there is a tendency to confuse the words Social
and Social Welfare with Socialism, They really are not
identical by siny stretch of the imagination, as the
reader undoubtedly realizes.
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The third group are those who, having lived
by capitalistic tenets and methods all their lives and
realizing that it is the so\indest method by which we
can live, fear that it is being attacked. Whether
logically or not, they declare that the profit motive
is being attacked, and since this is the cornerstone
of capitalism, they feel the whole structure is being
assailed. Such a concentration of opposition has tended
to bring to the fore the question of whether or not the
N. R. A. should be junked; or, if the Codes should be
retained with certain parts, for example, the Trade
Practice Provisions, eliminated.
We should guard against being swayed by the
personal attitudes of the men just described. The only
rational justification for either the continuation or
the termination of the N. R. A. is the welfare of our
nation, measured both economically and socially. Mere
fears or personal distruct are not arguments. Neither,
however, is Irrational optimism, nor love and admiration
for Mr. Roosevelt and his courageous efforts. With these
facts in mind, let us give ourselves over to a con-
sideration of the survey.
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The most practical method of procedure appears
to be to arrange the practices under certain main head-
ings. Sixteen such headings are made; namely












12. Espionage of Competitors.
13. Interference with Competitor’s Contractual
Relations
.
14. Threats of Unwarranted Litigations.




The practices are then arranged, as nearly as
possible under the heading which they most directly con-
cern. In some few instances it is most difficult to
r r /
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determine just hovr they should he classified, and so
they are arbitrarily placed. For example, "Offering
of prizes, premivims, or gifts where the element of
lottery or chance is involved" is placed under Commer-
cial Bribery. This is not exactly accurate but the
only other alternative would be an additional main
division, and such divisions, I feel, should be kept
as low as possible.
At the very beginning of this study it is
well to observe that if the N. R. A. can work as planned
then business can eliminate one of the greatest sources
of waste both of energy and of money--the waste arising
from the \mfalr business practices employed In so many
trades up to the present time.
Regarding this fact Lincoln Filene states:
"This is both needless and costly. Its measurement in
dollars and cents can only be approximated but I am
confident that in one specific field of unfair trade
practices—those prevailing between producer and dis-
tributor— the minimum cost, at the very lowest figure
and conservatively estimated, amounts to :J^250,000,000 a
year
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’'This sum represents a charge against busi-
ness which is either passed on to the public in the
form of hi^er prices or else is taken from what should
be paid labor in wages. Its mere existence is an
economic fact of real moment. It is a waste of a pe-
culiar and insidious character, not only because it
is invisible and hence not realized generally by either
business or the public but because it is inextricably
bound up with the habits and dally functioning pro-
cesses of business. It is therefore a waste that is
not easily attacked.”
^
Let us consider the provisions in their rela-
tion to Business Recovery and Ethics.
(1) Lincoln Fllene, Unfair Trade Practices , Chapter I
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SELLING BELOW COST
The first to be considered is "Selling Below
Cost". The motive behind this is to eliminate cut-
rate competition. As a result of the use of such methods
all suffer. First, the one who actually sells at less
than cost naturally takes a loss, which he hopes to re-
gain later after his competitors have been drived from
the field. Second, the competitors likewise are in-
jured by decreasing sales; also, they suffer in the
eyes of their customers who begin to feel they are be-
ing charged exorbitant prices. Finally, the consumer
is hurt, for by buying from such companies (the cut-
rate companies) he tends to kill off competition in the
field, and competition is his greatest protection against
monopolies, bringing with them higiher prices.
No provision appears to have been Included
permitting the use of price leaders and the like. Many
will regard this as regrettable since it is their con-
tention that such a system is sound both morally and
ethically. This belief, however, is by no moans uni-
versal for there are many who hold that the employment
of price loaders is injurious to trade. As yet this
question has not been satisfactorily decided one way or
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the other; still it appears that the latter contention
is more generally accepted at the present time. How-
ever, at the time of the adoption of the N, R. A. the
provision as wo have it was perhaps best, for it of-
fered less opportunity for violations.
Selling Below Cost has ten sub-headings which
we will nov; discuss. The first of these is
—
Wilfully
destructive price-cutting . It tends to break the mar-
ket, bringing distress to both the capitalist and the
laborer. To the capitalist a collapse of his market
can mean only heavy financial loss, perhaps resulting
in bankruptcy.
The case of the laborer is different, however.
If prices fall greatly in a given market, one in which
he himself is not employed, he is benofltted. His earn-
ings remain the same but his purchasing power increases.
However, it is an entirely different story when the
laborer is engaged in the field in which prices are
rapidly falling. He is continually beset by fears. If
prices fall too low his employer may decide to cease
operations and he will find himself without work. On
the other hand, the employer may decide to cut wages
in an effort to meet cut-throat price competition. Once
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again the laborer suffers; first, at the thought of his
present loss in earnings and secondly, at the thought
of additional cuts in pay which may follow. And be-
sides, there is always lurking in his mind the dark
suspicion that he may lose his job entirely. Under such
trying conditions it is no wonder if the worker *3 morale
is broken, if his work suffers due to the condition of
his nerves, if his health is undermined, and if in des-
peration he starts to hoard.
The effect such a state of affairs has on
an entire community is hard to measure, yet experience
in 1931 and 1932 shows it to be very great. When one
finds a friend or nel^bor with his pay being cut to the
bone or throvm out of employment, his immediate reac-
tion is one of alarm, of fear for his own safety and
security. In desperation he begins to hoard, thereby
doing more to bring about a collapse of all industries.
Fully realizing these facts, quite a large
percentage of the Industries, about 56^, considered it
advisable to Include this provision in their Codes of
Pair Competition. Apparently they regard it as a serious
cause of poor times and its elimination a desirable
move
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The second suh-divlsion Is
—
Disposal of .lob-
lots In a way In.jurlous to the Industry * Since It
appears but six times, four in Fabricated Metal Codes
and twice in Miscellaneous Codes, it is apparently
of little moment and affects the entire picture but
little. However, the provision appears to be too broad
and far too Indefinite. Its elimination would be desir-
able since it can only lead to perpetual conflicts and
cases testing whether or not such and such a move con-
stitutes a violation. The industries Including the
provision in their Codes might better specify just what
types of disposal of goods are undesirable and thus
conflicts could be avoided.
Following, we find
—
Resorting to any form of
control or option selling which is a price-cutting de-
vice either in fact or in spirit— as the next provision.
Lllce the foregoing, this is of little importance, ap-
pearing but eleven times throughout, seven of the eleven
being in the Fabricated Metals group. It is as indefin-
ite as the second provision and the argument employed
in that Instance is equally strong here.
(1) Advertising Specialty Manufacturing Industry.
Ladies’ Hand Bag Industry.
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The fourth sub-division is fairly important.
It prohibits
—
Sellinp^ from warehouse stock at prices
less than cost plus full transportation charges. Ap-
pearing in seventy-four codes and in almost every group,
it is apparently a common means of selling stock at
less than actual costs, since transportation surely
should be added to cost. Clearly, if one wishes to live
up to the spirit of the N. R. A. he will desire such a
deceptive method of secret rebating prohibited.
Divisions five and six must be considered
( 1 )
together. One prohibits the sale of "Seconds’* under
any condition while the other permits such sales if
"Seconds" are so marked, if the percentage so sold is
limited, and if the prices charged do not constitute
too great competition for the "Firsts" or "Regulars".
"Seconds" in this Instance covers not only objects so
classed but also "Irregulars", "Out-Moded Stock",
"Overruns" and the like. It appears as if five might
well be reworded to road like six, since no apparent
harm could result from such an action and the rule would
be more elastic and less binding than in its present
form.
(1) See list of industries including divisions five and
six in their codes in Appendix, page 174
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Moreover, It is to be borne in mind that the
complete elimination of ’’Seconds” works a hardship
on certain parties. For example, it has come to the
writer’s attention that the small number of new hotels
throwing their doors open to the public is directly
attributable to this fact, since many hotels depend
largely on ’’seconds” for their equipment.
Yet making arrangements for sale of ’’Seconds”
so as not to compete with ”Pirsts” impresses one as
being very sound economics. It should result in bet-
ter economic planning, something which regrettably has
been rare in the past, especially among small traders.
The regulation regarding the marking is a
duty which is owed the consuming public. Altogether
too little thought is given to the consumer by either
Capital or Labor who in the past have selfishly con-
sidered only their own betterment, ignoring those upon
whom they were actually dependent. It is the ’’bargain
hunter” who is chiefly harmed by the failure to mark
’’Seconds”, However, the bargain hunting instinct is
very pronouncedly present in us all and so we are all
hurt more or less, depending upon our careless gulli-
bility, Without this provision in the Codes it must be
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than their more experienced brothers*
In connection with the foregoing, provision
seven should be carefully noted* Overextension of
manufacturing operations with the intention of selling
the excess stock as **Overruns” or ^Drop-stock”— is
forbidden* Here we see a very definite move made to
curb the action of the “chiseler” who would adopt such
methods, at the expense of the industry, to gain an
unfair advantage over his competitors . This may be a
step towards production control* If it is, the idea
has not advanced very far, since only four industries
Included it as a provision in their Codes, Neverthe-
less, it may be a barometer shov/ing a new tendency
arising among our Industrialists, a tendency to regu-
late output, in relation to the demands created by
consumption*
Ihe marking or selling of “Firsts^* as ^Seconds,
•’Specials”, or ’’Regulars” is forbidden. Pew Industries (1)
(1) Gypsum Industry.
Rubber Tire Manufacturing Industry.
Printing Equipment Industry and Trade.
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Include this in their Codes and so clearly it is not
a very common occurrence. The motive clearly is to
give a second return allowance or discount to those
•’in the know”, if I may employ a slang expression.
It is of its very nature a deceitful act and is direct-
ly contrary to the spirit and purposes which motivated
the National Recovery Act,
”Dumping ” is mentioned in eighteen Codes,
but sixteen out of twenty-five in the paper industry
absolutely forbid the employment of this device,
Thus it would appear as if the problem is centered in
one Industry and so is of little \mlversal concern,
(1) Water-proof Paper Industry states, ''Members shall
refrain from dumping
(2) Provision forbidding "dumping” appears in these
codes: Water-proof Paper Industry.
Corrugated and Solid Fiber Shipping Container Industry,
Paper Industry,
Cylindrical Liquid-tight Paper Container Industry,
Expanding and Specialty Paper Products Industry,
Fiber Can and Tube Industry,
Food Dish and Pulp and Paper Plate Industry,
Fluted Cups, Pan-liner and Lace Paper Industry,
Glazed and Fancy Paper Industry,
Gumming Industry,
Gummed Label and Embossed Seal Industry,
Loose-leaf and Blank Book Industry,
Open-Paper Drinking Cup and Round Nesting Paper
Food Container Industry,
Paper Bag Manufacturing Industry,
Photographic Mount Industry,
Sample Card Industry,
Sanitary Milk Bottle Closure Industry,
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Nevertheless, we cannot li^tly pass over this
provision.
•'Dumping” is usually understood to mean the
selling of locally produced goods in a foreign market
at less than cost or at least at a figure below that
charged the local consumer. The idea behind this
practice is to rid the market of a surplus and thereby
hold up American prices. Another explanation is some-
times offered. Mass production greatly reduces unit
costs but the local market cannot consume the entire
output so the surplus is ''dumped” in the foreign
field, perhaps at less than cost. The justification is
that if this were not done, then mass production would
not be possible and as a result unit prices in America
would be higher. Of course, this argument has some
basis of truth but just how much is problematical.
Now for the most part the N. R. A. Codes
maintain a "hands off” attitude toward exports. In fact,
one gets the Impression that in their desire to have
local prices held up, they are willing to permit "dump-
ing”, even urge it. If this is so we have a conflict
between these Codes and the majority of the others.
Is it possible for both positions to be correct? Since
,
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they are directly opposed to one another, it appears
that some one is faulty*
The final section under Selling Below Cost
is rather involved. It states-^Manufacturers who also
are producers of the raw materials involved must charge
as a production cost, the price of raw materials as
published . To make it a little clearer, a manufac-
turer of pottery mi^t own a clay pit, from which he
secured the clay needed for his factory. However, the
supply being great he sells some of it to the general
public, perhaps to other producers in his own trade.
In doirgthls, he publishes standard prices, prices which
naturally show him a profit. This all appears to be
quite a natural procedure. However, here is where the
Code steps in to state that when he uses his own clay
he must carry it as a manufacturing cost at the same
price which he would charge the general public. This
regulation is clearly a terrible encroachment on per-
sonal liberty. The manufacturer should be allowed to
carry the raw material at cost if he so desires. Such
an action surely would be perfectly ethical. Moreover,
(1) Sandstone Industry
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it naturally would give him a alight edge on his com-
petitors, enabling him to sell at lov/er prices and
thus secure greater business* Clearly this should be
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Price schedules^ based on scientific cost
finding methods and approved by the code authority,
flh&ll be published and adhered to by the greater ma~
loritv of industries * Mlniraimi prices must be set and
adhered to, while any changes in the schedule can only
c
be made after giving notice to the authorities. In
times of emergency, authorities are permitted to step
in and regulate prices in order to save the industry.
For some time back, it has been the claim of the lar-
ger industries that competition by the small men who
carried no depreciation charges, no management ex-
penses or the like, was ruining trade. They stated as
their reason that naturally such individuals could do
work at far less than the larger corporation and, in
order to compete, the latter were forced to cut ex-
penses to the bone by the use of stretch-out methods,
lowering wages, etc* Whether or not this contention
was true and whether or not the conditions were not
merely an excuse to act in such a manner is hard to say.
Arguments are strong on both sides. Never-
theless, the authorities apparently feel that this pro-
vision places all members of a trade upon an equal
:oiHi
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footing as regards overhead expenses, etc* As a mat-
ter of fact, it still actually fails to attain the
desired results, yet the authorities can comfort them-
selves with the thought that at least they are trying
to correct conditions*
The idea of having the authorities step in,
setting prices, etc*, in order to save the industry
from collapse in times of a crisis is, to my way of
thinking, a forward move* I question seriously the
desirability of caring for the rights of one man to
the injury of a thousand* That is the attitude held
by the Individualists who state that every business man
is free to set and control his own prices. If by so
doing he ruins his entire industry, the contention is
apparently unsound, regardless of whether it is con-
stitutional or not* The price to be paid is too great*
The flame is not worth the candle* To Injure thousands
in order to insure some individual of certain privi-
leges, which privileges are not ones springing from
the Natural Law, is both unreasonable and unjust, be-
ing productive of discontent and uncertainty.
However, we, the American public, must be for-
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It would be an easy matter for the authorities to
dictate prices when no emergency existed. Thus, they
would usurp powers not actually theirs, and from that
start it would be a most simple matter to set up a
Socialistic State. The other alternative would be a
Dictatorial State and, although theoretically they
are direct opposites, nevertheless they appear to go
hand in hand. It is hard to determine which would be
the v/orse, but either of them would rob us of our most
precious birthri^t--our freedom.
Provision four—by which lump sum contracts
where \mit quantity, quality and/or prices Is/are not
specified are forbidden—and six—by which group sales
where articles have ostensibly been reduced in prices
are prohibited—and sev0n--which states that concealed
bidding is not to be allowed—may well be considered
together. The purpose of all three are identical,
either to secure customers’ business at less than
scheduled prices or at a higher rate. Most generally
(1) Provision seven found in codes covering
Public Seating Industry.
Contracting Industry.
Wood Floor Contracting Industry.
Plastering and Lathing Contracting Industry.
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It is the former* The method employed by all three
is likewise the same, to conceal the price per unit,
etc* It is but reasonable, if scientific cost find-
ing methods are to be employed in establishing fair
price schedules and if selling below cost is to be
prevented, that the provisions listed above be included
in the Codes as a means of guaranteeing the desired
results*
However, it is here that we find an outstand-
ing fault in the Codes* These provisions are not con-
tained in all, but in only a relatively few indus-
tries’ codes* The means of violation are left open
to the others; not only that, but it is actually sug-
gested* To be more explicit, the Code for Air Filter
Industry requires a price schedule and does not allow
selling below cost* A member of the Industry reading
the provisions of another trade finds listed the points
discussed above* He immediately notes that here is a
way that he may escape the rules of the N* R. A*, and
yet not Involve himself in any difficulty* He knows
it is wrong and perhaps he will never employ such meth-
ods, yet mentally he pigeon-holes them for future use
if it appears either necessary or desirable* And so
X.
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we see that the N. R. A. suffers from lack of uniform
rules. If the authorities were to recognize this
short-coming and act about righting the condition,
then Codes might become far more effective.
Under Price Schedules is found a provision
against the sale of a new product as a repossessed or
rebuilt product and at a reduction below regular pre»
vailing published new product prices . What was stated
in the preceding paragraph applies equally well in
this instance. It is merely another example of the
means some industrialists would consider employing in
their anxiety to avoid living up to their Code. Of
course, it is unethical and yet it appears as if the
government might just as well make no effort to con-
trol this. It would demand continued watchfulness
with the danger always being that the watcher would
succumb to bribery or might be fooled by some clever
device.
For example, the manufacturer might easily
arrange for a slight accident which, while doing no
actual damage to the product might nevertheless ruin
the appearance of the package, container, or the like.
Then he could claim or at least attempt to claim that
'* Zu.*
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his new product was injured goods and hence no longer
salable as "firsts”. Anyone with a spark of ingenuity
could devise such a plan and when it appeared worth his
while could use it even though it might be injurious
to his trade, for man by his very nature considers his
own Interests first, last and always. He will attempt
to aid society as a whole only when he discerns some
very definite and tangible benefit which he himself
will derive.
It is useless to condemn such an attitude for
it is human nature, and we have all been trained and
made accustomed to it. One must be tau^t to think in
terms of society rather than of self. We as a nation
have not been so trained. Perhaps in time, five hundred
yes even one hundred years from now, the people of the
earth may have so evolved as to be absolutely socially
minded. Until such a time, to force theories requir-
ing such an attitude upon a race having an opposite out-
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PRICE DISCRIMINATION
We now come to a consideration of the prob-
lems offered by price discrimination* Is a business
man forced to grant a discriminatory reduction to one
party to the injury of another? Is such practice
followed by a monopoly? Finally, would such a monop-
oly be injurious?
With regard to these questions, this much is
clear. For one company holding a monopolistic posi-
tion in some trade to refuse equal prices to all, un-
less a reduction is offered for quantity purchases,
is injurious to the public welfare and is destructive
of free competition. Such tactics would clearly either
produce another monopoly or else would result in a
greater monopoly by merging the old with the new. Such
a trust, since it would eliminate free competition
—
the life of trade and the protection of the consuming
public—would be most harmful.
It is almost impossible to correctly separate
the price discriminatory practices from the secret re-
bating devices. Nevertheless, we have listed sixteen
as price discrimination, and a short survey of each
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advances or price declines, or entering Into contracts
lacking; mutuality * Personally I can see no reason why
a producer should not assume the risk of price fluc-
tuations if he is willing to. Someone must assume it
but it has been customary for the buyer to be the one.
No sympathy need be wasted on the producer as it is a
Imown fact that a charge is included in his list price
to cover the risk. Naturally, the margin of protection
is a little greater thsin it need be and so the manu-
facturer benefits. The buyer, however, is usually will-
ing to pay the extra amount for the protection it of-
fers, Intervention in this matter appears unwarranted
and since it should be easy to hide such a practice,
it might be better to maintain a "hands off” attitude.
Improperly including; the name of a buyer in
a price group where it is the established custom of the
industry to make price concessions to large scale con-
sumers is also provided against, This offers the
easiest method of extending a reduction to one party
and not to another. Apparently it is quite commonly
done. Naturally the buyer continually beseeches the
seller for the privilege and once given it is most
(1) See list of codes including this provision in
Appendix, page 176.
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difficult to take back, since it may create ill will
and result in loss of business, something the seller
dreads
•
Furthermore, the motive in giving a reduc-
tion is to insure and secure large orders, orders which
due to their greater size may be more easily and eco-
nomically handled than smaller ones* Due to this set-
up the profit yield on a large order at discount, and
a small order at list prices, are proportionately the
same* Hence, to give a reduction in price for a small
order works a double Injustice; first, on those who buy
in large quantities, because a proportionately greater
profit is made at their expense; second, on the stock
holders and employees of the seller* Smaller profits
affect dividends in the case of the former, wages in the
case of the latter* And so it appears to be advisable
or at least desirable to prohibit this practice, since
elimination benefits all alike*
Thirty-three codes provide that
—
Sample re-
quirements, over a stipulated maximum* shall be paid for
by the customer at a price which covers all costs.
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If we are to condemn selling at less than cost, then we
must cover the methods by which it may be accomplished.
The donation of goods, in the guise of samples, is a
common trade practice. Unless specifically forbidden
the continuation of such methods is sure to defeat the
purpose of the codes to prevent selling at less than
cost or established and published prices.
The privilege is given to each industry to
establish for itself its sample requirements. Usually
samples are marked so that they cannot be sold as regu-
lars. Still such marks are often easy to remove or
obliterate and so the provision is not always honored
by observance. In viev/ of these facts, some such stipu-
lation as this is necessary to bring about the desired
conditions. The producers siiffer no great injury, for
the fewer samples given out, the more money they can
save. They cannot find much hostility among their pur-
chasers for failure to give extra samples since no pro-
ducer could give more than they. If the feeling is that
such requirements are an xuifalr attack on advertising,
it is to be remembered that devising a more attractive
advertising technique would very likely result in far
greater sales. So this regulation might result in the
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development of better and more scientific selling
methods
•
Consignment of products to any but authorized
agents is another fairly important regulation* The
purpose clearly is to protect the retailers and as such
it is desirable. To my mind one of the greatest evils
of the present day is the manner in which the members
of one industry invade another field* This condition
is especially evident among retailers* The drug store
now sells almost everything* The cigar or tobacco shop
vends newspapers, magazines, candy, bread, milk, some
canned goods, ice cream, tonic, lends books and enters
many other fields, so that it comes closer to being a
general store than a tobacconist*
However, the greatest sinner has been the
Chain Store* Originally set up as grocery stores, they
have invaded many, many other fields. The greatest suf-
ferers have been the butchers, a group who themselves
never seriously attempted to compete with the grocery*
But they are not the only ones, as a survey of the ar-
ticles sold by the chain stores will shov^. They sell
cigarettes, razor blades, palls, pans, brooms, mops,
candy, and at Christmas they even have taken to selling
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Christmas trees. So we see the druggist, the florist,
the proprietors of the hardware and confectionery
stores suffer from this type of organization. Still
they are not the only ones to suffer; the manufac-
turers of nationally known brands of canned goods,
etc. are forced to extend price concessions or see the
companies Introduce their own brands, thus drawing them
out of a great field of possible sales. The latter
Is Injured as a result of his own short slgbtedness.
However, the retailers In the former group have been
Injured due to the failure of the manufacturers and
wholesalers to refuse to sell to any but the regular or
authorized agents of their line.
And so to protect the retailer, this provi-
sion Is Included. Incidentally the wholesaler Is also
cared for. This provision is included in but a few
codes, covering eight major Industrial divisions, so
It Is evident that the Idea has not been too seriously
considered. Yet It is encouraging to note that to the
minds of some at least this is a matter deserving no
little consideration.
(1) See list of codes Including this provision in
Appendix, page 179.
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One of the most stressed points among the
practices is the ninth under Price Discrimination*
It appears in every possible Industrial Division, show-
ing up in about 75^ of all the Codes studied; three
hundred and seventy-five containing clauses against
—
Msiking special advertising or transportation allowances
or giving special service where all customers of the
same class are not given the same service * The indus-
tries have apparently recognized their sin, if sin it
may be called, and desire to move to correct it* This
clause in the Codes undoubtedly is the most inclusive
and really covers all the divisions under price
discrimination*
Now one of the main failings of the Trade
Practice Regulations as we now find them is that they
are either too vaguely general or else too confusingly
particular or specific* This provision, however, dif-
fers from the majority. It covers a great deal of
ground, sets down a definite rule and can leave no
doubt as to its meaning and intent* If the codes
could summarize all the matters which have been Included
within them into a relatively few provisions such as
this, regulations which could apply not to a few
r>. J
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Isolated types of Industry but rather to a vast major-
ity, in fact almost all, it is easy to see how they
mi^t become a great aid to business. It would, as
far as practical, place business on a sounder, more
ethical basis. It would tend to free trade from the
chiseler and his type and in general capital, labor
and consumer would enjoy the benefits. \Yhether or
not the government can realize this, before it is too
late, and move to bring it about, is the big question
with regard to the N. R. A.
According to sixty codes, granting customers
free use of equipment, machinery and the like is no
longer to be permitted. To my way of thinking this
appears to be going too far. It is unquestionably a
good selling point to permit free use of equipment and
machinery to one’s customers, especially to the more
important ones. It seems a little unreasonable to for-
bid them to act in this manner. Still, it should pro-
duce business for the service men in those fields and
since the primary motive of the N. R. A. is to stimulate
all or at least as many industries as possible, this
move appears quite logical.
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Here we see another short-coming In the Code,
Provision nine, stated above, emphatically outlaws
making special allowances for advertising or transpor-
tation or giving special service where all customers
of the same class are not given the same service. The
last half really covers the present cas^ for provision
ten also implies that service given is given dlscrimln-
ately, that it is not extended equally to all customers
in the same class. It is needless duplication such as
this which makes the Trade Practice Regulations so
bulky and unwieldy. Section nine mi^t well be made a
little clearer so as to evidently cover ten which could
then be dropped.
Along the same lines as the foregoing we
find that ^permitting customers to return goods to be
serviced without charging for the service ” is for-
bidden. Here also we find that the "special service"
mentioned above could well mean this. Only thirteen
Codes give it consideration, the rest apparently feel-
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This provision has little to recommend it.
It might quite probably result in poor workmanship
for the manufacturer, if he realizes that he must con-
dition goods for a certain period, will most likely
exercise care in seeing to it that the product is as
perfectly made as possible before being sold. In this
way he will keep repair costs at a minimum. This has
long been the custom in many trades and to do away
with it appears to be a rather thoughtless step. Its
early elimination is to be hoped for.
Evidently the granting of free installation
service on equipment purchased is also covered. If it
means that one customer is given this privilege while
another is refused, it is clearly discriminatory and
covered in the same manner as the foregoing, namely by
provision nine. If, on the other hand, the privilege
is enjoyed by all, then the list price should include
an allowance for installation, else we find that the
service is being offered at less than cost and so the
parties to it are acting in direct opposition to the
major provision of almost every Code. Why, then, do
we find such duplication? The answer is self-evident.
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trade, has tried to guard against their continuance
by specifically forbidding them.
We find neglect to enforce written obliga-
tions set forth in contracts in a single Code, This
is rather foolish for such an act constitutes a breach
of contract and so it is very unlikely to occur. There
is no good reason why such a clause should be included
under the N. R, A. This and similar expressions should
be removed as it is evident that the law covers the
situation and that the average person is aware of the
fact.
Everything else under Price Discrimination
has been given but little consideration by the various
industries. However, it is well to note them. These
are
:
Granting extension of time in which to take
delivery or fulfill contract . The chief evil in this
is that it results in a loss of respect for the binding
power of a contract, and insidiously instills in one
the Impression that a contract is drawn up only to be
broken. The fact that no action is taken by the “party
injured” is no justification for ignoring the terms of
the contract.
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^Returning; ^oods except In accordance with
the established rules of the Indus try ^ ^
)
The indus-
trialist who would permit this is guilty of a double
fault* ICnowingly he Injures the industry and harasses
his competitors by his action. The other members of
the trade are forced to do likewise in order to main-
tain the goodwill of their customers. Unknowingly he
hiirts himself. His fellow business men dislike his
tactics and he finds that Instead of getting full
price for his goods, he accepts returns which he will
be forced to sell as "seconds”, perhaps suffering a
loss rather than the profit which would have been his
had he not permitted the return of the goods. More-
over, almost every Industry allows return of goods for
serious faults, faults which justify the giving of a
rebate, discount, or restoration of entire investment.
Since this is so, the one guilty of the above practice
can offer nothing in defence of his action. Neither
good business nor conscience could be the motivating
force
•
(1) Celluloid Button Buckle and Manufacturing Industry
'•W.
43
^Diversions and stop-overs In transit with
the effect of reducing; price—deferred delivery* ”(l)
Quite a common method of giving a secret rebate or
price discrimination, this practice must be prohibited
in order to bring about our main purpose—the mainte-
nance of a constant price, properly figured, and of-
fered equally to all customers*
Storing customer's goods in vendor’s ware-
house without charge or hiring space in customer's
warehouse
.
^ This must be split for proper considera-
tion. The first part really constitutes the giving of
a service without charge and so, as in so many other
Instances, it is covered sufficiently by provision
nine; hence, it may be omitted. The second part really
(1) Cylindrical Liquid-Tight Paper Container Industry.
Expanding and Specialty Paper Products Industry.
Fibre Can and T^Ibe Industry.
Pood Dish and Pulp and Paper Plates Industry.
Fluted Cups, Pan Liner and Lace Paper Industry.
Paper Disk Milk Bottle Cap Industry.
Photographic Mount Industry.
Sample Card Industry.




(2) Cotton Cloth Glove Manufacturing Industry.
Stone Finishing Machinery and Equipment Industry.
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is the giving of a secret rebate or else the offering
of a bribe for either past, present or future business,
the Implication being that an unreasonably hl^ ren-
tal is paid to the o\Tmer of the warehouse. This need
not necessarily be so, yet it is evident that in many
cases it would be, and so an attempt could be made to
differentiate, allowing one to rent such space at a
fair price but not at an exorbitant rate. It appears
as if here the Codes took the easiest, if not the most
logical way out. It would have been far fairer had
the provision stated that rental of a customers or
prospective customer's warehouse at an unreasonable
price constituted bribery or was an unfair trade prac-
tice and so was prohibited. In this way the Innocent
would not be forced to suffer for the sins of the
guilty.
^Customers must bear the cost of placing
private labels on their stock. It is a service
rendered free and so it should be covered by provision
nine.
(1) Candlewlck Bedspread Industry.
Cotton Cloth Clove Industry.
Broom Manufacturing Industry.
Cork Industry.
Replacement Axle Shift Manufacturing Industry.
Refractories Industry.
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(I)
Protection on price quotations limited to
forty-elfiht hours for acceptance . Really a too
specific provision for inclusion in tlie Codes. It ap-
plies to only one industry and it could be more effec-
tive if mentioned at the time of submitting a quota-
tion or filing a bid. The Codes are not expected to
cover every rule of a given business, but only those
matters which involve fair or unfair trade practices.
This does not appear to be in that category and so
should be excluded.
**Informlng customers of any change in prices,
discounts, etc, prior to the date of change.”
)
Business men might do well to follow this rule at all
times anyway, for extending the information results
in a loss for i^riioever makes the sale, whether oneself
or a competitor. Moreover, the one receiving the in-
formation will soon forget it and so any immediate
benefit resulting will soon be lost. The argument may
be set up that the customers should be given protec-
tion against price changes. This argument is very
(1) In Textile Group—Code for Machined Waste Manu-
facturing Industry.
(2) Power and Gang Lawn Mower Manufacturing Industry.
Asphalt and Mastic Tile Industry.
Cork Industry.
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weighty but the best answer to it is that In order to
serve the best Interests of the group a few must
suffer*
Giving free overruns . This is found in
Code 406-1-08, Corrugated and Solid Fibre Shipping
Container Industry, and we find no reference to this
sort of thing elsewhere. Tlie more efficient business
becomes the less chance there is for overruns, for they
are wasteful and waste results in loss and diminishing
profits. Deliberately planning for overruns so as to
give a price reduction secretly to a customer could
easily be accomplished and both the spirit and rule of
the N. R. A. avoided. This Code provides against this
and unquestionably other Codes could be greatly strength
ened by its inclusion. Regulation of price demands
regulation of means of obtaining price lists and of
giving rebates* The regulation can be no stronger than
its weakest link and if some elements are entirely
Ignored, then it must fall of its own v/ealmess*
Summarizing, we find that Price Discrimina-
tion regulations overlap too much, that some of the
most important are found in but a very few Codes, and
that better regulation could be secured by about five
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general provisions instead of seventeen. These five
could apply almost universally and so a far more com-
pact and stronger rule could be drawn up.
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We now consider the question of misbranding,
a question which is of greatest concern to the general
public. The average person is very trusting. He is
willing to accept inniunerable things as true until the
opposite is proved. The best possible evidence of
this fact is that most people believe that the news-
paper is always right and so it has become one of the
greatest molders of public opinion. The fact that news
papers do not agree on many points makes no difference;
the paper one reads first or the one read most fre-
quently is accepted as being truthful and correct.
Most readers are vaguely conscious that the policies
of the paper are directed by some definite man or men
whose word and point of view is the law for the publica
tion. Yet this appears to make no difference.
Realizing their credulity in the matter of
news, it is not surprising that the same is true in the
matter of brands, labels, slogans, etc. It is on this
very fact that advertising has grown to its present
position of great Importance in the V/orld of Commerce
and it is due very largely to advertising that we as a
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appreciating these facts, would be so dishonest, so
deceitful, and so unethical as to deliberately mis-
brand a product should be punished by the law.
But how is misbranding provided against by
the N. R. A.? By prohibiting the follov/lng: first
—
misrepresentation of merchandise—deliberately giving
the impression that goods are of a certain quality
when Indeed they are not, or doing nothing to remove
that impression once it has found its way into the mind
of the potential customer. Frequently the method in-
volves employing another equally vicious practice,
that of false advertising. The customer, deceived by
a tricky "ad,”, is an easy prey for the imethlcal busi-
ness man. According to the old rule, "Let the buyer
beware", the ptirchaser, realizing his mistake, can do
nothing, has no recourse to law, and can only "get even"
by boycotting the store in which he was victimized.
However, very often one never knows that he
has been made "the goat". He is never sure just what
percentage of wool is contained in the garment, whether
or not the product was really sold at a reduction, wheth
er a "second" has been passed on him as a "first", wheth
er the contents of canned goods are really first quality
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whether the show he is attending is direct from a
large Broadway Theatre or a small "hole in the wall"
somewhere along that famous thoroughfare. If he has
been fooled he can’t do much but "grin and bear it".
An example of how this may be accomplished
may well be inserted at this point. In every large
city there are stands at which photos are taken and
developments made while you wait. The shops are very
uniform in appearance. They are all small, usually
level with the street with a prominently displayed
sign announcing to the world that they specialize in
passport photos. Frequently a huge sign with the two
words "Passport Photos" is prominently displayed.
Elsewhere there are smaller signs reading "Three photos
for 25 j2(" or words to that effect.
The unsuspecting citizen needing a photo for
some reason, enters, requests three passport photos,
sits for the same, is presented with them and then is
told that the charge is one dollar. An argument en-
sues, the photographer pointing out that the "three for
a quarter" pictures are but tin types while passport
photos as ordered are something entirely different.
The customer, unless he possesses the qualities of a
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Dempsey, usually pays and leaves with murder in his
heart. True he v/ill never be caught like that again
but neither will he ever go looking for such pictures
again, in all probability, and so the photographer
ekes out a rather shabby living, unmolested either by
the law or the Better Business Bureau.
Yet he is not the only one to do so; it is
merely that the methods he employs are cruder than many
of those engaging in business on a more sumptuous scale.
We do not wish our people to become a nation of cynics,
suspicious of everyone and everything; rather we pre-
fer to preserve a little of their faith in human nature.
The only way is to remove the agencies through which
they have been victimized. If we hear an outcry against
this provision we must look with suspicion at those
from whom it comes. Why should they desire the continua-
tion of such practices? Are they themselves guilty or
are they only too willing to adopt them when and if the
opportunity presents Itself?
But let us consider the remaining provisions
under misbranding. The second is substitution of mater-
ial of inferior quality to that called for by the con-
tract . So easy to accomplish, so hard to detect, this
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provision should be made mandatory in every Code; and
severe punishment should be provided for its viola-
tion. Cooperation without a threat is in this instance
hopeless. Perhaps there is some question in the read-
er's mind that such things could be done. The writer
has had considerable experience with this while em-
ployed by a contractor. When the price of cement was
high the foreman was advised to add a little more sand
or stone, thus cutting down on the contract require-
ments. Whichever product appeared most unreasonably
hi^ in price, be it stone, sand or cement, the con-
tract was avoided so that less of that product would
be used. Even with a state Inspector present, and one
would frequently be on hand, he could scarcely if ever
detect the failure to comply with the contract.
Another method was often used. The contract
would call for a ’’pour” of a certain thickness, maybe
three or four inches. At points when it couldn't be
tested it would frequently be cut to as little as an
inch or an inch and a half. When it was poured and
finished neither of these facts could be discovered.
It would take years before the results would be appa-
rent and even then they ml^t never show up.
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Do not be deceived into believing that we
were any different than any other contractors. They
were all alike, only some were far worse or more
clever than our organization. Now this does not prove
that everyone in the business was dishonest and wished
to cheat on their contracts. On the contrary it shows
that when one employs such tactics the others must fol-
low or else lose out. It is because of that that the
Trade Practices should be regulated to keep the stan-
dards of business up, rather than to force them down.
It would be entirely unreasonable to believe
that such a condition was confined to the contracting
business. Undoubtedly almost every other industry does
likewise, they differing only as to the means employed
in bringing about the common result--the substitution
of inferior goods or poorer service than that called
for by the contract. If it were confined to one in-
dustry alone we might possibly Ignore it, although we
should not, but where we find it present in so many,
steps should be taken to wipe out this evil. If the
Codes offer the best method, then they should be em-
ployed. And so until a better method is found it ap-
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Provision three states that one must mark or
brand according to the established rules of the indus-
try . As regards the rules. In most instances they re-
quire that ”seconds'% ’’irregulars”, and ’’outmoded
stock” be so marked* Other industries provide that
if the usual ingredients are not included in the mak-
ing of a product, then the same must be clearly marked
on the article showing of what it is composed* Natur-
ally failure to mark could only be attributable to the
desire to deceive the purchasing public* It could
scarcely be assigned to economy since the amount in-
volved is but slight* Since this is so we can only
uphold this provision*
It is to the Interests of the public that all
goods should be marked to Indicate their quality and
contents, especially in Instances in which it is pos-
sible to be easily deceived* It is not a question of
money alone, it also involves the question of health.
Certain products, e.g* prepared goods, might easily in-
clude a foreign Ingredient, in itself good, yet normal-
ly not included, which Ingredient ml^t be injurious
to the health or digestion of a consumer* Realizing this,
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and to my way of thinking the Codes here serve a very
good purpose
•
Provision four is so closely related to two
that nothing more must he said concerning it. What
held in two holds here equally as well. In fact, they
ml^t easily be so yrrltten as to be reduced to one ex-
pression concerning both. The provision states that
failiire to line up to specifications or established
standards is forbidden .
With regard to standards, regrettably it
must be recognized that in the past business men have
not been too careful to live up to standards. As a
matter of fact, this is one of the greatest troubles
a buyer has to face and so any move such as this pro-
vision which is likely to make his lot a little easier
will receive his spontaneous support. We can only hope
that the promise held out by the provision can be real-
ized. Naturally the businesses most vitally concerned
with standards are those in the food group. The stand-
ards of purity, etc. set up by the Federal and State
governments must be carefully observed in order to pro-
tect the lives and health of our people. Other trades
call for standard size, ingredients and quality.
*fii >
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We find that the use of deception containers
is denied by the fifth division under misbranding*
We all have seen some evidence of this practice. The
tonic bottle with the hollowed sides, looking large
but holding little, the box with the false bottom ap-
pearing to hold a greater quantity than is actually
the fact* This practice relies wholly upon the sense
of sight for its results. The best method of selling
a person is either through his ears or through his eyes
Up to the present, concentration has been on the for-
mer; nov/, however, the swing is toward the latter.
Attractive displays, smart designs and harmonious color
ing all attract and forv/ard the sale. Advertisers rely
almost wholly upon the eyes*
However, these methods are entirely ethical,
indicate constructive resourcefulness on the part of
the seller or designer, and as such are worthy of our
consideration. It is the man unable to conceive of
any constructive policy of advancing sales by appeal-
ing to the eyes, that goes to the opposite extreme and
attempts to deceive the eye. Such selling methods are
cheap and dishonest* They bring no credit to the one
who employs them nor to a people who permit them*
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Fortunately they have never been too success-
ful, the American public being able to tell such a
patent fake when they see it. V/hether it is Important
enough to have us take steps to eliminate it is open
to considerable question. However, if it is the pur-
pose of the N. R. A. to make a clean sweep of such prac-
tices, this had better be included along with the rest*
Provision six is
—
Packing “seconds” as if
they were ^firsts” with the intention of deceiving cus-
tomers , This is another cheap method employed by
some companies in order to secure extra sales. Once
again they play on the credulity of the average buyer.
The retailer cooperates by doing nothing to dispel the
impression that it is "firsts" which are being offered.
If the wrappings or packaging are of such a
type that the ordinary consumer recognizes it and asso-
ciates it with the packaging of "firsts" and the word
"seconds" is not prominently displayed, the bargain
himter will fall an easy prey. Naturally it will be
priced a little lower than the normal rate for "firsts"
and the chance to make a saving will sell the product.
Usually in such cases the purchaser does not carefully
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that everything is as he wants it to be. A careful
survey would have, in most instances, shown that a
sticker marked "second" had been placed at some in-
conspicuous point. Up to the present, that is, until
the adoption of the N. R. A., such a sticker offered
all the protection needed by the seller. However,
now most Codes for industries in which "seconds" or
the like are sold, require that a mark of a certain
size be prominently displayed. Thus the interests of
the public are cared for.
It sometimes appears that the public love
to be fooled. Even after they have been victimized
time and again in stores in which such methods are em-
ployed, they continue to return. If on the contrsiry
they should boycott such stores, trading only at the
better types of stores, these dishonest practices
might disappear for the proprietor, seeing his sales
falling off, would eliminate the cause in an effort to
reclaim customers. However, a consumers’ boycott,
while the most powerful force in business, is very
difficult to secure. To secure it great appeal must
be made to the emotions, usually to hate, and this
hatred must be continually kept alive or the boycott
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will begin to weaken and so will fail# In view of
these facts, the N. R. A. once again offers the most
satisfactory way of eliminating this evil#
Still another method of misbranding is that
described under the seventh sub-division
—
Marking or
failure to mark when the effect of such act or failure
is to convey the impression that an article of manu-
facture contains one material, when in fact it con-
tains a significant percentage of inferior materials#
This likewise depends on the purchaser fool-
ing himself# For example, a garinent may be marked as
containing wool. The purchaser, seeing this, concludes
that what is meant is that it is 100^ wool. The mark,
however, made no such definite claim but it implied
that such was the actual state of things. Suppose an
article is advertised as silk and wool, the average
purchaser feels that there is a relatively large per-
centage of silk in the cloth. Such need not be the case;
a relatively fev/ silk threads could justify the adver-
tisement .
Acts such as this surely are injurious to
those competitors who keep the quality of their goods
(1) Hosiery Industry.
Stone Finishing Machinery and Equipment Industry.
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up to average or even on a hi^er level. Not only do
they lose sales due to the competition of the cheaper
articles, but they may find their field miined by the
sales of such a product. Let me explain. You, a
purchaser, buy a silk and wool article. Due to the
unreasonably low percentage of silk, it fails to give
the wear that was expected. It loses its appearance
rapidly and so you naturally come to dislike it. Not
only that; if you had never bought such an article
before you ml^t reasonably enough decide that the one
you purchased was typical of all and so you determine
never to use a silk and wool garment again. Perhaps
you tell your experiences to a friend. The word goes
around that such products are cheap, wear poorly and
lose their newness very rapidly. The result is that
everyone begins to look with suspicion on such products
and avoids purchasing them. Thus the sales in that
line or field are ruined for all manufacturers because
of the deceit of one.
Perhaps the reader Imagines such practices
are very rare. If so, regrettably enou^, he is badly
mistaken. Surely if such practices were rare we would
not find the following in ’’The Bulletin”, the report of
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the Boston Better Business Bureau. ’’The Worcester
ICnltting Co. of 90 Franklin Street, Worcester, Mass.,
manufacturers of knitted outerwear, has signed a
stipulation with the Federal Trade Commission under
which it agrees to cease unfair representations regard-
ing the wool content of its products.
"The Company agrees to cease using the phrases
'100 per cent All Wool', '100 per cent Pure Wool' or
'100 per cent Virgin Wool*, to designate garments not
composed wholly of wool.”^^^
Only three Codes forbid the use of fictitious
and/or deceptive price tickets or similar devices
This number seems very small in view of the more or less
general suspicion that most price tags are "faked" for
sales. Are we to gather from this that most businesses
desire to retain the right to act in this matter as
suits their fancy? We have all noticed time and again,
while passing through stores or gazing into the show-
windows while sales of one type or another were in
(1) The Bulletin , Published by Boston Better Business
Bureau, Inc., Volume 'VIII, No. 5, March 20, 1935.
(2) Private Homo Study School Industry.
Underwear and Allied Products Manufacturing Industry.
Mop-Stick Industry.
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progress, price tags attached to various articles,
price tags on which there were two figures* One is
usually struck out with red crayon and the lov;er
figure is allowed to remain. In this manner the mana-
ger of this store states that the article for sale
has been reduced from one price to a lower one. Some-
times this is actually true, yet regrettably this is
not always the case. It is a common practice to sub-
stitute price tags, carrying a hi^er figure than
that for which the article was originally offered.
By this means the impression is created that a dis-
count of say 25^ or 55^ is being offered while in real-
ity there may be none at all or at most only about
or 10^.
It must be remembered that this is not always
the case. In some instances it would be foolish to
employ such a device. For example, the Arrow Shirt
—
Trump always sells at $1.95 or $2.00. To offer them
for sale at $1.75 while stating they were Intended to
retail for $2.50 would deceive no one. The same is
true of Innumerable other articles, in fact almost every
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Once again, looked at from the social point
of view, this act cannot be condoned and should be
prohibited by the Codes of every Industry In which
the practice could be employed.
The last consideration under misbranding Is
—
Selling other than new merchandise as new, ^regulars”
as ^'specials'*
«
^ Although nine Codes mention this
while only three specify the foregoing, I do not feel
that It Is of great Importance, To my way of thinking
this provision really Is nothing but a duplication of
provision six which reads, "Packing ’seconds' as If
they were 'firsts’ with the Intention of deceiving cus-
tomers", Of course, one specifies "packing", the other
"selling". Still one Is but a step to the accomplishment
of the other. Since this Is so I see no good reason
why the two provisions should not be rewritten as one,
which one would be a little clearer and easier to con-
trol. The writer cannot believe that the practice Is
Indulged In to a sufficiently great extent to warrant
an additional provision.
Summarizing the section on Misbranding, I
might state that this section Is the most Important from
(1) Among Industries In which this appears are:





Printing Equipment Industry and Trade.
Stone Finishing Machinery and Equipment Industry.
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the point of view of the consumer. Naturally, to the
business man who rarely and then unwillingly employs
these tactics, their elimination would bring consider-
able pleasure and some benefits. It is so easy to
get away with many of these tricks that a severe
penalty should be dealt out to the one found guilty
of them. Merely to request that they cease can accom-
plish nothing, but fear of the consequences mi^t do
much. If doing nothing else, a study of the Trade
Practices clearly shov;s that much business could be
elevated and placed on a more honest basis. For this
reason I should say that it might bring many beneficial
results along that line. If it did nothing else than
to start a move to eliminate the practices listed
under Misbranding, the Inclusion of the Trade Provi-
sions in the Codes would have served a good purpose
and their existence would have been justified.
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MISREPRESENTATION
"More than 16,000,000,000 copies of dally,
weekly and monthly periodicals are printed and cir-
culated every year, and every copy carries advertising
matter intended to induce the readers to buy some ar-
ticle of commerce. Approximately ^1,000,000,000 is
paid publishers annually by advertisers.
"There are published in the United States
2,288 dally newspapers, with a circulation of 42,110,390
520 Sunday newspapers, with a circulation of 28,206,171;
3,445 weekly and monthly magazines, with a circulation
of approximately 75,000,000; 12,820 tri-weekly, semi-
weekly, and weekly newspapers; and 981 fortni^tly,
semi-monthly, bimonthly, and quarterly publications.
"Altogether there are published in the United
States close to 20,000 daily, weekly and monthly news-
papers and magazines, with a total circulation of ap-
proximately 1,389,000,000 copies a month, or more than
16,000,000,000 a year.
"These publications live on revenue collected
live
from advertisers, and the advertisers/on money collected
from the purchasing public.
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"In 1930 national advertisers paid $192,327,954
to the publishers of 65 weekly and monthly magazines
having a total circulation of 56,492,131. In 1931, they
paid them $156, 218,419.
"For years many publishers, without considera-
tion for their subscribers, accepted and published ad-
vertisements filled with false and misleading repre-
sentations and thereby became parties to the deception
and fraud perpetuated upon their readers.
"Later many publishers awoke to the value of
reader confidence and barred from their publications
such advertisements as were clearly fraudulent.
"The publishers requested a trade practice
conference. It was held in New York City November 12,
1928, with approximately 6,000 publishers present.
"Chairman Humphrey outlined the scope of the
conference and the powers of the Federal Trade Commission;
pointed out the extent to which advertisers were robbing
the sick, the unfortunate, and the ignorant; the part
publishers were playing in delivering Innocent victims
into the clutches of false advertisers; the responsi-
bility of the publishers and their plain duty to their
subscribers and the purchasing public; and requested
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the cooperation of all publishers in the Coinniission’
s
efforts to eliminate falsehood and deception from ad-
vertising and to restore reader confidence.
"These assembled publishers pledged their
support and it may be said to the credit of a large
majority of all publishers that they have loyally co-
operated with the Commission. Hundreds of vultures
preying upon the public have been driven out of busi-
ness; and thousands of otherwise honest business men,
who had fallen into the habit of exaggerating and using
deceptive and misleading superlatives, have revised
their ’copy* and find it pays to tell the truth in
advertising . ^ ^
)
Despite this fact conditions in the adver-
tising field are as yet by no means ideal. Many
patently false and fraudulent advertisements are still
used. A few of the common methods still in use are
representation of ready-made clothing as tailor made;
representing endorsement by and affiliation with the
United States government when such is not actually the
case; representing a product as harmless to health or
(1) Federal Trade Commission, Annual Report, Year
Ending June 30, 1932, Pages 43-44.
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the like when the opposite Is true; representing com-
petitors’ stock of goods as imports from foreign
nations, e*g* Germany or Japan at the present time*
Other common practices are to claim machine produced
goods are made hy hand or by the Indians or the like;
stating middleman’s profit has been eliminated when
it has not; claiming domestic goods are imported; quot-
ing regular prices as a special offer; creating the
impression that endorsements are given freely and no
cash is given for the same*
Regarding this last, I doubt if any one is
fooled by the practice* Quite a common practice in
advertising of a short time back was to set up a series
of false claims for the article offered to the public
while falsely attacking competitors’ products. As an
example I will cite a paragraph from the Federal Trade
Commission’s Annual Report.
”In March 1932, the Commission Issued a com-
plaint against a certain manufacturer, based on illegal
misrepresentation of its o\7n products and disparagement
of competitors’ products, in the advertisement, sale,
and distribution of certain machine made cigars.
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”It is alleged that the respondent corporation,
in its advertisements and other literature, decries,
as filthy, insanitary and generally repulsive and un-
healthy, the use of the so-called practice of 'spit-
dipping’ in the manufacture by hand of more than half
of all the cigars made in this country, as contrasted
with its own alleged certified and sanitary methods of
manufacture under which 'every leaf entering its fac-
tories is scientifically treated by United States
Government approved methods', when in truth and in fact
the processes of manufacturing cigars by hand do not
now generally Involve the practice known to the trade
and purchasing public as 'spit-dipping', or finishing
the head of a cigar with saliva, and when in truth and
in fact neither the United States Government, nor any
department or bureau thereof has officially, or other-
wise approved the methods used by respondent in the treat-
ment of its tobacco or the cigars made by it therefrom,*’
There can be no doubt that at the time the
advertising just described did great Injury to the small
cigar maker, who, making cigars by hand, was struggling
to eke out a bare existence, since he was Injured in the
(1) Federal Trade Commission, Annual Report, Year End-
ing J\ine 30, 1932, page 68.
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eyes of tiie general public who, willingly or not^ were
subtly being prejudiced against him and his product.
Happily this type of thing has more or less disappeared,
pennanently it is to be hoped. True "ballyhoo" is
still employed but it at least has some basis of truth
as we nov/ have it.
But let us consider some of the sub-divisions
under the main heading of Misrepresentation.
Fir3t--Misleadlng selling methods and credit
terms. Quite a popular device employed by the cheaper
firms, especially stores which sell on credit. The
customer is lead to believe that no carrying charge or
else only a very sll^t one is being made when as a mat-
ter of fact every cent allowed under the law is being
charged. We all know how subtly tlie credit terms of some
companies are set forth, and unless one is acquainted
with calculating these terms he might easily be deceived.
"The N. R. A. has just made an interpretation
regarding credit tern advertising to the effect that
it shall be a violation of article IX section 1 (a) for
a retailer, in connection with any offer of sale on a
deferred, 'budget
' ,
or installment payment plan, whether
in advertising matter or direct to the customer or other-
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wise, to quote or fix a price or solicit deferred, ‘
’budget’, or installment payments of any kind without
at the same time stating definitely, if such is the
case, that additional financing or other charges will
be made or imposed."
The second
—
Claiming in advertising or other-
wise the occupancy, operation or utilization of a fac-
tory when such is not the case~-is not too frequently
done, yet it is interesting to see how it is accom-
plished. ^
A company having a small plant surrounded by
large ones runs an advertisement in which is a picture
purporting to show the plant in which the product was
made . The picture shows a larger plant with two or
three buildings. In the picture the actual plant ap-
pears but with it are shown one or two other buildings
which are entirely independent of it. Care must be
used in taking the picture so that no sign identifying
any structure save the company’s is shown. This, of
course, can be easily done end v^hen one sees the picture
(1) The Bulletin , Published by the Boston Better Busi-
ness Bureau, Volume VIII, No. 5, March 20, 1935.
(2) Found in codes for:
Corset and Brassiere Industry.
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one naturally concludes that a company with such a
large plant must be very successful and that the suc-
cess is the result of placing a fine product on the
market. Thus the public is once again played for a
sucker and the competitors who produce finer articles
and who are more ethical, suffer losses in sales which
rightly should be theirs • There can be no doubt but
that this sort of thing should be stamped out*
Believe it or not, there are woolen “mills”
that have no mills, drug “laboratories” without “labs”,
“canning companies" that never can. A few examples
of cases from the Report of the Federal Trade Commission
should suffice to show how common these and similar
practices are.
“F. A. Flinn, R. C. Pettegreu, Elmer E. Cram,
Mrs. Albert Rasmuss and Miss Helen Bates, trading as
the Anti-Tobacco League, Ctoiaha vendors of an alleged
cure for the tobacco habit, agree to discontinue the use
of the name * Anti-Tobacco League’ and the use of any
titles following signatures to any communication that
imply an official position in any association or leaguii--
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"Alice Gullermsin trading as Crystal Diamond
Co*, N. Y. City, vendor of glass crystals designated
•French Diamonds •, agrees to discontinue the use of the
word ’Diamonds* in firm names and the use of the word
•Jeweler’ in a manner to imply rating as a jeweler;
—
"Marcelle Guolaire, trading as Madame Puolaire
and Parisian Laboratories, distributors of a massage
cream designated ’Parisian Flesh Food’, agrees to dis-
continue the use of the v/ords ’Laboratories’ and ’Pari-
sian’ in the firm and trade names when neither owning
nor operating a laboratory in which the product is com-
pounded, nor having an office in Paris; ”(2)
The Codes offer the best means of eliminating
such practices since it is doubtful if anyone would be
liable to hail a party to such an act into court* Even
the decision might be the opposite of that expected*
The third
—
Bait Advertising— la v/ell named,
It is set to catch the fish, the particular type being
the sucker. It is hoped that he will fall for the ad-
vertisement, hook, line and sinker* In the interests
of the general public it would be v/ell to do away with
this evil*
(1) Case No. 0136.
(2) Case No. 0263*
(3) Found in codes for:
Private Home Study School Industry.
End Grain Strip Wood Block Industry.
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Sollcltinp!; prominent persons for the purpose
of uslnf; their name, photograph or testimonial for
advertising; purposes is prohibited by division four.^^^
This seems unnecessary. If a business man thinks that
such a method produces sales he should be allov/ed to
employ it. As a whole the American public view with
indifference testimonials offered by anyone, whether
prominent or not; perhaps even with more suspicion in
the case of the prominent party, for it is a known
fact that people as a general rule v/ill not go out of
their way to offer a testimonial for an article merely
for the altruistic purpose of furthering its sale.
If, however, cash is offered for the testimony
the complexion of the thing is entirely changed. Natural-
ly they are only too glad to give a testimonial, to say
a kind word in praise of a product. The fact that they
do not use the product, have no Interest in it, and
do not care whether it sells or not makes no difference
to them. They look upon the whole matter as if it were
a job. They are paid to do it and so they will gladly
comply.
(1) Private Home Study School Industry.
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Confining ourselves entirely to the leaders
of sports, a few exajiiples will indicate how common
this practice is. Both ’’Babe" Ruth and ’’Lefty’’ Grove
have signed testimonials for cigarettes when as a
matter of fact they do not smoke them at all, but
rather always use big black cigars. Take the case of
’’Dizzy’’ Dean who, it is estimated, has received over
$7,500 for various signed testimonials this season.
Since no one is fooled by this sort of thing
I cannot see that any great harm can come from letting
the practice continue unmolested. However, there is
one party who ml^t be injured by this practice. He
is the honest advertiser who, receiving an honest and
unsolicited testimonial, might be tempted to employ it
in the hope of Increasing sales. However, due to the
general opinion regarding such testlmoniaJ. advertis-
ing, he ml^t be wasting his money and the advertise-
ment ml^t fail entirely in its purpose.
The fifth is Underselling Advertising .
^
If there are to be no cut prices, no sale at less than
list price, then there can be but little underselling
and so this form of advertising is out. It appears to
(1) Cleaning and Dyeing Trade.
Dental Laboratory Industry.
Shoe Rebuilding Trade.
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be an attempt on the part of the Codes to shut their
eyes to the fact advertised, and as far as I can see
the one who is actually underselling might do well to
keep it to himself or get in a little difficulty with
code authorities. Only recently a large cut rate per-
fume company was called before the authorities about
this very thing. The hearing was held in Providence.
Here is what happened.
"Allen’s Cut Rate Store, 238 Westminister
Street, and Allied Cut Rate Store, 75j- Dorrance Street,
both of Providence, both operated by the Johnson Whole-
sale Perfume Company of Connecticut, were ordered by
the N. R. A. Regional Director to surrender their Blue
Eagles
.
"The concerns lost their N. R. A. insignia
for selling nationally known merchandise below code
requirements. A number of complaints from competing
stores carrying the same nationally known brands of mer
chandise were received and investigated by the Provi-
dence Bureau. Bureau shoppers made purchases of mer-
chandise alleged to have been priced below the Code’s
minimum and formal reports were registered with the Pro
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The concern’s apparent disregard for Code
Provisions was considered very serious by Drug Stores,
Food Stores and Department Stores which were conform-
ing to the minimum price clause of their Codes* Through
methods considered unfair competition under the Codes,
Allen’s and the Allied for a period of time were re-
ceiving business at the expense of the stores comply-
ing wi th the N . R . A . ^ ^ ^
In one Code, 312-1-10, The Furniture Manufac-
turing Industry, there is a provision reading, ’’Failure
to give a description of goods when requested to by
customers .” It is but fair and just that the descrip-
tion of goods should be given if requested. I judged
that only in this one industry is such a condition
found. The fault is, perhaps, directly attributable to
the customers themselves who have never forced the manu-
facturers to extend them this ri^t.
It is forbidden by the Code on the Steel
Casting Industry to deliberately promise an impossible
delivery to get orders. This is a very vicious prac-
tice. It may cause the buyer very serious loss result-
ing from the delay.
(1) The Bulletin , Published by the Boston Better Busi-
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COMIffiRCIAL BRIBERY
Commercial bribery taken in its widest sense
may include so much--the bribery of a competitor’s
employee in order to gain trade secrets, discover
planned bids, secret processes employed in the competi-
tor’s shop, etc* It may further imply the bribery of
a prospective customer’s employee. It is a generally
recognized fact that nothing is so beneficial as to
have someone on the inside pleading one’s cause, and
so the method generally employed is to bribe an em-
ployee, usually one in a rather important position,
whose opinion is more or less hi^ly regarded* When
such a party speaks In behalf of a definite bidder, the
chances of that bidder are greatly enhanced. Care must
be exercised in the method used in bribery. In some
instances it makes no difference, yet in other cases
subtlety should be the keynote*
As regards this last method of bribery, it
perhaps is not entirely ethical, but custom has more
or less sanctioned its use* It is employed by almost
everyone, from the politician with his big graft all
the way down the line* I doubt if anyone feels any
guilt in accepting such gifts; rather, one feels it is
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his due and he comes to expect it* However, it is
most doubtful if anyone can find any justification
for the bribery of a competitor’s employee for the
purpose of discovering trade secrets, such as bids
submitted, processes employed, etc. V/hat justifica-
tion could possibly exist? It is the same as steal-
ing and, strictly speaking, should be punishable in the
same manner. It can only produce suspicion, hate, or
ill-will. Its prohibition, if we judge by the number
of times it makes its appearance in Codes, three hun-
dred and ninety-nine times, is greatly desired. The
high-minded business man, who would not himself adopt
such practices, feels, and rightly so, that he should
be given protection against them.
Regarding the matter of Commercial Bribery,
it is worthy of comment that as originally planned the
N. R. A. Codes were to Include a provision regarding
labor espionage. However, so much pressure was brought
to bear on the authorities that they did not continue
with their plsin and omitted the provision entirely.
’’Offering prizes, premiums or gifts where the
element of lottery or chance is involved *^ is mentioned
ninety times. The gambling instinct comes to the fore.
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in hard times more than at any other period. Barnum
declared, "A sucker is born every minute”, and time
is tending to prove that he really underestimated.
When times are trying and when money is scarce, then
suckers (if I may use the term) gladly risk their last
few cents on the chance of making a small fortune.
There may be some justification in assuming the risk
with a fortune as a reward.
However, a fortune need not be the reward*
Witness the heavy wagering done at the New England race
tracks in 1934, despite the fact that it is generally
known that it is almost impossible to win very heavily.
It actually comes down to this* Everyone or almost
everyone feels that he is a genius* Even though not
recognized, he always imagines that, given the chance,
he could amaze the world. That is why it is so easy to
criticize those in positions of responsibility. Be-
cause of the genius attitude, the average person figure
he can guess correctly more often than otherwise, and,
since such a condition would yield a steady return, he
turns to betting on the horses*
Business men observe the fact and decide to
employ the lottery method for moving their goods. A
*
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product worth $5*00 at retail is offered on a punch
board which yields ^7*00 or maybe $10.00 • A chance
may sell for a dime or a quarter, sometimes even as
little as a nickel. The cheaper it is, the easier it
is to "pull in the sucker". He will freely risk a
nickel or a dime for the chance to win a five dollar
article even thou^ he has no earthly use for the ar-
ticle •
The lottery idea is not confined to punch
boards; many other similar systems are employed. For
exfiunple, it is a common practice to give one article
free with the purchase of another similar article. In
the sale of candy of the penny variety, pieces with
certain centers entitle the one drawing the same to a
prize. The so-called "slug-machine" is another lottery
idea employed by the cheaper candy producers. It in-
volves the deposit of a nickel for a roll of mints.
The one who deposits the coin pulls a lever, his roll
of mints comes forth, but a number of symbols appear
on the face of the machine. If certain combinations
appear the player is rewarded with slugs or tokens which
can bo used for the purchase of merchandise. This is
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one investing does not take the candy at all, perhaps
fearing ptomaine poisoning; and so, really the machine
is nothing but a gambling device. It is to be noted
that the machine may be so regulated that but a very
small percentage of the amount played is paid out or
returned in tokens. For a long time, in Massachusetts
at least, the police have been making a concentrated
effort to stamp out this evil. However, if the store-
keeper denies the fact that he honors the tokens as if
cash, then, as far as I can ascertain, nothing can be
done. The law, although covering this, cannot be ap-
plied without proof, which is rather difficult to secure.
Here then is where the Code proves its worth.
It can immediately strike out the evil by prohibiting
the employment of selling or merchandising methods in-
volving agencies of chance. This article of the Code is
most desirable. Our uneducated people should be pro-
tected from their own v/eakness and gullibility and from
the scheming plans of racketeers, for it is they and
their like who use such tactics. With such methods
eliminated, the one who would employ such practices will
be reduced to an equal footing with the capable busi-
ness man and so will either produce a better article
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in order to compete with him or else will be forced
out of business. In either alternative the industry
and the public will both benefit.
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SECRET REBATES
In number and variety of methods In which
the main purpose may be accomplished, secret rebates
far surpass all other trade practices. A mere cursory
glance at them must show the immensity and difficulty
of undertaking any regulation. No less than thirty-
one devices were found, and their variety is amazing.
After seeing them one cannot doubt but that the business
man has given more thought to how to avoid the Codes
than to finding new methods of securing increased business.
The entire problem begins v/ith the impression
held by both the past and the present Chief Executive
that the safest way to recovery was to hold prices up
at any cost. The method employed differed. Ft. Hoover
requesting the companies to do this while Mr. Roosevelt
attempted through the Codes to secure the same results.
He asked for a standard accounting system, a logical
cost finding method, based on which prices should be
drawn. Then prices v/ere to be offered to all without
discrimination. Actually it was creating a price monopo-
ly in every line of business. Now almost every busi-
ness man is overjoyed when his competitors are forced
to maintain prices, especially high prices, the belief
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being that it will result in his securing a greater
share of business and a larger business.
Knowing this it was but natural for everyone
to cheer the idea of holding up prices. While still
cheering, however, many began to figure how they could
secretly offer lower prices while competitors v/ere
forced to keep theirs up. And so their minds devised
these methods and Heaven only knov/s how many more not
known generally.
And so \ie must look back to the source for
the solution of the problem. Is the government pursu-
ing the ri^t policy in its efforts to create a double
monopoly—one of wages and the other of prices? Is it
possible for us, as a nation, to find our way out of
the depression by such means? Would it be better to
allow both to fluctuate freely until their natural and
proper levels were found?
Now it is rather hard to apply this to labor
for if a living wage is not insured, discontent can
scarcely fail to make an appearance. Discontent is the
initial step toward revolt. Socialism, Communism. Fur-
thermore, low wages, that is poverty wages, always
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with its overcrowded prisons, can scarcely endure any
such increase. Now allowing that wages must be regu-
lated, and it is generally admitted that that is the
best and most Important section of the N, R. A,, we
must consider the other side. If this theory of recov-
ery is correct, then we are forced to state the prices
should no longer be protected, controlled or monopolized
V/ere such a policy followed all the provisions under
Secret Rebates could be thrown out and the N. R, A.
would be greatly cleaned up and regulation would be made
far simpler.
Let us consider the listings under Secret Re-
bates, The first--Terms of credit, interest, discount
and commlssion--regulated by Code, This is naturally
the most important of all our divisions and as a matter
of fact broadly covers many of them. It appears four
hundred and thirty-six times througihout, or in about
80^ of the Codes, It might very easily be Included
under Price Schedules, yet here it is evident that the
purpose is to prevent secret rebates. The rate of inter
est charged may easily be varied so that all customers
would not enjoy equal rl^ts, discounts might be ex-
tended more generously to one party than to another with
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the same effect and commission might be extended to
a customer as if he had acted as a salesman or agent
for the seller, unless careful supervision were set
up under the N. R. A.
The second
—
Assuming any portion of the ex-
penses of operating a customer's bus Iness--appears only
a few times, yet it offers one of the simplest methods
of violating the Codes* It is such an easy thing
to extend to a purchaser, the services of a super-
salesman, demonstrator or other such skilled employee*
It may easily result in future sales, a favor of this
type being hi^ly appreciated. Innumerable other meth-
ods far more subtle than these must easily present
themselves to the mind of one anxious to get around
the Codes.
(1) Rubber Manufacturing Industry.
Business Furniture, Storage Equipment and Filing
Supply Industry
Bulk Drinking Straw, V/happed Drinking Straw,




Wood Cased Lead Pencil Manufacturing Industry.
Carpet and Rug Manufacturing Industry.
Cork Industry.
Insulation Board Industry.
Perfume, Cosmetic and Other Toilet Preparations
Industry.
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The third-"As sumlnf-^ any credit responsibility
for the accounts of a customer—is so like the second
that they evidently should be merged without weakening
either provision. ^ ^ ^ The preceding paragraph covers
this provision entirely.
Two himdred and thirty-one or almost 40^ of
the Codes, covering every industrial division, contain
the following stipulation against
—
Sharing salesmen’s
compensation with a customer . Since it is mentioned so
often it is easy to see that most business men work to
stop this means of extending a rebate or bribe to the
purchaser. However, one ml^t expect the salesman to
act independent of his employer. This can be avoided
for the principal is responsible for the acts of his
agents and knowing this, the salesman would naturally
be warned.
(1) Provision is found in codes covering following
industries
:
Bituminous Road Material Distributing Industry.
Cement Industry.
Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe Manufacturing Industry.
Fertilizer Industry.






Metal Hat Die and Wood Hat Block Industry.
Millinery Industry.
End Grain Strip Wood Block Industry.
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Reading the provision one is liable to won-
der if the large concerns are not trying to keep
their expenses down. It appears quite possible that
they see in this provision an opportunity to protect
the expense accounts of salesmen, yet expecting them
to do these things on the sly and at their own expense*
Still it appears that the task of checking up on this
would be so difficult that it might almost be called
impossible. It offers another stumbling block for
Code control. It is provisions such as this which
make the direction of the N. R. A. such a gigantic task
and which prevent concentration of effort upon things
or sections which might actually be properly enforced.
Selling securities to a customer at less than
market value or the taking of some for payment at more
than current market price is along the same lines as
the above in that it shoves how subtly a rebate may be
given. In this Instance, however, due to market
regulation regarding the change In ownership of stocks
or bonds, a check-up may be made. The problem here
(1) Clay Drain Tile Manufacturing Industry.
Structural Clay Products Industry.
Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe Manufacturing Industry.
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would be to keep a constant eye upon both the Indus-
trialist and his customers. The sale of stock or
securities ml^t be delayed for a year or even a long-
er period in order to avoid detection.
Once again the government would be under-
taking too much in its effort to discover violations
of the Codes. A huge force of detectives would have
to be employed if we were to hope for any very great
results. This force v/ould perhaps at times exceed the
Army and Navy forces and there would always be the
danger of graft being accepted. Of course, the ex-
pense involved would be as great as, if no greater than
that called for by the Townsend Plan. The only other
alternative would be to have the various members of
the Industry act as spies and report all violations.
Such a plan would have serious effects on the morale
of our entire country’s business. Everyone would sus-
pect everyone else and hate would be rampant.
Another way to get around the Secret Rebate
provision is by
—
Purchasing: materials from customers at
prices greater than market prices therefor, or in
quantities beyond business requirements . ^ ^ ^ The idea
(1) Malleable Iron Industry,
Steel Recasting Industry.
American Petroleum Equipment Industry and Trade.
Alloy Casting Industry,
Secondary Aluminum Industry,
Preformed Plastic Products Industry.
Fiber Wallboard Industry,
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here is the same as in the case of securities. A
false price is to be given in order to extend to the
customer a sum of money which would reduce the price
charged him. However, the second part is a little con-
fusing. What is meant by "quantities beyond business
requirements"? Does it refer to work at hand or is it
more elastic, making allowance for the possible busi-
ness needs for some time to come? Clauses such as
this which are not definite enough should have no place
in the N. R. A. Its inclusion can only be attributed




Making loans to customers or
taking long-term notes as payment- -should and easily
could be merged with parts two or three. Since it
appears only a few times in the survey, its inclusion
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In boom times It was quite the common thing
to lavishly entertain prospective customers. At that
time it was regarded as a very pleasant duty one had
to perform in order to secure and keep the goodwill of
the prospective customer, and Incidentally get his con-
tract# Business has had a change of heart# No longer
is it regarded as desirable to squander money in en-
tertaining clients; rather it is thought best to pro-
hibit the practice entirely.
Of course, most Codes did nothing as regards
setting up such prohibition but some actually did#^^^
It must be apparent to all of us that this is an un-
necessary restriction of personal liberty and since it
cannot produce any way, it is best to forget all about
it# To those who disapprove of the practice of enter-
taining customers, there is no one forcing them to act
as others do. They are entirely free to refrain from
this method of securing and holding customers if they wish#





Printing Equipment Industry and Trade,
Concrete Masonry Industry,
Oyster Shell Crushers Industry,
Builders' Trade Supply Industry.
Fiber Wallboard Industry,
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Renting!; any part of the premises of a pur-
chaser of industry *3 products and storing goods In
premises in which customer has an interestj except
public warehouse , --could better be taken as one pro-
vision; in fact, the former appears to become the lat-
ter. If this is the case then once again we have
unnecessary overlapping and duplication of regulations
in the Codes. The bulkiness of the Codes have added
many difficulties in controlling them. They have been
full of little, unimportant provisions, ones in which
there were only sll^t shades of difference in meaning
Consolidating as many of these as possible would make
a master code possible and fairly understandable.
(1) The provisions are No. 10 and No. 11 under Secret
Rebates. We find No. 10 in codes for these industries
Gypsum Industry.




We find No. 11 in codes for
Fiber Wallboard Industry.
Industry Engaged in the Smelting and Refining of
Secondary Metals into Brass and Bronze Alloys,
in Ingot Form.
Fertilizer Industry.
Processed or Refined Fish Oil Industry.
Insulation Board Industry.
Wood Turning and Shaping Industries.
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The Implication in section 12
—
Acquiring
financial interest in the business of a customer ex-
cept through purchase of regularly listed securities--
is that by some rather shady or tricky device the in-
dustrialist has assumed a portion of the expenses of
operating the customer’s business. As such it should
or could be a sub-heading under section 2. It appears
tv;lce in the survey.
Giving a customer donations of cash or of
articles except bona fide samples as such
,
is unques-
tionably the extending of a secret rebate. Now, I can
scarcely see how the cash proposition can ever become
known if the recipient is pledged to secrecy. If such
is the case, then to attempt to prevent it is as futile
as attempting to control the tides. As regards the
donations of articles except bona fide samples, this
could be found out and so some control might be exercised.
Another rather simple method, employable by
several industries, is that of granting a larger trade-
in allowance than actual market value. With each nev/
provision, the task the Codes have undertaken along
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the lines of controlling prices appears all the more
impossible of accomplishment* This offers only fur-
ther evidence of the fact.
Only ei^t codes make mention of
—
Allowing
commissions on State or Federal taxes--and as most in-
dustries have passed over this, so will we, feeling
that there is little that can be said about it.^^^
Each additional section only shows that if
one really sets out to avoid certain sections of the
N. R. A., nothing under God's Heaven can stop him.
If one way is closed, another is open. The thing to
note about these provisions is that no code covers
them all, so all a member of a given Industry has to
do is adopt a method prohibited by some other industry.
Unless one Master or Key Code is set up nothing can
stop this and it is most doubtful if that could either.
The enumeration of the remaining divisions under Secret
Rebates add enought incidence to prove this. Take them
according to their numbers.
(1) Provision found in codes for follov/ing trades:
Cotton Ginning Machinery Manufacturing Industry.




Wood-Turning and Shaping Industry.
Towel Industry,
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(16) Acceptance of secret rebates prohibited.
^
(17) Substitution of materials of superior
quality to that called for by the contracts .
^
How
could they be stopped?
(18) Provision of salesperson or other service be-
ing rendered to purchaser unless fair compensation is
charged for such service.' '
(19) Allov/ing storage or other credits on goods in
(4)
a customer's warehouse.' '
(20) Guaranteeing products against Inlierent defects
or defects in workmanship for a period longer than is
the established practice of the Industry.
(21) Promise or payment of dividends on vendor's
earnings to any buyer when such payment is based on or
dependent on an agreement by such buyer to purchase
products from that vendor. It is to be noted that this
is a very rare selling device.
(22) Credit to be granted on returned goods or trade
-
( 5 )ins is to be limited.' ' Could be taken as a sub-divi-
sion under (14)
.
(23) Permitting customers to reverse communication
charges.' ^ Could this ever be controlled? Only the
blindest optimist could thinlc so.
(1) through (6) See lists of codes including these pro-
visions in Appendix, page" 180,
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(24) Bid peddling.
(25) Bid shopping.
(26) "Paying more than market prices for raw mater-
ials to vendor who will in turn become a buyer for the
finished products manufactured therefrom.”^ ^
(27) Allowance for frei^t of an amount exceeding
the actual freight charges.
(28) The sale of an indefinite quantity of products
( 5 )for a price certain.^ '
( 6 )
(29) Providing free insurance,
(30) Employing gambling to extend a rebate. The
idea in this is for the vendor to lay a bet of the amount
of money desired to be rebated. Naturally the bet is
made with the purchaser and it is placed on a "sure thing
for the purchaser. For example, a bet can be made that
an eclipse of the sun will not occur, that a rooster will
not lay an egg, or the like. The result is certain and
so the rebate is also certain.
(31) Giving of quantity discounts without forcing
the buyer to accept the full amount.
No check whatsoever could be made on acts
covered by Number 30 and only an Imperfect one could be
(1) through (6) See lists of codes including these pro-
visions in Appendix, page 182
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made on those covered by Number 31* The gambling idea,
mentioned in Number 30, appears in but one code
—
1630-1-02, The Code of Pair Competition for the Insula-
tion Board Industry, yet it offers a fool-proof way of
getting around the secret rebates idea. This one pro-
vision is surely proof enough of the folly of attempt-
ing to legislate against or to regulate prices, dis-
counts, rebates, and the like.
.. ,IC 'lodnu/K fce'xovoo esorict or eJb&js
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MONOPOLISTIC PRACTICES
Monopolistic practices are forbidden by many
of the Codes. The ones covered are:
(1) Contracts prohibitinp; the use of competitor’s
goods or limiting competition . A very simple method of
securing a monopoly. When offering one^s product for
sale the vendor refuses to actually make the sale unless
the buyer agrees not to use any product manufactured
or sold by a competitor of the vendor. Naturally this
prevents fair competition for the sale of certain goods.
Action should be taken to prevent this sort of thing.
The government can best act and perhaps the codes offer
the ideal means of Insuring cooperation.
(2) Requiring the purchase or lease of any goods
as a prerequisite to the purchase or lease of other
goods . The nature is the seune as in Number 1. The meth-
od is practically identical. If one is to be condemned
then the other is likewise. What was stated in the pre-
ceding paragraph holds here also.
(3) Any member of the industry shall be eligible
for membership in the industrial association . Naturally
this is but fair, but regrettably a provision had to be
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(4) The law prohibit3~~The .joining or participat-
ing with others In the use of black lists or white
lists
.
Since this is so I see no necessity of includ-
ing this provision in the Codes* However, it very
often is found that people do not wish to take cases
to court* Under the Codes action would be easier and
so perhaps it represents an ideal agency for the settl-
ing of such questions.
Naturally the one black-listed csui appeal to
the code authorities in an effort to secure fair and
equal privileges with others in his field. If the au-
thorities find black-listing or white-listing actually
being resorted to, then they may institute action to
effectively correct the condition. Without Codes, hov/-
ever, the injured party would have to take steps to in-
stitute a law suit. Now such an action might be both
expensive and slow so that little satisfaction would be
dra\vn from it. Moreover, sufficient facts might not
be presented in order to secure the desired verdict.
On the other hand, the officials of the N. R. A. might
study the conditions and remove that which was causing
the injustice, the boycott or the like.
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(5) Upon reading the fifth provision under monopo-
listic practices which forbids
—
Price fixing agree-
ments which eliminate effective competition--we note a
glaring inconsistency within the Codes themselves. We
find this provision in two codes, yet the direct oppo-
site is sanctioned in the case of Carbon Black Manufac-
turing Industry.
In that instance, since the field is over-
crowded, since facilities for production are taxed to
no more than 50^, they have forbidden further expan-
stion. Moreover, there appears to be an agreement to
divide the work more or less equally among all the plant
In this way, apparently, they are guaranteed of a reas-
onable share of the business and a fair profit. This
action bears the Code’s seal of approval and yet in
this Instance, it is soundly condemned. This condition
results no doubt from the early efforts of the N. R. A.
to understand the secrets of a monopoly. The attempt
was made to destroy all monopolies and yet at the same
time the government was working nlgjit and day to keep
prices up, thereby forcing a monopolistic condition as
much as possible. Guaranteeing prices on cotton, wheat,
etc., actually created price monopolies or to be more
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precise, attempted to. However, even while trying to
follow the lav/ of supply and demand they took toonar-
row an outlook thinking only of the output of the
United States rather than of the entire v/orld.
As regards the matter of monopolistic prac-
tices, the N. R. A. may prove a great factor with re-
gard to some. It might offer an easy means of appeal
and a fine correcting agency, righting the conditions
as they made their appearance or were brought to the
attention of the authorities.
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Knowingly withholding or inserting any quo-
tation which makes the Invoice Inaccurate— is forbid-
den by two hundred and eighty-two, or almost 50% of
the Codes. To judge whether such an act is wrong or
rlgjit we must consider the motive and results. The pur-
pose is always either to secure a false price, a figure
higher than that which the goods or services rendered
justified, or to extend a rebate. Since stealing is,
of course, recognized by all as wrong, then charging a
higher price than agreed upon is, of course, wrong since
it is nothing more or less than theft.
On the other hand, if the purpose is to ex-
tend a secret rebate, a discount prohibited by the N. R. A.,
then it is also wrong. Here it is wrong because the act
was against an accepted rule of action, a rule calling
for the extention of a standard price to all. Whether
or not the rule Itself is good is beside the point; the
mere agreement to abide by it definitely places the guilt.
And so naturally false billing must be stopped.
Post-dating and pre-dating of contracts in
order to extend a special discount, a discount unearned
by the way, is provided against by a large number of
aJt
—
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Codes, about one hundred and el^t# It is a very simple
matter to Incorrectly date a bill, a delivery slip or
the like. Detection is most unlikely and accidental
carelessness may always be offered as a defense. And so,
in order to give some good customer a little special
consideration by the extension of a discount to which
he is not entitled or to reduce a charge for failure to
make payment within a stipulated period, the device of
false dating is resorted to. If extending a secret rebate
is an evil which should be stopped, then this is also
since it is the same thing.
Making; advance deliveries so as to come at a
time other than the contractual period— is the second sub-
division under False Billing. The purpose is apparent-
ly the giving of an unjustified time advantage to the
purchaser. Hence its fault is the same as the preceding
device
.
Uniform contracts are called for in about
thirty-one Instances .
^
Such a contract due to its
uniformity would facilitate Investigation under the code
authorities
.
(1) Bleached Shellac Manufacturing Industry.
(2) See list of codes including this provision in
Appendix, page 183.
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Maklnp; of misleading or fictitious bids is
prohibited. Such action has always been regarded as
most unethical and usually has been provided against,
in Instances in which such bids might be employed.
Falsely stating prices, terms of sale, dis-
count, interest , etc. tends to mislead the prospective
customer. He, if he becomes a purchaser, may find that
entirely different prices and Interest rates are charged
than were quoted. If the amount involved is not too
great, rather than go to a great deal of trouble appeal-
ing to the law, he very likely v/ill make payment.
It is done by quoting prices in a deceptive
manner so that one gets the impression that a certain
figure has been quoted while as a matter of fact a total-
ly different price has been named. A common method is
to offer an article which requires a few accessories
at a remarkably lov/ figure. After payment, the pur-
chaser finds to hlfl dismay that as a result of his
gullibility he is not entitled to the accessories for
the sum paid. Since the article is useless without them
he must secure the accessories. This he does at addi-
tional cost so that in the end the total price is far
more than he originally intended to pay. Such merc-
chandising tactics should be stopped, as most persons
will recognize.
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Three sections— six, eigfit, and nine—read
as follows : ^Written Invoices must be kept for all sales
and deliveries .” ^Written verifications required for
all contracts in excess of $400> ” “Estimates support-
ing bids or contracts mast be kept in files for one year,
are included for checking purpose. With the information
acquired from these it is an easy matter for the author-
ities to determine if the Codes are being complied with
and to reach decisions in matters involving the bidder
and the one making the contract, etc* This should great-
ly benefit the members of certain trades, assuring them
of fair and honest consideration and treatment when they
have submitted bids on proposed work* It should be of
especial help to those in the contracting Industry*
Failure to incliide excise tax as separate item
on invoice— is also listed under False Billing* As
far as I can see, this requirement is set up merely to
secure a more uniform billing system, one which will
more easily lend itself to investigation*
(1) Leather and Woolen Knit Glove Industry.
Novelty Curtain Draperies, Bedspreads and Novelty
Pillow Industry*
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We now come to a consideration of the question
of "Consignment Selling", This selling method appears
to be frowned upon by most industries in which its em-
ployment would he possible. Nearly all specifically
forbid its use, althou^ some peimiit a little leeway,
allowing it under certain regulations set up by the trade.
As the original purpose of consigning goods was to get
aroimd the Sherman Anti-Trust Laws, it is easy to under-
stand the general dislike of the practice. It appears
to be detrimental to production planning and control.
The idea in it is to ship a quantity of goods
to a retailer. Payment is made only for the amount sold.
Title to the goods remains in the hands of the manufac-
turer until such time as actual payment is made. It
might tend to result in overproduction, which is one of
the gTeatest evils of the present time. Moreover, should
the goods shipped on consignment be of a seasonal type
or subject to style changes, the manufacturer lays him-
self open to great loss, for the retailer does not make
payment for outmoded goods, and in order to get rid of
them, the producer very likely will be forced to sell
at a sacrifice. Since its elimination is to the interests
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of the manufacturers, it is hut logical that the vari-
ous codes should act in this manner*
It appears as if the primary purpose for
prohibiting Consignment Selling is to do away with the
producer control of prices. Under consignment selling
the title to the goods remains in the hands of the pro-
ducer and so he has the ri^t to determine prices.
A secondary purpose is to put "consignment brokers"
out of business by this rule, thus making it harder for
new dealers to get a start.
There are five divisions under our main head-
ing in this group. The first Repudiating contracts
by sellers on a rising market or by buyers on a falling
market . All contracts lacking mutuality are provided
against. The tendency of the producer to protect him-
self is natural. He, when a party to the contract, does
not wish to assume all the risk. However, he knows that
the buyer will demand equal protection and so this pro-
vision appears in the Codes. The vendor would have no
desire to repudiate the contracts he has made when the
market is falling. However, when the opposite is true,
he would have no objection to such an act. The attitude
of the purchaser is just the opposite.
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Despite this fact, however, manufacturers,
etc. frequently allow repudiation on a falling market.
Naturally, this offers a strong selling argument. Most
industrialists in a given field must either follow or
suffer losses in business. Still they wish security
and dislike assuming additional risks. Fully realiz-
ing the dangerous position in which they are liable
to find themselves, if the practice v/ere to continue,
they very wisely provide against it in the Codes. To
offer the purchaser some consideration, the second half
stating that they {the vendors) can not repudiate on a
rising market is added. The result is very logical,
and actually offers the only reasonable vmy in which
a contract could be drawn up. Of course, bankruptcy
is sometimes substituted for repudiation, yet it is not
as satisfactory.
Placing or installing equipment or products
on trial is the second item calling for consideration.
Really to prevent consignment selling we must prevent
this practice also, at least in some instances, for it
could easily be employed to defeat the main provision.
It is to be borne in mind that this prohibition does
not apply to all industries. In those in which it has
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been found to be a desirable and fair merchandising
method, its continuation is allowed.
Section three states that the vendor may not
guarantee the sale of his products by the purchaser . ^ ^ ^
This, clearly, is but another device by which consign-
ment selling could be continued. If one is to be
stopped, the other, providing a means of its accomplish-
ment, must be stopped likewise.
Quite a hl^ percentage of Codes contain this
clause
—
Repudiating contracts, without receiving or
paying compensation for resultant loss, must cease. It
is closely allied to section one, yet there are some
differences. Apparently the repudiation of a contract
is allowed and will continue to be allov/ed in many trades.
If such is the case, either vendor or vendee is likely
to suffer some loss, be it great or small. In order to
do justice equally to either party to the contract, the
one suffering the loss is entitled to a refund or pay-
ment for the full amount. In this manner, the damages
mentioned in connection with item one are to some ex-
tent overcome..
(1) Found in Codes for:
Chewing Gum Industry.
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With regard to this whole matter, it migjit
well be mentioned that frequently the reason for can-
cellation is that an additional discount or the like
may be extended to the customer. The Codes appear to
have entirely Ignored this fact and as a result the
provisions here discussed, although good in themselves,
are not quite as Inclusive as might be desired.
The last item states that
—
Drop shipments
may be made only to jobbers who have placed orders for
regular merchandise of a stipulated minimum value.
This appears but once in the entire survey and conse-
quently, carrying but little weigjit, it can be passed
over with mere mention.
(1) Grass and Fiber Rug Manufacturing Industry,
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HARASSING COMPETITORS
V/e now come to a very important division of
the Codes, and one in which control and prohibition
are most desirable. I refer to the matter of harass-
ing competitors. Competition which is fair, open and
above board, is the life of trade, and its continuation
should be tenderly fostered. However, the cheap devices
employed by many to cause competitors alarm and perhaps
considerable financial loss can never be condoned. We
should rise in protest against them and attempt to
stamp out these practices. The fact that many of them
have been allowed to continue this long does not jus-
tify them but rather condemns our public spirit for
not having acted against them. To be sure, all the
practices mentioned in this group are not equally vi-
cious; yet, as a whole, too much cannot be said in con-
demnation of them.
The first in the group is
—
Making special al-
loY/ance for, or svmpping stock for that of a competitor
.
(1) Chev/lng Gum Manufacturing Industry.
Automotive Chemical Specialties Manufacturing Industry.
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Manufacturing Industry.
Automobile Hot-Water Heater Manufacturing Industry.
Leaf-Spring Manufacturing Industry.
Replacement Axle Shaft Manufacturing Industry.
Spray Painting and Finishing Equipment .Manufacturing
Industry
.
Dental Goods Equipment Industry and Trade.
Asbestos Industry.
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In order to remove a competitor’s goods from the shelves
of a retailer, a very generous trade-in allov/ance is
made. The competitor’s goods are taken out and the new
brand replaces them. The traded-in goods are then sold
under a different brand name. An example may clarify
the matter.
Ivir. A., manufacturing canned fruit, labeled
with his name, offers a dealer an attractive proposition
if he will remove Brand B Canned Fruit from his shelves
and replace it with his. A trade-in allowance of a very
generous nature is made on the Brand B goods . The deal-
er agrees and so Mr. A has his product stocked while
removing his competitor’s. If this device brings re-
sults he finds that shortly he has a large stock of
various brands of canned fruit which he must either throw
away or use. Naturally, he chooses the latter alterna-
tive and if the cans are the same size as his, he re-
moves the other brand names, replacing them with his own.
If there is a difference in size this practice is im-
possible and so he places a nev/ brand name on them, or
runs them out as low-priced specials.
The average person cannot fail but feel con-
tempt for such a man, but such an attitude produces no
-ev LOifft .no'i'i BL003 a a evomefr oi taVio nl
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Jf?!©.*. na.Xcf a**B a5o03 n* -&ajE)B*i;? axTF . uQcti aaoBltiai bix^'ic
X'UiBlo \:Ant ©XqnBxa .r* . m-w i>CB'Xcf cjcra^ami) * loLm/
.tacfrfiutr ©*£;J
X>oIatfBX ibanrirtO i»A
noiJ'Xsoqo'iq a».'Iiov*iX;ta rjn laiaaf) a aiello lOcisff aLrf
BOvXdili^ r-i.r( n*o r'l d’xj/'ii JberynaO Q fmn’iU avofr^a'i IIXw er. XI
v :ov B 'lO a-rtJB-^oIlB /yl-of)«'t:J A .elil rf^tlw ifi aoBlq©*! baa
-;..:aXi ©ilT . ^C3 a oitJ jxo ofJBitf ai d'ii/:tBri ztioi&nQ^
alffi-s- airf asx£ A .•iM pa baa r.o9*rn« ao
-ai i23.-?-^xP ©C’Xv9 £' alrli *3:1; . c^'ioct.IcIoiiEOO clrf sniYoira'S
lo 3t©o:ts pJi'XBi: B BiiTi Oil X-^^^^xoa'b iBx£cI e.bnil ad
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-aa; ad ..aid bb ost’i aiTjap. ed^ oia anao odi fwia ari^t
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ort eeoxrLo^q Qbudt^^ds xis d.oj/tt ^abk b rfox;# *10^ cfcpitaj
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corrective measures. In the first place, the ordinary
consumer knows nothing of what goes on behind the
scenes, so naturally a boycott cannot be developed.
The only recourse is the Law or else some body similar
to the N. R. A. administration set up for the sole pur-
pose of correcting such evils. Therefore, the par-
ticular provision can offer us a reason why the N. R. A.
should include trade regulations, why these regulations
should continue and why they should be enforced and how
the Codes may bring about the desired result.
Almost as vicious as the foregoing is the
intimidation of competitors or their customers. ^ ^ ^ The
gangster, the most despised character in modern America,
has either set the example for the cheap business man,
if we can honor him with the title ’’business man”, or
else he has followed the methods employed by his sup-
posedly more respectable brother. Regardless of who set
the example, both should be placed behind bars.
We hear much of the strikers, the labor unions
which in their efforts to have their own way in certain
matters resort to force and Intimidation, but we hear
(1) Barber Shop Trade
jri:'. , nl .zsiuzBotr. ovictoe-i-ioo
bair.dc^ *^03 c^BaIw "50 gairi^o/x awcrcC 'isnuranco
.')ftqGXjv«b oc ooaxtBo l^Joo'v^od a X-^^Ifiru-'^an oa ^aaneos
•La/.lcXa ti^'ocf <i:uoa os I© ao naJi odi st jaauoooa %Ln(j eiii
-TCi/q i^Ica o.w aol q;/ ioe rroldjavctaj rtX.rX'a .“ .fl odi oi
-’i.iq v>rii ./»«£olo:iO£r’ . i've r(of'n lo ORoq
.A . .X or':? ifxiv aoRaot t-* 'i 3llo aso itclsivoiq 'laXaold
Bnci:Jjt5±x/3'>'?- oaofCjJ x^i'^r ^anc.X^fiXJUS*'^ oX.-.ait feluoria
V7orf Xn/* Xoo'ic'lao od I^Xiforle e/jrtXd noo Mx/oil«
Xoiieoft arf^ ii^ods XJ^ a^boO odd




. aa ^ft’c d a; : 0 aX odd aao d .tdoqnoo Iq fcoX t abXcxdal
. iiO-taoia'A ftaaboftt at todoaiEcio JbaaXqasXi cteoei o£*d tao-dE^fias
4n£sii: aeonlerd qaeiio orfd ’lo'X oXcxcifiXd odd doa ‘loridi© a^d
an ^'’fr.o-a PSo/iXeud” old Id odd ridlv .ttXr' aonori aao ow "d.!
-qr;3 add b^olme abcddort #vdd ftowcllol ajad ed oeIo
doe odw lo £aoI/>aj»3e .aoddcad aXcfludodqsoa aacir irXfioaoq
.z'lBd bnXdod booalq od LJj/ode ddod ^oLqiz&xe odd
af:oXfii> 'xodaX odd ta-ioaCI'ide ojld lo r_o/rji ‘Uioa oTf
i ; i: jt;
j
*xo o nl '^avs’ fwo nlodJ ovad od adno'i’io nlodd nl doldw
ow dnd tfioldabiaildr?! bna oonci od dnoeoi enoddaiir




little or nothing of the Capitalist who v/ould employ
the same methods in order to drive competitors from
the field. Many a racketeer has found his way into
legitimate business, but here fair competition irks
him. Under Prohibition, graft had given him more or
less a monopoly in his Illegal trade. With its passing
and his entrance into nev/er fields he brings with him
the tactics which produce success in Gangland—force
and intimidation. It is understandable in his case;
it is the result of environment, practices and protec-
tion, Still if he employs such methods, he should be
driven out of the Industry,
Passing over the racketeers, we come to the
lowly gangster, who is employed by cheap business men
to secure cooperation from competitors, and who actually
employs force , Of course, the victim, due to the circum-
stances, fears appealing to the authorities for if
force is used to gain one's will, it may be employed
equally well to secure silence. Life is dear and so
silence is discreetly maintained. If the same methods
were employed in driving out this evil as it Involves,
most satisfactory results might be produced. If the
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this sort of thing, then surely its existence and con-
tinuance are demanded.
It is to be noted that crude threats of vio-
lence are not the only means which may be used. Warn-
ings of foreclosure, of ceasing financial support from
banks or others, made either to the customers or to
the competitors, may produce immediate results. Many
other tactics similar to this are used in order to se-




employees with the intention of hampering or embarrass-
ing him in the conduct of his business --while not near-
ly as dangerous or vicious as the two preceding items,
is equally as -underhanded. All Industries recognize
the fact that the employee is forced to seek his own
advancement. They therefore permit any one to make him
offers of better positions if he will leave his present
post. However, the manner in which this is done is where
the trouble lies.
If the overtures are made secretly, with the
main purpose of having the employee leave his position
in a rush period, with many orders in and the plant
working overtirae, so that his leaving would greatly
-*ico bziM oorceiaJtxs adl "ic rf*i0 8 airfcf
.''snxiaseb oia ©onsLrrxio
-o^v lo BiaeifTi eljiiio hf :tGa od o.*t Ei
-f'*xx5‘'f . 'ooajj e<f iloirfw eiuso® ifX«o dcsr bio doneX
. c'^l Inlonanl'l gnlRBOo Ic » ouudc-Xos'IoI Ic 3jfll
oc^ 10 s‘io.joia;jo Of/i od larfiXo ofcaa io silnacf
'^:rta:v! .B;tli/80*i o^aiboffjttX «0J:xf>0'cq xarc t »--.io^X;JoqiftOL- orlJ
al fioaif oia e ^'X;t o;f 'r^.CIwta aoi^oact larido
. cJ.Cireai 5o'tiEO^ dii^ oixfo
' e^’ydldeciutco r/injo b'tldd e/£l'
-Raa'^i^XJB’too ic ^cXioctiReii lo aol;^no:^gi eri: f£d‘X\7 coyoJrfgta
-*ia Gil dca GI ^ ilx - -a aertXafM eXrl to ctox/X-uco o. i' rtX niXji : rrX
^ar.s:’A r^;i-?6oooi<i oxlj as ao'oXoIvr io ci/oie^nafi es
^.S-^^^;ooe^ soxi.1ai3i3flX IXA . 'Viftrtsxli.iXtfiu aa 'srlljaxpo bX
sXri >LOoa o^ ijoaiol ai os’jjoXq.TO arl-j ctar'i :tcBl eiii
9t
Kid dslaai oi ©ao c^XHrxoq eioleidrict •’corT" . ‘ afffooaaviije
irioao'xq aiil gvbsI XIxv/ giC IX cnoXcfXcoq lo f-iB-lo
O'^Gtl'iT .hX -jiioJb ftl aZd'J .'XoZrfw nX loarLBiii arid’ ^lavdiroL .daoq
. aoXX elcfio*!^ odd
oric' ddi.T ,-^Ldo’-ceii o5sci eir. at>*i;^’d'iovo ©rid IX
noXd 'coq oXii ovfioX ^aivari lo ©coqixrq nX/ac
tfABlq arid Xn© ni v*®® ridXw ^Jbc^Xioq 'riBin a r:X
rXdaQiji fcirfov saXvaoX sXri dad. os ^''-riXdiovo yjrtXil'iOW
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hamper the work, then such an action Is forbidden.
Naturally only kdy men among the employees could make
much difference by giving up their posts. For example,
if only one or two men were able to run a certain type
of machine, the operation of which was necessary for
the continuous operation of the plant, the sudden and
unexpected resignation of one mi^t result in very
severe losses. Naturally, the owner of the plant would
be placed in a very embarrassing position for he would
be unable to fill orders as agreed. As a result they
mi^t be cancelled and damages might be sought. The
other employees of the plant v/ould lose pay, pay v/hich
they should be earning since the work was there but the
plant was unable to operate. Incidentally, if they came
to work and had in some Instances begun operations, the
owner mi^t have to give each a day, a half-day or an
hour's pay, depending on the nature of the job. Natural-
ly, the financial loss, in addition to that of prestige,
mi^t be quite great.
We all know of Instances in which the follow-
ing has been violated: Misappropriation of trademarks,
slogans, designs, or the violation of fiduciary rela-
tionship with competitors . The Court of Appeals in the
. 'iQtblo'ic’X ei ^rC-iow tfilrf ^sqtcMd
^Aoa biisco codvorr]^..;© :>io n Xia.* v^il \Iito
,aI'r.m/.o .acJaoq cix- BUivXa ^d ooridae'rilb ncuw
£ XU^"*! ®Idii O'ICW nOXK 0'*f^ 'lO SflC 7;i/IO xX
*io'l ’^l«ap.©o©it ertvf ffoiub^’ 'io tioloB'zeqo t^rtlxloxsr’
Ic
r i! rrobb/za on:J ..dxrJoXq odJ lo roilis'ioco cxff.r.'rXJrxoo odd
®flO Ic rrolisr:-’ ei^i beioo<ji:anxr
Llifov ittuilfT edct lo ’X6/n»o ©itJ . .u«ecX d'xdvaa
i.i/jcf. cd /xoX^ieoq TjnXaajB'i'iiedEO r^ov b ni b-.culq ed
^et:^ b tsA cauMo XXXI o:^ eldBftu ed
©d" . iv^iar’s 6d idc'jXw ftfts ftellooftao ed
doii’v/ xfifi oat*X Mifo.. drj^Iq ©dcJ lo soe^^olcpi^o -ledcfo
erld yn 3r'd bcw o: ^ ecxrX*? gnXft'teo ed bXiicn'R '<,ord
/5iirj!-o ^snd "iX , rXX*5drf >X>XonT . 9di;‘xocc cd aXdamr eew d.jalq
Oii.' tBx.oX't^'ieqo nx'^ed aeo/iederiX emoz xxX ban boa 2!*iov od
na 'xo v^l^-XXai^ a ^\;ab a ddae ovXg od evad drSsXitt lecwo
“iX ©rid Xo d'XirdjiJXi arid rto w'lwori
Xo da.Ii ftoXdXbba ni tseol Lnlorznil. Jiii . :I
.dae'is edli'p ©d dd^is
-..’ollo^ orid rioXifir nX ReoxradertX lo wcail XXa ©W
tr.3c^.'3igeLg*rd Xo ftcXdp-^ap^siiL^i^i^ rbedalofv need sari
“ YnaX©x>bn Tc- noldaxo^-V erld >10 » Beb
©dd oX alr.eqqA to d'xroO eri^’ • 5?o d
i
state of New York, In Ball vs. Broadway Bazaar, 194 N.Y,
429, 434, 87 N.E. 674, defined a trademark as follows:
"a trade-mark may be tersely defined to be any sign,
mark, symbol, word or words which indicate the origin
or ownership of an article as distinguished from its
quality and which others have not the equal right to
employ for the same purpose. In its strictest sense,
it is applicable only to a vendible article of merchan-
dise to which it is affixed.
Main provisions of the law covering trade-
marks are as follows : "The right of a trade-mark is ac-
quired by use In order to justify refusal
of registration of a trade-mark It is not essential to
find its exact counterpart among marks already regis-
tered. Registration will be refused of a mark which so
nearly resembles a prior mark as to be likely to cause
confusion or mistake in the minds of the public or to
deceive purchasers Refusal to register
does not mean that the applicant must discontinue the
use of the mark."
(1) Copeland, Problems in Marketing , page 541,
( 2 ) Karl Penning, **Trade-Marks and the TJ. S. Patent
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The same mark may be registered by tv/o par-
ties if they use it on goods of different descriptive
properties .
^
The name or picture or a patented article
is not a registrable trade-mark, since it will be free
to the use of all members of the public on the ex-
( 2 )piration of the patent ' '
"The trade-mark statute (1905) provides that
a certificate of registration is prima facie evidence
of ownership and this office assumes that the mark con-
tinues in use for the period of the certificate of
registration (tv/enty years with renewal privileges),
"There are several classes of marks which
may be lawfully used, but which v/ere refused registra-
tion under the Act of 1905, such as descriptive words,
geographical words, names of Individuals and corpora-
tions, etc the Act of March 19, 1920 was passed
which among other things provides for regis-
tration of trade-marks which are not against public poli-
cy, but which are forbidden registration under the Act
of 1905."^^^




12 ) Karl Penning, "Trade-Marks and the U. S. Patent
Office", American Bar Association Journal, July 15, 1925.
(3) Ibid.
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This short summary of the Trade-Mark Law.
enables one to better appreciate the problems offered
by the fourth provision under Harassing Competitors,
Slogans are very similar to trade-marks; they are, in
fact, regarded by many as the same thing. For exampley
many expressions are definitely associated with cer-
tain products, so that they practically Identify them.
Millions are spent to build up slogans, and because of
this they are more or less the property of the one de-
veloping them,
V/e automatically think of Pillsbury Flour
when we hear the words ’’Eventually, why not nov/?”—
Chesterfield Cigarettes, v/ith ’’They satisfy”—Packards,
with ”Ask the man who owns one,” Example after example
might be given. However, all that we need note is that
of its nature a slogan is like a trade-mark or a de-
sign, It is distinctly of one product, one corporation,
etc. Noting this fact, v/e can understand why the fram-
ers of the Codes saw fit to group trade-marks, slogans
and designs in one provision,
With regard to designs, it is well to know
the following: ”A product must, in order to be patent-
able under the United States Revenue Statute, paragraph
orf\^ ^0 "Siiirii bIiTT
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4929, U.S.C. title 35, paragraph 73, be the result of
Industry, effort, genius or expense, and new and origi-
nal as applied to articles of manufacture."
Seeing the position taken by the law, one
mi^t Instinctively question the necessity of the Code
provision. A moment's consideration will answer that
objection, hov/ever. To employ the law as a defence,
court proceedings must be Instituted. The amount of
money involved may be too great for the ordinary in-
dustrialist to take action. He may feel he is better
off if he lets things remain as they are. Still he
knov^s he is suffering an injustice but he feels he can-
not take action. If the N. R. A. were permitted to take
action in such matters, he could appeal to the authori-
ties representing his industry at the earliest evidence
of any such piracy of design and slogan, imitation of
trade-mark or the like.
The effort, time and money involved in develop-
ing slogans and designs, and in securing trade-marks
and patents, make it only just to insure the ones res-
ponsible for the same of a reward for their industry and
(1) Smith vs. Whitman Saddle Co. 148 U.S. 674, 13 Supreme
Court Reprt 768.
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and effort. Furthermore, it is recognized by all that
one is entitled to his personal property; and surely
such items as these must be classified as personal pro-
perty, and while not of a material nature, in all cases
they nevertheless may have a great financial worth.
With regard to giving W. R. A. authorities
jurisdiction in these matters, it is to be understood
that any one feeling that an injustice had been done
him could appeal to the courts, whose decision in such
matters naturally would rule. N. R. A. representatives
hov/ever, would act more in an advisory than in a law
making capacity.
Making fictitious or misleading bids is a
rather cheap way of annoying the other members of the
industry. They hear the bid, it appears unreasonably
low to them. They are immediately beset by fears that
their estimating of jobs is faulty. They worry about
it; in some Instances in checking their ov/n figures
they are guilty of errors. These errors may result in
lower figures which, feeling that everything has been
corrected, they employ in their next bid. If they are
ftweirded the contract on the bid, they will find that
they are faced with a certain loss. They then often
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resort to the only means open to them--either of cut-
ting the employees’ pay for a period or else they avoid
the terms of the contract and substitute cheaper mater-
ials, workmanship or the like. And so, by this ficti-
tious bid of one man, many may suffer.
Fully appreciating this and in order to pro-
tect themselves from further headaches, the members of
industries have outlawed this practice. The only agen-
cy at their disposal, which can guarantee that it re-
mains outlawed, is the N. R. A. Thus another justifi-
cation for its continuation is offered.
Perhaps the claim is made that business does
not wish to live under code control. This I must ques-
tion, In 'tJncle Dudley's*' Editorial in the Boston Globe
of February 21, 1935, I find him saying that most busi-
ness men approve of the idea of N. R, A. regulations,
but that as a whole they feel that certain provisions
should be struck out--not all provisions by any means
but only a small percentage.
Provision six states that destroying, mutilat-
ing or interfering with competitors' advertising or any
of his property, cases, containers, etc, is forbidden.
(1) Provision found in codes for:
Lead Industry.
Bottled Soft Drlnlc Industry.
Carbon Dioxide Industry.
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This seems to be so low, small and cheap that it is
hard to imagine anyone stooping to it. Still it must
be resorted to by some, else the provision would never
find its way into a code. I doubt if much need be said
in condemnation of that type of a practice or of the
type of man who would make use of it. Surely anyone
with any realization of right and wrong must condemn
it and if its inclusion in the Codes is necessary in or-
der to prevent it, no one can possibly object to its
presence
.
Still, by comparison with some, this provi-
sion appears so trivial that one wonders if code action
is necessary. It v/ould appear that an appeal to the
police force could bring a rapid end to this practice,
and unless such action has been tried and has failed no
other agency should be sought. Hero we have a fine
example of the early Impression that the N. R. A. was
to be a cure-all for everything, regardless of its
importance
•
Why the one making delivery should be so care-
less and irresponsible as to permit the ^receiving and
accepting of merchandise addressed to another member of
the industry without that member^s consent*^, i s very
(1) Handkerchief Industry
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hard to \anderstand. Apparently it is a fairly fre-
quent occurrence in some trades, hov/ever. I am in
doubt both as to the motive and the effect other than
the fact that it must cause the one failing to receive
the goods considerable annoyance. If he suffered any
appreciable damage, however, I cannot understand his
failure to bring court action. If such action were
brought against the delivery agent, I feel sure that
repetitions of the occurrence would be rare Indeed.
If the matter is of much Importance, then,
the normal agency for correction and punishment in such
cases should be employed. On the other hand, if it is
but a trivial matter, then once again it must be sta-
ted that it should have no place in the Codes, I'^/hat
was stated in the latter part of the preceding para-
graph would apply here equally well.
The final provision under Harassing Competi-
tors ls--Tampering with or damaging competitors* ma-
chines and/or products, This is. Indeed, a very
(1) Provision found in codes for:
Can Labeling and Can Casing Machinery Industry
and Trade
.
Chemical Engineering Equipment Industry.
Grinding V/heel Industry.
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serious matter, severely punishable according to law.
One cannot help but think that this is too big a mat-
ter for the Codes to handle. Of course, if the damage
done and the loss resulting therefrom were but slight,
the party injured might hesitate to bring a law suit.
If such should be the case, protection and correction
should be offered by some agency. Under these condi-
tions, the representatives of the N. R. A, might v/ell
serve as a body to see to it that the personal property
of every individual in the industrial group was pro-
tected. By levying force on anyone found guilty of such
an act they might succeed in preventing such action.
Once again it must be remembered that if any-
one felt unjustly treated by the N. R. A. board for his
trade, he would have recourse to the courts of law,
whose decision in the matter would naturally be the rul-
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ESPIONAGE OF COMPETITORS
Espionage of competltlors is very similar to
harassing competitors. Ethically the three practices
listed here are absolutely wrong and should have no
place in business. Let us consider the three.
(1) Gaining secret information concerning; competi-
tor’s business by the impersonation of one in authority.
A spy is always looked upon with contempt. Even in
times of war, a secret agent, whose duty it is to dis-
cover the secret plans of the enemy, is more or less
despised, even though he is serving his country. War,
since the safety and v/elfare of an entire nation, or
in fact several nations, may depend on the outcome, may
justify certain actions which otherv/ise could not bo
condoned. Spying is such an action and although war-
ranted in times of war it has not and should never have
a place in business. V/hen employed in business it is
stealing regardless of the name we employ to describe
it. However, this may be v/orse than stealing for the
victim may never realize it happened to him until its
baleful effects are being felt.
(2) Gaining secret information concerning competi-
tor's business by bribing competitor’s employees. The
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problem has already been treated under Commercial Brib-
ery. The method by which the trade secrets are dis-
covered matters little, one way being as bad as the
other since they both bring about the same result.
(3 ) Approaching, enticing, or bribing competitor’s
employees with the Intent of hampering, injuring or
embarrassing competitor in the conduct of his business.
This provision is so similar to number three under
Harassing Competitors, that little more need be said on
the matter. In the case of the former, however, a fair
offer of a better position is made to the employee and
he is required to accept immediately. Tlie harm, is done
by the speed with which acceptance is requested, com-
petitor's business being temporarily halted by his ab-
sence. In such a case, the employee is not to be con-
demned too greatly, it being only natural to seek per-
sonal advancement and one can scarcely be expected to
refuse a higher paying job merely because he likes his
present employer.
In this section under Espionage of Competitors
a different condition is found. The employee is hired
to spy or act in such a way as to seriously hamper plant
activity and output. He is offered a bribe to do injury
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to his employer, and as a rule he is not offered a nev/
position by the one offering the bribe. The business
man resorting to such methods does a great wrong in
both cases but in this last the wrong is greater for
he employs another to do wrong with him. Furthermore,
he leaves himself open to demands for money by the
bribed party who can threaten to expose all, if his
silence is not paid for.
Code intervention, if it can do anything to
eliminate this evil, would be a desirable thing.
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INTERFERENCE V/ITH CQMPICTITQR’S CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS
Judging by the number of times it appears in
the survey, interference v/ith competitor’s contractual
relations must be a frequent occurrence. Since most
industrialists are provided by one group with raw ma-
terials with which they produce the goods they sell
to their customers, we find them dependent upon two
types of contract; the first, betvfeen the producer and
his source of raw materials, and the second, betv/een
him and the buyer of his product. If one contract is
broken the other will have to be. To be more precise,
if the party providing the raw material refuses to do
further business with him, he cannot fill the orders
he has on hand, nor can he seek additional orders. Of
course, if he is able to secure his rav/ materials from
a multitude of sources he is not in such an embarrass-
ing position.
Let us suppose, on the other hand, that he
has placed orders for large deliveries of the raw :na-
terials to be made at future dates. The basis for such
orders is the expectation that certain of his steadiest
customers will continue to buy normal amounts of his
product. If all, or almost all, were to suddenly cease
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purchasing his goods he mi^t suffer severe losses. A
competitor, knowing all these facts, might induce enough
of his customers to break their implied contracts with
the injurious results just mentioned.
What could be still worse would be for the
competitor to buy over the single source of basic raw
material needed for the produce. It he did not actually
purchase the rav/ material, he might at least bribe the
vendor to break his contract, promising him an equal
amount of business in return. Of course, a sum of money
would also change hands. Suddenly our manufacturer
would find his source of rav/ materials closed to him.
He would have to break a series of contracts with his
customers since he could not supply their wants. V/lien
this had happened he would Institute legal proceedings
and doubtless he could secure damages to the extent of
the business losses he had suffered.
But there would be one loss that could not be
figured— the loss of prestige. His customers would doubt
his ability to fill orders in the future and even if they
did not, once having contracted to do business with a
new concern they might continue, especially if offered
slightly better terms or the like.
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It takes no genius to see the harmful effects
of such action and most will admit readily that it
should he stopped. The N. R. A. may offer a means of
stopping it hy giving an opportunity to the Injured par-
ty to secure more rapid justice. The delay involved
in court proceedings is clearly the cause of many a
business problem. Anywhere from six months to a cou-
ple of years may pass before a case is brought to tri-
al. That being so, a speedier means of securing jus-
tice and protection should be offered to business.
Here is where the N, R. A. fits in ideally.
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TliREATS OF UlTWARRANTED LITIGATION
Another fine method of causing a rival con-
siderable alarm is by threats of unwarranted litiga-
tion, The word "unwarranted" should be carefully no-
ted. No objection is raised to an honest threat to
resort to legal procedure to correct either a real or
an imaginary Injury, Hov/ever, to say one will do such
a thing vdien one actually has no intention of carrying
out the threat is an entirely different matter.
The purpose in such an action must be appar-
ent to all. It is to prevent the competitor from act-
ing in a certain manner. By threatening to sue, one
may frighten him to such an extent that he will cease
acting in such a way. On the other hand, he may not
stop but it certainly will cause him considerable alarm
and worry. This v/orry may seriously affect his capaci-
ty to work and so he is Injured.
The question of hov; one is to discover whether
the threat is made in all seriousness or not will natur-
ally arise. The ansv/er is quite simple—apply the test
of time. If actual proceedings are not made within a
reasonable time, then the threat was nothing more or
less than a hoax, a fake, and as such, its perpetrator
should be punished.
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It Is one of the basic aims of the N. R. A.
to elevate business standards and ethics. This can
only be accomplished by actually clamping down on
the business man who v/ould employ such a device to in-
jure a competitor. And so if the N. R. A. is to act
in trade matters at all, it must act in cases such as
this •
We have one provision contained under the
main heading Threats of Unwarranted Litigations. It
states that the use of statements or papers simulating
court documents in the collection of accounts is for-
bidden, ^ At least we must recognize this as a most
Ingenious device to employ in an effort to collect
overdue bills. It is my personal point of view that
no such action should be taken by the Codes; rather the
ones conceiving such an idea and putting it into use
should be complimented upon their originality.
If the debt is a just one, then the party to
whom the money is ov/ed should have a perfect right to
employ any means, other than force, in an effort to se-
cure payment. Of course, if the debt was not a just
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one, we could not sanction the use of such a method;
in fact, we would have to condemn the party for at-
tempting to collect on an unjust debt, for It would
be robbery. However, if the debt was legally con-
tracted, it would not be a case of theft, and so I
see no very great reason for intervention. Moreover,
it seems to be too petty a matter to warrant a pro-
vision in any code.
This is further proof of the attitude held
by many- -that the N. R. A. is a cure-all to which every
trivial matter or dispute must be handed for correction.
This attitude, I think, has contributed greatly to the
loss of prestige which the N. R. A. has suffered dur-
ing the last six months. Of course, that is not all.
The hope held by so many that the Codes would do so
much for them individually, which hope was due to be
crushed, has also been a great factor.
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DEFMING OR INACCURATE REFERENCE TO COMPETITORS
Nearing the end, we find that slander has
also found a place among the Trade Practice Regula-
tions. Three hundred and sixty- one codes have in-
cluded a provision against "defaming or inaccurate
reference to competitors". V7e all have a natural dis-
like for the fellow who will soundly condemn a man
in his absence only to flatter him when he is present.
Our nature seems to rise up in protest against the
act and yet it is an everyday occurrence. It does not
confine itself to the nei^borhood "gossip" as so many
might think. No, indeed, many business men who are
of the lower type gladly employ it in order to injure
their rival and advance their ov/n cause. Naturally
they do it rather gracefully, otherwise the customer
might become aware of what was taking place and would
resent the act.
Let us suppose Mr. A is talking to one of Mr.
B’s customers, whom he is seeking to secure for him-
self. He gradually leads the conversation around to a
discussion of the products of each. He offhandedly
mentions the fact that Mr. B certainly placed a poor
product on the market a year or two ago, a fact v/hich
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may or may not be so. The listener’s curiosity is
aroused, he wishes to hear more. He, Mr. A, then acts
as if he had said too much already, but with a little
urging--perhaps a pledge to secrecy--he makes up a
good story of hov/ poor B’s products are, hov/ deceptive
his selling methods are, hov; precarious his financial
condition is, and the like. Ninety-nine and forty-
four one hundredths per cent of what A says may be
false but he has undermined the confidence the custom-
er had placed in I4r. B. That confidence can never be
fully regained. The suspicion is always lurking in
the back of the customer’s mind that B may sell him
poor goods, that he may be about to go out of business
and so would be willing to pass anything off on him.
The extent of the injury done Ito*. B and his enterprise
can never be measured. It may be great or slight, de-
pending on the gullibility of the customer.
Needless to say, to remove such a practice
from business would be very fine Indeed. Yet it is
easier to suggest and urge than to accomplish. Most
business men, feeling it should be done away with, and
not knowing how to go about it themselves, take the
cheerful attitude of "Let George do it", and so add
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It to the already gigantic list of things to be right-
ed by the Codes.
V/ith regard to defaming competitors, no bet-
ter device could possibly be employed than that of
starting a vicious rumor. Permit me to give a few
examples. V/hen the Metropolitan Theatre was built in
Boston, it became very popular and remained so until a
rumor, with an unknown source, started to spread around
to the effect that the building was sinking every day
and that a huge crack about three feet wide had appeared
in the basement of the structure. The public became
alarmed and attendance fell off. A public denial was
issued and that only made matters worse for anyone who
happened to have missed the momor, heard of it then
and so suspicion grew. Large rewards were offered if
the one who started the rumor could be found. This was,
of course, impossible. However, after losing a great
deal of money, the public's confidence in the safety
of the building was re-established with the failure of
the building to collapse with the passage of time. Now
no one thinks of it. Who could or would start such a
rumor? The most logical party would be the owner or
ovmers of the Boston ttieatres which were suffering from
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loss of patronage due to the entrance of the Metro-
politan Into the entertainment field.
Only last summer another wild rumor got
about but it appeared to be stamped out in time. The
word went around that a certain very popular brand
of cigarettes had a leper employed in one of their fac-
tories. The way the story had it, it was discovered
merely by chance and every effort was being made to
keep it quiet. The rumor appeared to confine itself
to New England. This was fortunate for at that time
it appeared as if everyone was a listener to Dick
Grant's "As I see it" broadcast over a Boston radio
station. At that time he was enjoying great populari-
ty and his word was regarded by many as gospel truth.
By coming out with a definite denial on behalf of the
cigarette company, without actual mention of the brand,
he appeared to accomplish the impossible. The rumor
ceased and sales once again became normal. How it star-
ted could not be discovered, yet a common suspicion was
current that the blame could be placed at the doors of
one of the other leading brands whose sales had been
falling off.
-c-rrto:*. aril Oo ox/L oaaiiO'td’Bq lo oboI
.Me.:. i install fii'io;! 10 Oiij o^ni. xxBctllorr
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The slightest knov/ledge of the effects pro-
duced by such action should serve to arouse public
sentiment against such a practice. Yet to attempt to
prevent It Is an Impossible undertaking. Sc^ to place
the responsibility for Its prohibition In the hands
of the N. R. A. authorities Is really doing them an
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oJ^Id;^ oci/oia od ovrros Maorfe stolioa douz beoxrfc
od .t-imodio c(t iteY •eolir^ja'iq a do^sm ^TanJ^naa d’ifaml;tn98
eojslq od t>a .^rtljCaif^dJbim/ eldlaaoqwl xta al ;li tfnove'iq
“* J > RfuLwi 9£W at aot^tdXdo^q acfJt ‘xol Tc^ilidienoqa©*! Qd$
* *
r.A jcarfi jjnlcb eX z9}it*z<xMij» .A .H .W lo
'• Vi (JnouTlIqiaoo ©rli ffieri^t 2n.tw ®a-« io.,
PRODUCTION CONTROL
The final provision listed under the Trade
Practice Regulations is that of Production Control.
In many cases it could better be referred to as ’’ex-
pansion control or limitation”. Seeing that produc-
tivity has advanced far beyond demand, thirteen indus-
tries have adopted this as a method of righting con-
ditions How well it will work, time alone can tell.
Still it looks like fairly sound economics. There is
little use in increasing the number of plants in a giv-
en industry when those already in that field are in use
but part time. In some Industries, for example, the
idea of dividing the work equally, or at least as near
equally as possible, has been put into practice. This
is, of course, an absolute monopoly as long as the
members of the trade hold together.
(1) Carpet and Rug Manufacturing Industry.
Motor Vehicle Storage and Packing Trade.
Copper Industry.
American Glassware Industry.
China Clay Producing Industry.
Clay and Shale Roofing Tile Industry.




Atlantic Mackerel Fishing Industry.
Carbon Black Manufacturing Industry.
Fertilizer Industry.
odS ^obrM bt>^e.ll :rolelv:.^q Iflnll oifT
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Now a move such as this --the equal sharing
of work and profits--is very definitely more social-
istic than a strike and, although this is true, very
little is said about it and practically nothing against
it# Perhaps there is a distinction made because it is
the capitalists and not the laborers who are banded
together in a union# There can be no doubt that as
long as the members of the industries live up to their
arrangement as regards equal division of work, bring-
ing with it a fairly equal share of the profits, they
should prosper while the consuming public should not
suffer too greatly. The members of the trade have
everything that they could ask for—security from com-
petition and a guaranteed return on their Investments#
And yet, after a time discontent may make
its appearance, for profits will not be large enough
to satisfy some, and so they will break away from their
agreements and try desperately to get business away
from the group. Prices will be forced dovm, due to
the competition, and with falling prices profits v/111
disappear and the whole group will once again find them-
selves up against it#
IflXi-pe erid--cir{;t aa rfoi/e ovoot s woM
-lalooa 6*1011! -vpiov al—a^tJlo'iq baB aiioir lo
T*iov I’J zld.i .\;;j'cr^rtlj0 .,Jbfic a rtBcii olof-l
'^XXaoi itoB'iq bnz H cTirocis si
ttl cJi ay.M’or.'d r . l:tor,.l j eX^ b el oi 9:Xi aqa^'l'-ol .-‘i
B‘io Oj-R- ;.in:o*tr.d/;X dor: bnB ajaiXa^Iqao
r.j3 dR^-'i ^<Jsso^ on od riso &‘.'6rw. . 'oinxj' a fti '19:1^05
on 7if ovXI iic-Wc" s^'bnX ailcf ’lo E'io.;rX'a :>fld en ^noX
^':*iov lo f*o; c.*v£h Ixi^p© aJb-iir^ 01 cju dna.. ogna'i'ia
/odd »a:iX1o^i7 lo d'Tarfs Xa.vpo ^XiXbI a dl /fdXw ^ni
dOit fcXycrie cXIcJi/q ^n.tf^.jjerioo ©rfd ©Xlxfw 7 oq?.o*iq Jblx/oxls
©vn/d of>.o7d orfd Ic s^ocliaeia orlT . ood ^ellx/a
-^00 /rro"! ‘Xsa L Cx/c d X0i*d dsfid ^nirfd^^ove
, t' d/tof!’dGovn;X 7ioiid no mx/do^ fjosdxie^BJt^ a ona noidlddcf
o”ix?iff vBr7 dx^o^. ftooEi.Ii 0!!t/d a 'xadla baS-*
0370 r 60 dv>n XI.Iw idllv^'-i 'lol . oj-B^flaaqa adX
i.’o.'d Kicr'i XXXv- ^on'd oc bna ^ 0*^10
a
o a c Ex.rd do/i od y^Xedxno '^,*id jE>nfi sdnonooir^ia
od o; *^' .,rr.vof) baoccl ed XJ.I't? booXt. .quo^r^ oxfd
CIXw edllo'iq ae*>I'xq ^nXIIsl /Idlw /)n« ^rroldidognoo ef(d
-rut>f£d br : ' r.;I ©ono JXIw qoo*’^ oXox/w offd X>rrB ^souqaaift
.dX danijBgB qu aevlos
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The monopoly at the moment holds the atten-
tion of all. Some feel It Is a desirable thing;
others dread its appearance. The former say that
there are two types of monopoly- -the good and the bad;
while the latter contend that a monopoly is essential-
ly a necessary evil in its very nature. Mr. Donald
Richburg, the National Administrator of the National
Recovery Act, appears to be among the former, since he
feels that a distinction should be made between "good"
and "bad" trusts, and in a recent address at Miami he
made the statement.
Senator Borah at the moment appears to lead
the opposition to this stand since, warning Mr. Rich-
burg, he stated in part: "You may just as well talk
about good kidnappers and bad kidnappers. Bad trusts
and good trusts Incorporated into law would simply mean
that monopolies were to be permitted to prey upon the
people by leave of political favoritism. " ^ ^ ^ The
Senator from Idaho appears to be correct in his stand
and yet there can be no doubt that in certain Industries
some sort of an agreement, at least with regard to prices.
(1) Speaking at Washington on February 24, 1935.
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haaX od- -i'laf: .<':C- dnerrcni orCI d'B dfl*ioS ’roctanoS
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.nGo'nLq c"^ /!‘ia;'X^‘‘i /tjX.v/ dsaoX do - JrfOflfOO’i^o xts to dnco jiiroa
.d5bX ncdsnlriasW do snXdceqS (X)
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is best, at least until there is a greater demand for
their product.
Most of the Codes do not provide for a divi-
sion of the orders but merely prohibit further con-
struction of plants in a given Industry until the
ones already in existence are running mors steadily
and at greater capacity. Until now this has been the
policy most approved by the President, he feeling that
to a certain extent it gives a guarantee of business,
some protection against additional competition, and is
most likely to bring with it fair trading practices.
Either plan would be fine if it were to bring
these results, better production and merchandising meth-
ods and a definitely Improved article. In other words,
if orders v/ere to be gained, the development of a new
or finer piece of goods would be the cause. Since only
two per cent of the Codes contain any provision regard-
ing production control, the idea has made very little
headway.
Practically every code contains a paragraph
which reads: "No provision of this code shall be so
applied as to permit monopolies or monopolistic prac-
tices, or to eliminate, oppress, or discriminate against
small enterprises.
(1) Cotton Textile Industry.
'lo'x *i©;ta©rr. b ef a'levi Li;iciu rte-iol eta st
.doi.itC'iq iJtorid
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j*idBj//jnI eXiJxeT noddoD (X)
This is the most confusing thing about the
Codes. On the one hand, they state that monopolies
are evil, and as such must be stopped; while on the
other hand they go ahead setting up new monopolies in
fields in which such monopolies had never existed pre-
viously. It is all very inconsistent but the authori-
ties do not appear to mind, and if they do give it any
thou^t they murmur something quite Indefinite about
conditions in Industry today, good trusts, bad trusts,
or government control.
Having reviewed all the provisions covered
by the thesis, I feel that this is the best place to
include the table which shows the results. In this
way it is possible to note the main points as regards
frequency of mention and the like before considering
the law decisions to be taken in relation to them.
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LAW DECISIONS RELATING TO CODE PROVISIONS
The impossibility of using entire law cases in
a thesis Is evident for an ordinary case fills several
pages of a law book and so the massiveness is prohibi-
tive. Moreover, the extraction of the important points
requires skill not usually possessed by one not well
versed in legal affairs. Still, a summarized form of
the laws held in various cases lends Itself ideally to
our study and so this is employed.
At the outset we must bear in mind that a
great deal of the matter included under the Codes is
not covered by any law at the present time. These main
headings and their sub-divisions are in that class;
1. Price Schediiling
2. Selling Below Cost
3. Commercial Bribery
4. Secret Rebates
It is to be noted that one, two and four are
interlocking and are all directly related to the prob-
lem of pricing. Medieval Law did control prices for a
period of time. Control at that time, however, was
possible due to the particular set-up of the government
at the time. The Guilds were in control and each
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Guild set prices for its product. Under ovlt present
complex form of production, distribution and consump-
tion such a policy would appear to be impossible,
A law to control or prevent Commercial Bri-
bery would be more or less impossible to draw up or
to enforce. The question of personal rights and liber-
ty would always be present to hinder its enactment or
enforcement. Detection would be most difficult, while
conviction would be all but impossible to secure.
Since the law does not control any of these
practices and since the government feels at the present
time that control is necessary, some agency must be
employed. This duty the N. R. A. is expected to per-
form, an act which I feel can never accomplish a great
deal, for as was shown earlier in the work, perfect or
even fairly effective control of these practices is an
absolute Impossibility.
The evils of Misbranding have been made suf-
ficiently evident so that, although not covered by any
specific law, they certainly need to feel the effects
of some correcting force. Here the Codes offer the
ideal agency. One law covering the second provision is
known to almost everyone; failure to comply with the
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terras of the contract j as applied to quantity^ etc»,
serves to nullify tlie contract . Regarding this we
rind the following:
”The rule of * Caveat Emptor* does not apply in
the case of a sale by sample.”
”In order to amount to substantial performance
the actual performance must confona so closely
to the terms of the contract that the variance
therefrom is relatively immaterial and that the
adversary party has received for practical pur-
poses, the benefits for which he contracted.”
As regards Price Discrimination, the follow-
ing is found. To those opposed to the N. R. A. it should
be a sotirce of pleasure, while to those who feel that
price discrimination should cease with prices more or
less fixed, it can offer only discouragement.
”A combination of carriers, to fix reasonable
rates may be illegal under the Anti-Trust Act.”' '
”A trader engaged in an entirely private busi-
ness may freely exercise his own individual
(1) Barnard vs. Kellogg, 10 Wall. 383.
(2) Massachusetts, Jeffries vs. Jeffries, 117 Mass. 184
(Page, The Law of Contracts
,
Volume 5)
(3) Keough vs. Chicago Northwestern Rail. Co.,
260 U.S. 156, 43 Sup. Ct. Rep 47. (U.S.C. title 15).

dlacretion as to the person with whom he
will deal."^^^
This last provision leads us to believe that
if he is free to do business with a party or not just
as he sees fit, then he surely is free to charge dis-
criminatory prices, if it suits his fancy*
This offers only further proof that in the mat-
ter of price control the N. R. A* is attempting too
much and perhaps is nmnlng contrary to the law of the
. land*
Regarding Misleading and False Advertising, the
following matter was found in the Federal Trade Commis-
sion’s Report:
"Raladam Co*, Detroit, Itoy 16, 1929, filed with
the Sixth (Cincinnati) its petition to review and set
aside the Commission’s (the Trade Commission’s) order*
’’The findings were to the effect that the company
was selling thyroid ’’obesity cure” tablets (under the
name ’Marmola Prescription Tablets’) as safe, effective
and dependable in use, when the present knowledge of
thyroid as a remedial agent does not justify such
(1) Federal Trade Commission vs* Raymond Bros. Clark
Co*, 263 U*S« 565, 44 Sup* Ct* Rep* 162*
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representations* The order directed the cessation of
such practices.
"After briefing and argument the court Juno 28,
1930, handed down its decision, vacating and setting
aside the Commission's order. The co\irt in the course
of its opinion (42P (2d) 430) said;
"The thing forbidden by the statute is unfair com-
petition. This cannot exist unless there is competi-
tion and there can be no competition unless there is
something to compete with We have no occasion
to deny, nor indeed, reason to doubt, that this elim-
ination would tend to the public good; but we cannot
think that Congress had any conception that it was
creating a tribunal for that kind of action. Its
failure for many sessions to pass a proposed *pure
fabric* law and others of similar character, is famil-
iar; but if the Commission* s views of its Jurisdiction
are right, those laws are unnecessary.
An appeal for a new hearing was made, but
the original decision was upheld. This case should be
indication enough that we need some agency such as the
N. R. A. to protect the American consumer and his
interests
.
(1) Federal Trade Commission, Annual Report , Year End-
ing June 30, 1932.
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Of course, if certain falsehoods in the adver-
tisement are apparent and result in purchasers suf-
fering loss, a suit may be instituted and reparation
secured. With regard to the provisions here considered,
however, it is not a matter of deliberate falsehoods;
rather the party Injured is deceived as a result of
his own natural trustfulness together with his care-
lessness. I feel sure the courts could award no dam-
ages under such circumstances. If this is true, and
it appears likely, and if such practices are to bo stopped
the only possible manner is through some agency such as
the N. H. A.
False Billing must be treated in the li^t of
a theft. As such it is punishable by imprisonment.
The subject matter would not be such as to involve a
trial by a Supreme or Federal Court. Some of the divi-
sions under False Billing concern price control and the
allowing of secret rebates. As such they should be ig-
nored, as should those parts of the Codes. However, all
other provisions may be retained, so that the Codes
would act as a deterring force preventing theft. Fol-
lowing the slogan about "locking the stable door sd‘ter
the steed is stolen", we can see that these provisions
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might well act as a lock preventing theft. Looked at
in this light, while by no means necessary, they could
undoubtedly serve a good purpose.
The laws say but little regarding Consign-
ment Selling; however, the following have been dug up.
"An assignment, by the owner, of goods in
transit consigned to another, passes the
legal title, against his agents or factors
and creditors, in favor of the assignee.
Two decisions appear definitely to cover di-
vision one under Consignment Selling and very possibly
division four also.
"Mere increase in value of land, since the
contract of sale, is no objection to spe-
cific performance
"A court of equity will not refuse to aid
in enforcement of a contract which was fair
when it was made, by reason of an Increase
in value since the contract was made, of
the privilege which is tlie subject of the
contract.”^^^
(1) Conard vs. Atlantic Insurance Co., 1 Pet. 386.
Conard vs. Nlcoll, 4 Pet. 291
(2) Willard vs. Taylor, 8 Wall. 557.
(3) Franklin Telegraph Co. vs. Harrison, 145 U.S.
459, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 900.
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Thus we find that the provisions are only
supplements to the law, and as such, although worth-
while, are by no means a necessity.
Number four is the most stressed point \inder
Harassing Competitors. It forbids ”the misappropria-
tion of trade-marks, slogans, designs, etc.”. The law
books overflow with decisions on this question. It is
to be noted that patents must be taken in conjunction
with both trade-marks and designs. A group of deci-
sions have been taken and they appear to clearly set
forth the most important rules concerning trade-marks,
patents, designs, etc. The usurping or piracy of de-
signs or slogans is referred to in legal terms as
"unfair competition”. The common law of trade-marks
is but a part of the broader law of unfair competition.
The essence of the wrong in trade-mark cases consists
in the sale of goods of one manufacturer or vendor for
those of another. The following are some of the deci-
sions relating to Harassing Competitors through misap-
propriation of trade-marks, etc.
"Imitation of trade-marks is ordinarily
enough to imply that the matter imitated is
important at least, to a sale of the goods.
(1) Straus vs. Noteseme Hosiery Co., 240 U.S. 179,
36 Sup. Ct. Rep. 288.
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”A trade-mark need not be completely
imitated to constitute aui infringement there-
of; it is sufficient if an essential portion
of it is copied*”
”A manufacturer of roofing \inder the
name of *Rubberoid* does not make out a case
of unfair competition against another manu-
facturer of roofing, using the word *Rubbero*
to designate its product, whore the only imi-
tation by the latter of the former’s product
lies in the similarity of names, since to
grant equitable relief in such cases, would
be to give the full effect of a trade-mark
to a work which cannot be appropriated as
8UOh."^2)
"The patent law was passed with a bene-
ficial purpose of encouraging useful inven-
tion and promoting new and useful improve-
ments by the protection and stimulation there-
by given to Inventive genius, and was inten-
ded to secure to the Public, after the lapse
(1) Per Clifford Dlssentery. Amoskeag Manufacturing
Co* vs* Trainer 101 U.S. 51,
(2) Standard Paint Co* vs. Trinidad Asphalt Mfg. Co.,
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of the exclusive privileges granted, the
benefit of such inventions and improve-
ments , ” ^ ^ ^
"The three ends intended to be accom-
plished by Patent laws are knowledge by the
government of what will become public pro-
perty when the patent expires, instruction
to licensed persons as to how to malce and
use the invention, information to other in-
ventions as to what part of the field of
Invention is unoccupied*”
"The primary purpose of our patent laws
is not the creation of private fortunes for
the owners of patents but is *to promote
ti ( 3 )
the progress of science and the useful arts.*
"Letters patent secure to the patentee
the full exclusive right and liberty for a
presented term of making, using and vending
to others to be used, the invention of dis-
covery patented, and whenever any of these
(1) Bauer vs. 0*Donnell, 229 U.S. 1, 33 Sup. Ct. Rep. 616
(2) Gill vs. Wells, 22 Wall. 1
(3) Motion Picture Patents Co., vs. Universal Film Mfg.
Co*, 243 U.S. 502, Sup. Ct* Rep. 416.
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rights are Invaded by others, the patent-
ee is entitled to an action on the case
to recover his actual damages
”The exclusion of competition from the
use of patented machines, is of the very
essence of the right conferred by the pat-
ents#"
This law is the basis for the Code provision*
"The monopoly granted by a patent is
created by the Act of Congress and no rights
can be acquired in it except as authorized
by statute
"An Inventor has no right of property
in his Invention upon which he can maintain
a suit unless he obtains a patent for it ac-
cording to the acts of Congress
”An invention secured by patent is pro-
perty, and as much entitled to protection as
any other property
.
(1) Moore vs* Marsh, 7 Wall, 515
(2) United States vs* Winslow, 227 U.S. 202; 33 Sup*
Ct. Rep* 253*
(3) Gayler vs. Wilder, 10 How* 477.
(4) Browne vs. Duchesne, 19 How. 183.
(6) Corameyer vs* Newton, 94 U.S. 225.
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Regarding designs and their patents, the law
states
:
"A shape produced must. In order to be
patentable under U.S. Rev. Stat. paragraph
4929 U.S.C. title 35 paragraph 73, be the re-
sult of Industry, effort, genius or expense,
and new and original as applied to articles
of manufacture
Under Harassing Competitor^ provision seven,
which reads, "Receiving and accepting merchandise ad-
dressed to another member of the Industry without that
member *s consent", appears to be covered by the follow-
ing decision:
"If no place of delivery Is specified
In a contract or sale the articles must. In
general, be delivered at the place where
they are at the time of the sale, unless
some other place Is required by the nature
of the article or the usage of the trade or
the previous course of dealing between the
parties or Is to be Inferred from the cir-
cumstances of the case."^^^
(1) Stoilth vs. Whitman Saddle Co., 148 U.S. 674, 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 768.
(2) Hatch vs. Standard Oil Co. 100 U.S. 124.
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So we find that part of the divisions under
Harassing Competitors are covered by the law. Parts
four and seven are clearly covered. In the cases of
one, six, and eigjit, suits for damages can be started.
The other sections, if they are to be enforced, demand
the employment of the N. R. A., which moreover could
aid in clarifying the law and settling problems \mder
four, six, ei^t, seven, and one, thus eliminating
many court proceedings.
I could find no cases covering Espionage of
Competitors. Yet, if this evil is not prohibited by
law then some means must be taken to do away with it.
Code regulation and N. R. A. enforcement of the regu-
lation might be a desirable method.
Suit for damages can be brought because of
"interference with competitor's contractual relations"
or because of "defaming or inaccurate reference to
competitors". However, some more convenient manner of
settling such matters and prohibiting their recurrence
might be worth having. The N. R. A. offers an adjust-
ment board which could well be employed for this purpose.
I doubt if anything could be done about
"threats of unwarranted litigations"; that is to say.
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anything of a legal nature. Still, such a practice,
whether rare or an everyday occurrence, should not be
permitted to continue. Here code prohibition is ab-
solutely necessary.
This still leaves Production Control and
Monopolistic Practices to be considered. There are
some who feel that the existence of the former might
be unconstitutional since it results in a monopoly even
though sanctioned by the government. The following
should remove any such impression if it exists.
"The view of the Supreme Court of the
United States, as to what is a reasonable
restraint of commerce is controlled by the
reco0ilzed principle of the acts of Congress,
which govern the question.”
Since the above is true and the N. R. A. has
the sanction of Congress, and approval of its acts,
since it is an agent of Congress, then provision regard-
ing production control is entirely legal.
With regard to monopolies we find the follow-
ing:
(1) United States vs. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U.S.
392, 47 Sup. Ct. Rep. 377.
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•'All mere monopolies are in law, odious
and against common right*"
"At a very remote period the words con-
tract in restraint of trade* in England came
to refer to some vol\mtary restraint put by
contract by an individual on his ri^t to
carry on his trade or calling while a mono-
poly' was an institution or allowance by the
King to any person, persons or bodies, of or
for the sole buying, selling, making, working
or using, or €uaythlng whereby any person was
sought to be restrained from any freedom of
manufacturing or trading which he had had be-
fore; the prohibited act of 'engrossing* be-
cause of its inevitable accomplishment of
one of the evils deemed to be engendered by
monopoly, that is the enhancement of price,
also came to be referred to as being a mono-
poly or constituting an attempt to monopolize
(1) Butchers, etc. Co* vs. Crescent City Electrical
Co*, 111 U.S. 746, 4 Sup* Ct. Rep* 652.
(2) Standard Oil Co* vs* United States, 221 U.S. 1,
31 Sup* Ct* Rep. 502*

•The idea of monopoly is not now con-
fined to a grant of privileges but is under-
stood to include a condition produced by
the acts of mere individuals and its domin-
ant thought is the suppression of competi-
tion by the unification of Interest or manage-
ment or through agreement and concert of
action*”
The last two give the legal definition and
backgroimd or history of monopolies*
When asked what case the N. R. A. can refer
to in defense of their policy against monopolies or
the practices normally associated with them, we merely
have to mention this*
”At common law every person has indi-
vidually and the public also has collective-
ly, a right to require that the course of
trade should be kept free from unreasonable
obstruction* ” ^ ^ ^
(1) National Cotton Oil Co* vs* Texas, 197 U.S. 115,
Sup* Ct* Rep* 379.
(2) Loewe vs. Lawlor, 208 U.S. 274, 28 Sup. Ct* Rep.
301*
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Three more decisions should serve to clear up
the situation or else make it even more confusing and
doubtful*
"A combination may Illegally restrain
trade by preventing competition for con-
tracts and enhancing prices, although it
does not prevent the letting of any par-
ticular contract.
”An agreement in general restraint of
( 2 )
trade is Illegal and void.”
”A contract in restraint of trade is
valid if it is reasonable and does not in-
volve the public welfare.”^®^
(1) Addyston Pipe and Steel Co* vs. United States,
175 U.S. 211, 20 Sup* Ct* Rep* 96.
(2) Oregon Stream Navigation Co* vs. Wensor, 20 Wall* 64.
(3) Gibbs vs. Consolidated Gas Co., 130 U.S* 396,





We now are forced to hazard an opinion as
to the probable future of the N. R. A. and the trade
practices. Two additional years of life are asked
for the Blue Eagle which is scheduled to expire June
16, 1935, In his special message to the Congress lir,
Roosevelt reviews the story of the National Industrial
Recovery Act and requests an extension of the measure
after changes have been made for greater clarity and
efficiency,
”So much water has passed imder the bridge
since General Johnson began his vociferous campaign
in the Summer of 1933 that it is difficult to realize
how recent that was. As head of the N, R. A,, the
former army officer was a strange mixture of martinet
and evangelist. Breathing out threatenlngs of ^slaught-
er* for ’chiselers* in one sentence, he promised Heaven
for the entire population in the next. The country
was in a mood to applaud vigorously. The N, R. A, was
made to appear as the mystic formula for a <Jomplete
new era with leather-lunged Hugh as its prophet,
”In the excitement its purposes were enor-
mously magnified. What was sou^t in the legislation
f
was an extension of employment with shorter hours and
«-’ flwl. K o:t :'irl ?: '.'Mr jV
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decent pay, together with the prevention of unfair
trade practices and disastrous overproduction. Per-
haps the retailer of N. R. A. oversold his commodity.
As time wore on, there came Inevitable disappointment
because the reality fell short of the promises implied,
"At first a blanket code was offered for
universal acceptance by business. Almost immediately
there followed interpretations and clarifications.
The codes were drawn up for various industries amid
incessant argument, Eyerj now and them someone who
could get a hearing would point to a glaring incon-
sistency in the code by which he was bound, A great
many shook their heads when they realized that tiny
little concerns in the side streets were expected to
conform to the same regulation as the big fellows or
have the Blue Eagle removed from their windows,
"There is a very wide opinion at present
that the N. R. A. in its first stages seemed to promise
too much and was applied in places where it could not
be expected to remain. But there have been many modi-
fications during the past year and a half,
"About six hundred codes are now in effect
which apply to 90% of the employments that are regarded
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-xtconX afii^Xs je o:t ^/iXoq j&Xirow ^oXnaort a ias <£>XifOo
A .bmaDj caw Oii *ioxi(w ^cf eiboo edi nl xodA^i^iz
\nZS Jba iXIad-i ^ori:t iterfw obaon iXen'^ ioo:iB ^nam
o:J Jbe^oorr^i.© ©'lew f.cteo'i^a «bt3 al arinoorxoo el^ctiX
10 av.'>IXa1
.
aXcf or*i ea npictaXuaei snma o:^ Miolnoo
. '^'roJPviX^ ileili Broil bevoc'di 0X3aX oxrXfi ofUj dvaxi
Xxtaaoiq rJa rtoidliio oJbXw x^ov a cX oieiir”
ocIi;ro*iq o;f IjanieoB ca^-^^e ioiXl b;}X nX tA .H . i' aj:tt ctaxIX
^ofl bijjoo oior.w 3 ©o>iXq nX X^eXIqqa aaw Jbna rfoiCL cod'
-X;oom iieed avari ©laaX .oianai oct bo;toaqxo od
.
lari a r>r.a laax ocid ^nXiaf) oncXJaoXl
Xoallvr fti woii oia boIxjo jbsibiiaz.i xXa Xx/ooA”
X.’of>ia^,ai ©la Xa:ii aXnonixoXt.iie arid Ic o;t x-Csi<I* rioXriw
as *coverable*. These codes have been drawn up by
representatives of the businesses and Industries con-
cerned and have been approved by the Federal adminis-
trators. Code authorities set up through the country
are engaged In enforcing the provisions to which those
affected have agreed. The process is not without fric-
tion. At times the bickerings give the general pub-
lic the impression that business and industry and also
labor, would like to throw the entire fabric into the
waste basket and go on without sinythlng of the sort.
But inquiry does not support this view.
^^Operation under a code has become the ac-
customed thing. In an enormous number of cases, the
agitation within a particular line of business is not
for dropping its code, but for making certain changes
in it.
”In the Preslderf?s special message he declares
that there is much to correct and the procedure should
be simplified, but he holds the fundamental purposes
and principles of the act to be sound. ‘To abandon them,
he says, * would be unthinkable. It would spell the re-
turn of industrial and labor chaos.*
c • ii<*0o ovjE? ! >’.,.-ooa o^^ei.T
-;> o '.u.': . ;. 'ns » 'v^ a snd lo u v . 1:? ^ J’nosox-io’l
-?.
'*
'-n i{0 nsod '-iiB bsn'ioo
v-:jn'' «'* ' * il:' -;o'cr.^ qx' -‘ ">'3 iisitl io * "ja ebc' ,e*i- l£n1
eiiorii nr.:,:\v er olclvo ^ rr.^ 93/10 ^'v:
?.ve .r.v; ^o£f ei s ^-^oc'tq o/i : . n^O’X^is v/sd DeJoc-TlB
-d:q I'rioi^ v GvJ ^ Gjrtx'isvlold Oi ^ 4J3'"i.J t. .iir-Il
.£•>, fjfjo -:ndr‘.:.'f>nX ‘’.'js rseniGJj'J froIe.:;s-v 'ni '^;ld 0/
C
0:. oJnl ••• :al e o.(i wo'ia^ od ojlll /Xi'OT'
.
;- ) sniiut v--® - :t^ 3iE«d oSsow
.
Gi.Id .i^xoqqua ion G.jcb "^inpn' i. :
-
.3 0;^ :..ooad as ii oI'OD 3 'xobcm noiis'ioqO”
c » 34Gi3i. *0 ‘j^di.'jjiT ^jjoitiioas ns «.T .sni.ii '3ijS
y.I a Ic onil 'isl/zoliisq a nXftiiw noiiai-tgjj
so^.isnj •iMJ'ioo ^ol itrd jOnoo ^ini/qo'Lb nol
. i nl
PO'i.aloftf O ' or}, SGBOiTT Xalos’ir? & ?^:obl8o*i : o/ti xil”
-Moo'^a ovif.vaoc'iq c/iJ .0./^ *too"i'ioo oi rtoirs' ai ia .•;
'.ooAq'.: T Xsane ir-^-'niL'l orii e')-i.o^ ori i/ad ‘;lil dd
‘
.
f- oT ' . ^'/u;o.'^ od 0 / ios o*";i Ic eeX r^onl-aq f*iLa
- ; V ; Iloqe h 'o^'Tr i"" « olJasiXiinrinja oj binc-ff’ o/i
’.•'osro •'r'.>d’3l bna isI'Xic/L'Xnl. 'i''' n^' /.'i
^He holds that child labor must not be per-
mitted to remain and that it is necessary to fix mini-
mum wages and maximum hours. He believes in protec-
tion of employes in collective bargaining and in fair
competition for business.
•No doubt those who have been engaged for
the N. R, A, on the governmental end have learned much
during the months of their experience. It is quite
certain that the idea of price fixing has fallen out
of favor with them and that there is a better under-
standing of the difficulties which business has found
in attempting to conform to expectations,
•The whole matter goes to Congress which has
had abundant opportunity to hear from the country.
There is no general expectation that the N. R. A. will
cease to be, in the middle of Jime next. But there
will be changes before the country is asked to take a
ride in the 1936 model.
The changes most probable are the total elim-
ination of price governing provisions and the junking
of minor and trivial sections, as indicated by the
(1) "Uncle Dudley”, "More N, R. A.”, Boston Globe Edi-
torial . February 21, 1935,

table emd survey* Effort, therefore, will be con-
centrated on the correction of major faults such
as misbranding, harassing competitors and the like*
We can only hope that the N. R. A* in the
future will find its way easier to travel than in
the past and that it will meet with much worthwhile
success.
-fico od XIlw , ti'xoll.-: . ^tjvfcx/c bn* ald^d
iioi/B 1o noldooTioo oiid no badaidnoo
.s-IXi: erld bnja p.'ioiXieqmoo anXeasoan ^jjnlbnjBrtcfBjtifl ba
©rl^ nl .A .H ,r1 erid eqori ^Xao neo aW
nl itAild- lavA'id oJ leiBS© bnXl XXIw oiu^txrl





FOOTNOTE (1)—SEE PAGE 18
Provisions five and six under Selling Below Cost included
in codes for following industries:
Provision 5








Chlnaware and Poreelean Manufacturing Industry
Clay and Shale Roofing Tile Industry




Carpet and Rug Manufacturing Industry
Cordage and Twine Industry
Corset and Brassiere Industry
Cotton Cloth Glove Manvifacturing Industry
Flag Manufacturing Industry
Grass and Fibre Rug Industry
Hat Manufacturing Industry
Hosiery Industry
Infants* and Childrens’ Wear Industry
Knitted Outer-wear Industry
Leather Cloth and Lacquered Fabrics—Window Shade Cloth
and Roller and Book Cloth and Impregnated Fabrics
Industries
Leather and Woolen Khit Glove Industry
Light Sewing Industry Except Garments
Machine Waste Manufact\ire Industry
Men’s Neckwear Industry
Millinery and Dress Trimming, Braid and Textile Industry
Narrow Fabrics Industry
Novelty Curtain Draperies, Bed Spreads and
Novelty Pillow Industry
Ready Made Furniture Slip-covers Manufacturing Industry
Robe and Allied Products Industry
3X AH
>oor> '.oXeH vn:.Il€>8 n^basf xln bft* dvll oncXaXvo'rt
: ioJtvf zirbfit ^alvolLo't 'lot a^Jboo nX
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3 aolelvoT^










‘ / : ’^iBi/jbnl \^XrLsO
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Tfrtiei/.brtl oTjavraefilC naoliout/L
BjiMI ^flXax'tfo'j'turtaM n»sI'JO*io^ fca*: B'tevanl.iO
l-^^aubfzl ellT ^uXlooH oIajS £>xib
ajjf>fil ^-loJscjiJoa Xvxx* oX/sT
^i:tsuial ©XictKoT :io:t^oO
^'x:f £Ufb£[Z *« 'loVi ©XJbo^K - *xA
aiii^iiX aMoO ecvacO
^«i^Bi/I>xiI 3nlisficj8'rxrtc^i 3 /H fMi-i tfaqrL*':
\;'x;i airbjftl onlTurX baa o^sb'ioC
o^iaXasBia fens ^JobtioO .
X^rJejjbuI ^alrcts^foa'ifjfuilt avoIS xldol^ nod’XoO
sxUoo’XoB'lxTr^ait bbX'^
^'lisL'bnl 3W5I ortdX'^ ftna aes^iO
’^TC^ax.r 'I BnX*ii.':Joa1xr/i«M rfaH
^rtoXaoil
ji>rLr iBdV* ' axtsTJbIXriO f>rr3 ^aXiialxiI
v^^ctex/bfil laaw-Tce^uO berfXXnZ
jXXijXj ©bSiXa wobnXV.-~''o-"'icfB^ bd-ieupoa;! lioa d;foIO 'cod^aaj
aolada'i LoXai^diqicl naa xfXoIO 2£o •! biia ‘leXIcH brw
BOxlXftribnl
V*tfexfrrl ovoXO ii iTX .'xoXocr .' fix ‘lari^BiKl
eifioirsOiiO XqeoxS .^riX^eE dxiaiJ
’^'id'cx'biil &*isfd ocliXflBilfl qXc^V? ontrioaM
BXfbJKl 'ifidtnloeTt e’/toM
viJiurtrtj. oXiXxoV brxB Jble'xB iBXtXraffil'iT ^Sd«ia Laa
'* X'f.daifbaX boI'XcJa’^ wcti'IsK
r.ia baS ^aoirtaqaia nXa^t'is/C ^:fIavoK
woX.CX^ •^cJIovcK
3 ^ I'lrrioa'iuna^t a'levoo-qXXS ©‘iL’^XmL;^ oba?f '^baofl
* BXfbnX cd’ox.^bc'i^ boX.XXA Xxfis ^oH
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Schiffll, tlie Hand Machine Embroidery and the Embroidery
Thread and Scallop Cuttery Industry
Shoulder Pad Industry
Velvet Industry
Upholstery and Drapery Textile Industry




Vegetable, Ivory Button Manufacturing Industry
Road Machinery Manufacturing Industry
Rubber Manufacturing Industry
Reclaimed Rubber Manufacturing Industry
Sanitary and Water-proof Specialties Manufacturing Industry
Resellnt Flooring Contracting Industry
Automotive Parts and Equipment Manufacturing Industry
Leaf-Spring Manufacturing Industry
Marine Auxiliary Machinery Industry
Wax Paper Industry
Carbon Black Manufacturing Industry
Fire Extinguishing Appliances Manufacturing Industry
Insecticide and Disinfectant Manufacturing Industry
Pyrotechnic Manufacturing Industry
Smoking Pipe Manufacturing Industry
Powder Puff Industry
«-tatlQ^cisa btiB ^•zoJbXo'idasil on//ioijM bftab ,iXl^-rloc.
“ Y'iuEutcI xie^cfx/O qoIlBoa bna Xfio'niT
•^'ideuf nl bmn ^obluodt
ctxXnl ^ovIeV
v‘i:}EJLrLflI ©II^xoT x'lOtiarLd bxtfl '^'loiBlorfqU
•>tU8u£)flI r,nl’tis:loa1S!aBy. eioubo-il fioIXIA
'^n^i Bi/Jbxil '^Iqqxx^
'^'t^ajLrlnl sfiloXioS oXXdxj'^




.frju'.'nj 'JcX'r ^oflli.nXs eeiUzlosqa looi<;-ieiB'S fcae 5^^“^'** '
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FOOTNOTE (1)—-SEE PAGE 52
Provision two under Price Discrimination included in codes
for following industries:
Provision 2
Automobile Hot Water Heater Manufacturing Industry
Funeral Vehicle and Ambulance Industry
Leaf-Spring Manufactiiring Industry
Marine Equipment Manufacturing Industry





American Petroleum Industry and Trade
Beauty and Barber Shop Mechanical Equipment Mamifacturing
Industry
Buff and Polishing Wheel Industry
Woodwork Machinery Industry




Preserve Maraschino Cherry and Glazed Fruit Industry
Carpet and Rug Manufacturing Industry
Cotton Cloth Glove Manufacturing Industry





Household Ice Refrigerator Industry
Insullation Board Industry
Mops tick Industry
Asphalt and Mastic Tile Industry
Blackboard and Blackboard Eraser Manufacturing Industry
Cement Industry
Clay and Shale Roofing Tile Industry
Earthenware Manufacturing Industry
Floor and Wall Clay Tile Manufacturing Industry
Mecca Industry
Natural Cleft Stone Industry
Structural Clay Products Industry
ol'ioo x:I f oJbfc'Iiw:'/ itoIctjociLci^'iccid ooIt:*! loLnxx c’a'J noltl
BeX*i:JiiXxbrtl gnivoIXoi
'mXajjf.nl snjL'ixfXos'ixjnjfx’ i©X/joH 'loXaW XoH *>XXc'cnroXx^A
^'iXcjjfcnl 0i>n£5Xx/(XfJ^A j>tio sXoixxoV Xjj'ionjo'^
s^i'XtrXoA'lc/njBiJd ;^n.liqc'-’ifl3J
v'rXer/ijnl snl'xnXcj^'lii/nnlX dnexrrql/jp^: ©nX'inM
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X*rdaij£nl ©XIT oXdeBM brji dXariqaA
'i©p.cn**X £niJod^fo/iXS X>nB
'^^idexrJbnl dnonoO
Y*5:dajjJ*nl oXiT jjnl'ioofl eXarlE bn£ "caXO
vadajjJbxsI snlnx/d os‘initj6id onjawnondnaK
mdexfhxti 3nXn//dOislnnB:.' ©XXT i;fiXO XIbW
Tf'idajjbnl jBCoohl




Cylindrical Liquid Ti^t Paper Container Industry
Paper Disk Milk Bottle Cap Industry
Fibre Wallboard Industry




'• TtSoulMiI teoIaJnoO tsq*? JffelT
^ T-ttfaufcnl q*0 olirfoS jlXlM ieia ieq*1
^ torootfXIAA e*icfX^










FOOTNOTE (D—SEE PAGE 55
Provision three under Price Discrimination Included in




Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer Industry
Shoe and Leather Finish Polish and Cement &Ianufacturlng
Industry
Fresh Water Pearl Button Manufacturing Industry
Wood-cased Lead Pencil Manufacturing Industry
Toy and Playthings Industry
Shoe Last and Shoe Form Industry
Luggage and Fancy Leather Goods Industry
Abrasive Grain Industry
Floor and Wall Clay Tile Manufacturing Industry
Plumbago Crucible Industry
Cotton Textile Industry
Cordage and Twine Industry
Cotton Cloth Glove Manufacturing Industry
Hosiery Industry
Li^t Sewing Industry except Garments
Needle-work Industry in Puerto Rico
Nottingham Lace Curtain Industry
Novelty Curtain Draperies, Bed-Spreads, and Novelty
Pillow Industry
Uphol3tei»y and Drapery Textile Industry
Woven Wool. Fabric Shade Industry
Vegetable Ivory Button Manufacturing Industry
Coffee Industry
Peanut Butter Industry
Tapioca Dried Products Industry
Sanitary and Water-proof Specialties Industry
s dOAH 5:1S£:-:









-in'ei/tal arJ'Kjivflli/r^U lionet ^eJ
'^idsirbnl
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r'l^tubaX oIliJxeT ^ -C^eiBlodqU
^
v«^iiftuhrtl ®fc£dS .oI'icTaI. locVc r.evo^
'^'i;}RjjJ!vnI cfi/rtc©*!
•^«xd2i/f>nX Bdoi/fxj'rt f>9jL*iC’ xjoo^qfii
X-iitutsa esiilfllooqS Icoiq-ieiBW £>a* cnBiXnfiS
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FOOTNOTE (1)--SEE PAGE 56
Provision eight under Price Discrimination Included in
codes for following industries:
Provision 8
Adhesive and Ink Industry
Animal Glue Industry
Water-proofing, Damp-proofing, Caulking Compounds and
Concrete Floor Treatments Manufacturing Industry
Bleached Shellac Manufacturing Industry
Art Needlework Industry
Bea Tape Industry
Blouse and Skirt Manufacturing Industry
Cordage and Twine Industry
Dress Manufacturing Industry
Hat Manufacturing Industry
Bottled Soft Drink Industry
Candy Manufacturing Industry
Ice Cream Cone Industry
New England Fish and Shell-fish Preparing and ViTholesaling
Industry
Peanut Butter Industry
Preserve I^arichino Cherry and Glazed Fruit Industry
Cotton-ginning Machinery Manufacturing Industry
Stone Finishing Machinery and Equipment Industry
t VX
SpM_ gg?- ~ ( f
;
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FOOTNOTES (1) throu^ (6)-»SEE PAGE 96
Provisions sixteen throng twenty-three under Secret Rebates
included in codes for following industries:
Provision 16 (Footnote 1)
Cigar Container Industry
Cork Industry
Woven Wool Fabric Shade Industry
Cordage and Twine Industry
Hat Manufacturing Industry
Atlantic Mackerel Fishing Industry
Blue Coal Industry







Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning Contractor's Industry
Dental Laboratory Industry
Refractories Industry
Iron & Steel Industry
American Petroleum Equipment Industry and Trade
Metal Lath Manufacturing Industry
Lightning Rod Manufacturing Industry
Bleached Shellac Manufacturing Industry
Shoe and Leather Finish, Polish, and Cement Manufacturing
Indus try






Provision 17 (Footnote 2)
Builders Supplies Trade Industry
Atlantic Mackerel Fishing Industry
Baking Industry
Candy Manufacturing Industry
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^JneaisC bn^ .iisXXo^l cXiaXcXq lOifctaoJ X)xi« ^oria
^i^Rx/bnl





X't!t ziftfil nwnXiimXA ijisXnooea
ftjondoo^) ’^X /tol R-typil
oJbaiT 86lX(i<jx;8 E*iof>XXx/9
vidE/xbxiI axtXrlBia Idio^OiiM oX^iisXdA
^i;?Bi/brxI axiXwiLBd
3ixXii/^.oj8 *Uffifl.^ "cbrifiO
vi^ei/X>itI anXitfitoalx/nBi^ octalooorfO bna aoooO
' x^odal'^
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Provlalon 18 (Footnote 5)
Cocoa and Chocolate Manxifacturing Industry
American Petroleum Equipment Industry and Trade
Can Labeling and Can Casing Machinery Industry and Trade
Printing Equipment Industry aind Trade
Corset and Brassiere Industry
Horseshoe and Allied Products Manufacturing Industry
Candle Manitfacturing Industry
Provision 19 (Footnote 4)
Bleached Shellac Manufacturing Industry
Brush Manufacturing Industry




Buff and Polishing ^l/heel Industry
Ladies Handbag Industry
Manufacturing euid Wholesale Surgical Industry
Provision 25 (Footnote 6)
Replacement Axle Shaft Manufacturing Industry
Fishery Industry
(Z oior.iooH ) ex xio.!alvoi^
v’itzutal nisi lintos '^iJoaM ©:*jilooc-ri0 f>nfl noooO
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FOOTNOTES (1) through (6)—»SES PAGE 97
Provisions twenty-four through twenty-nine under Secret
Rebates included in codes for following industries.
Provision 24 (Footnote 1)
Marble Quarrying and Finishing Industry.





Cement Gun Contractors Industry
Roofing and Sheet Metal Contracting Industry
Plumbing Contracting Industry
Heating, Piping, and Air-Conditioning Industry
Provision 25 ( Footnote 2)
Construction Industry
Cement Gun Contracting Industry
Roofing and Sheet Metal Contracting Industry
Plumbing Contracting Industry
Heating, Piping and Air-Conditioning Contractors Industry
Marble Quarrying and Finishing Industry
Provision 26 (Footnote 5)
Pastel Shoe Stock Industry
Provision 27 (Footnote 4)
Pastel Shoe Stock Industry
No. 702-45 of the Mines and Quarries Group
Printing Equipment Industry and Trade
Provision 28 (Footnote 5)
American Petroleum Equipment Industry and Trade





Provision 29 (Footnote 6)
Needlework Industry in Puerto Rico
Household Goods Storage and Moving Trade
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FOOTNOTE (2)«~SEE PAGE 104
Provision three under False Billing included In codes
for following industries:
Metal Lath Manufacturing Industry-
Secondary Aluminum Industry
Industry Engaged in the Smelting and Refining of
Secondary Metals into Brass and Bronze Alloys in
Ingot Form
Builders Supplies Trade Industry
Fiber Wallboard Industry






Eipeuiding and Specialty Paper Products Industry
Insulation Board Industry
Cotton Textile Industry
Blouse and Skirt Manufacturing Industry
Dress Manufacturing Industry
Silk Textile Industry
Marble Quarrying and Finishing Industry
j-OI aac-~(Sj .aTmnpCl




Jo ‘^ntntJon *iiB a^ii^XcflcC edJ’ as. bQ-^a^oS. ’'^^er'bnl
/'voXiA Bsno'ig bae o^ni alci'eM x^^ft.-fooca
mOa
^:.+8t/6aI BbfliT aeliqjx/ci 'bixuff
xatBffbal biBodllJs?^ sodiZ
,'%niifos'x5’no0 Xb^bM ts>9dSi Jbnj salJoCil





Y^fatsbal tiitoijbo'i^ ig^lBioeqa bnx5 j^albaxiqxS
aotdsCiJsnl
X'tfHabr.I f}£2:tx97 no*foO
X-sX wbal snlxu^ofll/ixiBl! ^'rijSS 'riB er.srolS
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CODES
CHEMICAL AND ALLIED CODES
Agricultural Insecticide and Fungicide Industry
American Match Company
Animal Glue Company






Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry
Dry Color Industry
o-wiiOoK fll tmoldcz^ ^.T aivXsM ^tfi£l:?qoO
I'Sei ,’}ltoY weB t\;risqiBoO Soofl IIZH
gsjL3:4c X&dXftU exit bns gJbsiT ^SisjS
\IuX ^IfifliuoL aolSslooceA ibQ. fieoIiQUiA
. ssillO
.a®€X tSi
tXnjBbfco^ta ri;?Xw floXiaiocfeXXoo al ^flXcofllJ soeXi'i
tiSgjil. gvgfflj^.^c^ ^'SB ;5j&gl^0£«iq abfi-iT -sIaIxiU ^.j
.i^oGI ,no£)noJ Gne alioX weH ^s-ssiWoiS baa ‘isqasH
ecruXoV
, cCjog’rdnoO lo y^^jsJ erfT ,;fiodi6H ffiBlXXX’’'
,X^6I ^IdfifirtloniO ^''^ciaqinoO aoeneJbnA .H .^'
^JLAGIQCL -iq
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.noXdeiooasA -iBa nBOiismA eflx fcorieXX




v*zd cabal abXoXafu/^ boe ©bloldosanl XaiadXi/oi'iaA
^njsqmoO dodsli xiBOl'iecA
'^aaqmoD suIO lamlxiA
S/iX'Judo'slajiBid esl^JiXfilasqS laoltaerlO evXioGodaA
'ineq^pO r-lPaia-nod^aO
> ^cndeabnl ebXxoXa nogaaO
Xideabnl Xsotj-r&dD
.^'TdBufcnl EdlaXq2 beiXIdaia
•iideabal arlxlldosH adlalqa bsXXidsXG
•sjideafcnl aoXoO ’^aa
Fertilizer Industry










Pacific Coast Section of the Soap and Glycerine
Manufacturing Industry
Paint Varnish and Lacquer Manufacturing Industry
Perfume, Cosmetic and Other Toilet Preparations
Industry
Printing Ink Manufacturing Industry
Processed or Refined Fish Oil Industry
Pyrotechnic Manufacturing Industry
Rayon and Silk Dyeing and Printing Industry
Rug Chemical Processing Trade
Shoe and Leather Finish, Polish and Cement In-
dustry
Small Arms and Ammunition Manufacturing Industry
Sulphurated Oil Manufacturing Industry
Waterproofing, Dampproofing, Caulking Compounds,
and Concrete Floor Treatments Manufacturing
Industry
Water Softener and Filter Industry
Yeast Industry
FOODS




Bottled Soft Drink Industry
Brewing Industry
California Sardine Processing Industry
Candy Manufacturing Industry
Canning Industry
Chewing Gum Manufacturing Industry





Ice Cream Cone Industry









sr-J-TeovIO bna qaoSl ©xW lo noldosa liesoO olllosS
\iJ8iJbnI §£iiiui oali-nail
•Kt-: jbal suiiaJOEluiisM isuposJ biis rfslnisV
2noi;:Ja*i6qoi"i .-tflloT i©fl;JO bn© oWecsoO ^cisuLlie^
Xiieubral
XlJhvb^l 2ni;iif^?)i:lufisM jLciI
liO rlcli banllefl lo bsEssooiS
v«iJeubnI olruiosioiY^
snictait^l bna snis\,<I 31113 baa ao^afl
staiT laolmaxlO gjjfi
-nl ^n©S90 Lxis xlello*! ^dalnl'i i&rf^JasJ bns 90x13
''t'iclaab
i-raubol snitjjlO-vslioafiM aoXH losjmmk bas emiA IlaaS
\^jiQs:hAl galiL'^JoelanaiS XIO c©;la*iorfqIua
abaacqxLoD jnliluaO ^3olloo*i(;qai6G ^snlloonqislaW
aal'ialot ‘ioas^ u,/m*c:lB9^T aool'? sclsioribO btic
\'*xX8abaI









X^lEubal slnliQ XlcS beliXcS
Xileabnl ^alweiS
Xiosubal snlaesocaS onlbuaS ala'ioliXaO
\iX 8ubnI gnlrtuXoslaoBM ^aaO
gni/iaBO
•CiJsubnl snliaXosluaeM ciaO sainwsaO
v^Xaubnl aaX'sacfoB'larxeM ©XsIoooriC baa scooD
Xidzubnl bool. 50G
X'xXBjjbal SDiil8l''i
XldBiStiil 13 ^8^0 Xl89^^
X’li&ubal aXoaJboi^ gnlioval'i





New England Fish and Fish Preparing and Whole
saling or Retailing Industry
Oyster Shell Crushers Industry
Peanut Industry
Preserve Maraschino Cherry and Glace Fruit
Industry
Raw Peanut Milling Industry
Spice Grinding Industry
Tapioca Dry Products Industry
Wholesale Lobster Industry





Cold Storage Door Industry
Commercial Refrigerator Industry
Cork Industry
Dowd Pin Manufacturing Industry
End Grain Strip Wood Block Industry
Excelsior and Excelsior Products Industry
Filing Supply Industry
Funeral Supply Industry
Furniture and Manufacturing Industry








Wood Turning and Shaping Industry












el^riW bns gnli^qei^ dai'i laa £(£1*5 LjaalgrtH weM
^nJaubnl T’
X'XJtfiijftnl e'lsrlatnO /r^riS Ts^texO.
^l!;;^'^ sobIO baa x^ZdciO cnlxlocBiBM evrrt‘c.on4
X*i:^8i/bfll
Xl^aiifcnl %r*iiIIi;M ^Lrnse^i wnfl
X*ictei-£'nl soibfll'xO eolqS
Xi^Jeffcnl ertowJboi^l viG aoj^lqBt
'iriduiiJbal i9:t8rfoJ elBCoXorW





Xi^ewbfll lOoG egB'xcja fjXoO
Xidcw^tjl ‘lo^c'io^Iilsfl IjEloiersucO
XtXaubnl jiioO
viJcL'bnT aaiiu^tOBluriBk ni'i fcwoQ
X'ldBL'bciX -^ool3 tooV qlacJB nieiO bcS












\i;}zubal gni qjeria bfw ^alaiul booW




X^^subnl eTodo?*i^ncO nxK) ctcsiaaO
Xiaeubnl gniii/X obIwh'^M loctflYsXI
Tile Contracting Industry
Roofing and Sheet Metal Contracting Industry
Plumbing Contracting Industry
Wood Floor Contracting Industry
Kalamein Industry








Savings, Building and Loan Associations
GOVERNMENT








Gray Iron Foundry Industry
Malleable Iron Industry
Manganese Steel Casting Industry
Metal Treating Industry
Steel Casting Industry


















8C;t 1^ e^nBrioxa 3loo;#3
afloictalooEEA rmod Jbna anXMIi:^ tegnlvaS
XIAdUir^.3V{jO










vncJaybnl gnlisaO 199^3 989as§nsM
Y*3[;}cirf>nl 8^X^B9^T la^eM
'irdBSJbnl gal^BfiO Ise^S






PAPER AMD ALLIED PRODUCTS
Cylindrical Liquid Tight Paper Container
Industry
Expanding and Specialty Paper Products In-
dustry
Fibre Can and Tube Industry
Folding Paper Box Industry
Food Dish and Pulp and Paper Plate Industry
Fluted Cup, Pan Liner, and Lace Paper In-
dustry
Glazed and Fancy Paper Industry
Gumming Industry
Gummed Label and Embossed Seal Industry
Loose Leaf and Blank Book Industry
Open Paper Drinking Cup and Round Nesting
Paper Food Container Industry
Paper Bag Manufacturing Industry
Paperboard Industry
Paper Disc Milk Bottle Cap Industry
Paper and Pulp Industry
Paper Stationery and Tablet Manufacturing
Industry
Pasted Shoe Stock Industry
Photographic Mount Industry
Punch Board Manufacturing Industry
Sample Card Industry
Sanitary Milk Bottle Closure Industry









Blouse and Skirt Manufacturing Industry
Candlewick Bedspread Industry
Canvas Goods Industry
Canvas Stitched Belt Manufacturing Industry
Carpet and Rug Manufacturing Industry
Cordage and Twine Industry
Corset and Brassiere Industry
Cotton Cloth Glove Manufacturing Industry
Cotton Garment Industry
leqB^ bli/ptj iiiDlTball'cO
-ill zcfoufcoi^ isqfiH '^cJXjsloeqS f}nB snlhoBqxS
Xiaeafjnl sdiiT /job asO &idl^
xc>€ I9q«<! ^aibLo%
X'lizutnl bJb 1<I isqjs*! bus qXu^l boa delQ boo^
-nl leqsSE ©ooj brus ^tealJ aa^ becft?!'?
X'l^fzLb
XicJBtbal ‘isqsS bius bssBiO
\.id 2i;£nl gniiamx/O
Xicteiibal Ib92 bezaodciS baa XecfsJ bsmtoin)
YiJauJbnl j{oo3 jUibIS. bas IbbJ sscoJ
Snl^teoK bnyofi bna qtrO 8cE 2tai»i(] i9qB*I nsqO
\idasjLnI isnlfl^noO bool leqsl
Xidairbnl gfllia^OBluriBSi 3.^5 ^eqs^
X^deabnl bificcfTsqB*?
Xi^pabnl qsO sIcJJoa jfXlte oalQ ^eqsl
Xridaubal qlul ban *i9qsl
’uiJ ’ivdvBJjjriBM dolcfeT bns ipqa^
y.'iiaubnl 2iO<xt3 eon?
^ictsubal oidqB'igcdorf^?
TjidaLfbnl saXindOBlaasK tzBod donr/H
Xidt^ubnl biBO eXqaiBa
,iJ8iftnI o-fraoXO eXddoflf 3(X1M ^udiiiBg











^idBjjJbal sflXiiJd OB'iijflBli diXilB baa eewoI3
xadei/bnl bBeaqebsa ^oXnreXbosO
Xidecbnl 3boo0 bsvobO
>Ca^eubnI gnXaadoBluiiBM dXeS bedodldS eavasO
Xadaabal galiydos'li/awAi gtffl baa deqaaO
Xadaubnl eaXwT biis »:^AbioO
xadei/bnl ©asieaBaa brus deeaoO
^ideubnl gfilaifdoBli/OBM ©voXO f/doXO aoddoD
X*ideubal dnsa^aO noddoO
Drapery and Upholstery Trimming Industry
Dress Manufacturing Industry
Dry Goods Cotton Batting Industry
Flag Manufacturing Industry
Grass and Fibre Rug Manufacturing Indus-
try
Hair Cloth Manufacturing Industry
Hair and Jute Felt Industry
Handkerchief Industry
Hat Manufacturing Industry
Hatters Fur Cutting Industry
Hosiery Industry
Infants and Childrens Wear Industry
Knitted Outerwear Industry
Leather Cloth and Lacquered Fabrics, Window Shade
Cloth and Roller, and Book Cloth, and Impreg-
nated Fabrics Industries
Leather and Woolen Knit Glove Industry
Light Sewing Industries, except garments
Machined Waste Manufacturing Industry
Men’s Clothing Industry
Men’s Garter, Suspender, and Belt Manufacturing
Industry
Men’s Neckwear Industry




Needlework Industry in Puerto Rico
Nottingham Lace Curtain Industry
Novelty Curtain, Draperies, Bedspreads, and
Novelty Pillow Industry
Pleating, Stitching and Banding, and Hand Em-
broidering Industry
Ready-made Furniture Slip Covers Manufacturing
Industry
Robe and Allied Products Industry
Schiffli, The Hand Machine Embroidery, and The
Embroidery Thread Scallop Cutting Industry
Shoulder Pad Manufacturing Industry
Silk Textile Industry
Slit Fabric Manufacturing Industry
Solid Braided Cord Industry
Table Oil Cloth Industry





Micteulbal sniimrl'il i*x-;ji8loriqU tuE \,teqBiQ
'CiJaLiJonZ ^alTL\tostaas}$: eeaiQ
XiJei/fcnl ao:fJoO eijout) \iCi
'•iiJ 2 ubal solii.SOB'tunjuif
“'.utnl gnliuc^oslunijM auH eicfi*? ba£ asBiO






Yiyaubcil i£9W eus'ibliifO briB a^f&e'tnl
is9wi9ctu0 beiJlii3
9fsri8 WQbalW bsiauposJ biia rfdoIC rterfJ f^d
bas ^^i;^clO ^oc3 brxrs ^rr^IXofi bn£ rfctoIO
selacJeiibxfl eolicfr'i toctsa
evolD olrOS a&XooW bns ‘leriJssd
HdnaanaB ^qsoxe tEdliJcjJbal gnJ-ftoa iilgU
Xic^ewbal gn tijuioBluoaii 9;#eBW berddoeii.
X’liiejjbnl gnXfl^JoIO ii^asid
SnXiaisjGlucibM ;tl9E bos ^isJbflnqsjjS ^iddiaO s’nsM
is^wjloea a^a^V
9lJ;;Jx£'X bixs blsxS gniirKtl-xT aeoxG £ui£ visallltM
tnX’.ubal Yie»n±iXlM
X'lJejjbnl s binds'^ rro'ixiW
0318 oc^'iaL'! fll vxJ^ubnl Xiov-sIb^jaK
Yi^SJJbal nlc:f*x{sO eosJ iii3d^alJ;Sojii
Bfis t %l».ci9’iq8t'v.‘d . E9l-x9q£*iCI .aiaif'ioO \JlLV>>n
Xi^Ei/bnl wcIIl^I \:^XsvoK
-I'jl basH bna ^gnlbnaa bas gnl/lollcta
salieblcxd
galaaiOB'luosM sisvoO qlI8 9‘iyJla*ix<'5 eftan
-’^fosefl
^rrlaabnl actoabortS beUSA bri£ edcB
oaT bns SfildoB'J biusH sdT ^IXlllrioS
'^iXcribnl gniXluO qoXXsoS br:eiri!E‘ ^aebloidEiJ
>CiX3x;bflI sniiaXorlL'HBM bs^i .^eblaoriS
Vi‘J«abnI eXilxeT 31118
XiXsabnl gaiiirclot'.'xunBM olicJs'? ill£
bioO b9blJ5*i£[ biXo8
x'i-laabnl ridoXO 110 ^IcTeX






Undergarment and Negligee Industry-
Underwear and Allied Products Manufacturing
Industry-
Upholstery and Drapery Textile Industry




Wool Felt Manufacturing Industry
LEATHER
Boot and Shoe Manufacturing Industry
Stay Manufacturing Industry
Luggage and Fancy Leather Goods Industry
Saddlery Manufacturing Industry
Welt Manufacturing Industry




Asphalt and Mastic Tile Industry
Ball Clay Production Industry
Blackboard and Blackboard Eraser Manufacturing
Industry
Buffing and Polishing Composition Industry
Cement Industry
China Clay Producing Industry
Chinaware and Porcelain Manufacturing Industry
Clay and Shale Roofing Tile Industry
Clay Drain Tile Manufacturing Industry
Concrete Masonry Industry
Concrete Pipe Manufacturing Industry
Crushed Stone, Sand and Gravel, and Slag Industry
Earthenware Manufacturing Industry
Floor and Wall Clay Tile Manufacturing Industry
Foundry Equipment Industry





Natural Cleft Stone Industry
Plumbago Crucible Industry
Pottery Supplies and Backwall and Radiant Industry
Ready-Mixed Concrete Industry
XicteiJbnl 9931 X39 H bris ;}*i9i2'is3*i9f)flD
SaiijL'doslumsM sJouf>o*i<5 belllA bne 'xfiavnebaD
N;'tl3ubal 9illx9l ^‘leqx-'iQ bois ^-le^sIoriqO
Xiitexjbnl §98 sXl^xeT beeC
X'i:faijhcl ^tivXeV
XrtSsubal /ttoIO snlqiW
^C-ileubnl ^Xsa a ^}Oicol(
-C‘i:*ei/bnl 3ijlitr^09lijaB32 vie*? louW
HaHTAaJ
\,il2ijbnl sorfP bui» d’ooQ
Xi^sc/bnl snlni/^c.^lLiiiBK vi>dei
X^^subnJ Eboot) •xeriJjisJ 'coasi'K bna 939331/!






'^nctDubnl ©XIT oxIesJH brus iX^xlqeA
X^^EUbnl nol:Jotrbuiq -^BiO IleS
3£il'iu^*j«'tiJXiak nsssia b'UBocfifrBXa bxiB biBod^^ojeXS
Yicfei-ftnl
Xact3i/tril iiOllleoqmoO addello^ bfiB
X-iitEubnl dfisorsO
Y'xdax/bnl 'anlojjboT^ \bXO BnlnO
vi^^EX/bnl siil'iLdOBii/fitaU niBXe^'io*! btiB ©iflWJBnldD
XUaubal eXIT snlloofl aXBxfg btie y^XO
XUaijbfil OBlrjfiBM aXlX nlB-iG
-sceXO
X'lleujbnl xinoEBM edenooDO
\:*ilEJUbnI Hni'xuoO^'ijiaBM sql^ sieioacO
'c'llEi.'bal 3x;Xa boB ^Xsv.S'iO bns basS ,©flo^8 LsrlatriO
\;^d8i/bal snlna^oeljJiiBM siB^nedct'ieS
\*:.J8ab/iI aniiaxtOBAaosih eXXT XXbW boa nooX'i
\ndEabnI ^taofliqlopa x^bnaol




\:*i^eobnI 9nod8 ^flaXO iBitrlBl!
Xictaabnl ©Xdloi/iO 03Bdiri»Xq
Xirtaabnl laBlbafi brue iXawjiOiia bna EBlXqqjLfS xieldo^
XTi^subnl 9d9iorio0 bexlK-x^JBeH




Soft Lime Rock Industry
Talc and Soapstone Industry
Terra Cotta Industry
Window Glass Manufacturing Industry





Marble Quarrying and Finishing Industry
PRODUCTS OF PETROLEUM AMD COAL
Asphalt Shingle and Roofing Industry





Reclaimed Rubber Manufacturing Industry
Rubber Tire Manufacturing Industry




American Petroleum Equipment Industry and Trade
Bakery Equipment Manufacturing Industry
Beater and Jordan and Allied Equipment Industry
Beauty and Barber Shop Mechanical Equipment
Manufacturing Industry
Bobbin and Spool Industry
Bottling Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing
Industry
Buff and Polishing Wheel Industry
Canning and Packing Machinery Industry
Can Labelling and Can Casing Machinery Industry
and Trade
Caster and Floor Truck Manufacturing Industry




Xictaebnl 'ioofl ealJ ;t^o3
^t'lifaubrfl snocteqacB bns oIbT
Xi^Ja/Jbfll JiitoO filial*
4ii2ubnl sfibiuiOfiluasM aealO irobaVff




Xi^eubal anlffalniU biifi aldiaM
MOO gtlA iMJOiiTHq W QTOyaom
Xi-^aubnl boa alsnlxlS c^XfidqeA





X'Ktzubnl giiiiir^tofi'iijxifik i acfdixH beiaXfiXooa
jidEUbal g-iXiuXofiXiiOfiAi aiil leddifH





abs'iX bnfi cijfcijriil daasiql i;p3 inuaXoide^ rifioiistaA
^iJaubnl 3aX'iijd06liJnfi» dasmqXup^ v^Q^Ifia
'CiJaubnl dD9JiqlopX bollIA bae rusbioX bni? ledasa
daeroqXapa I^oxaedo^M qpri3 lediBa bna 'ciussB
Videubnl
^tidsfjbnl XooqB bns ntddoS.
aniiirdOJSliaifiM inefflqluaS brifi x'lQnXdosil
’^idajjbnl
Xideubfil XaeffW snXiiailoa boa 'ilijS
\;rf^aubnl ^isnidoaM ^iiJLiioBa boB snXnasO
v^'^ai'YofiM gnlsfiO nsO bos ^nlXXsdfiil /xsO
abaiT bns
s:'iioi.XnT iiotnT -looXI bna isdesO
19S
Chemical Engineering Equipment Industry-
Clay Machinery Industry
Cloth Reel Industry
Coin Operated Machine Manufacturing Industry
Compressed Air Industry
Concrete Mixer Industry
Cotton Ginning Machinery Manufacturing Industry
Cylinder Mould and Dandy Roll Industry
Diesel Engine Manufacturing Industry
Electric Hoist and Monorail Manufacturing Industry
Envelope Machine Manufacturing Industry
Gasoline Pump Manufacturing Industry




Hide and Leather Working Machine Industry
Hoisting Engine Manufacturing Industry
Hydraulic Machinery Industry
Industrial Oil Burning Equipment Manufacturing
Industry
Jack Manufacturing Industry
Kiln, Cooler and Dryer Manufacturing Industry
Knitting, Braiding and Wire Covering Machine
Industry
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Machinery Manufacturing
Industry
Machine-Applied Staple and Stapling Machine
Industry
Machinery and Allied Products Industry
Machine Tool and Forging Machinery Industry
Mechanical Press Manufacturing Industry
Metal Lathe Manufacturing Industry
Multiple V-Belt Drive Industry
Oil Field Pumping Engine Manufacturing Industry
Power and Gauge La?/n Mov/er Manufacturing Industry
Newspaper Printing Press Industry
Office Equipment Manufacturing Industry
Packaging Machinery Industry and Trade
Power Transmission Industry
Printing Equipment Industry and Trade
Printer’s Rollers Industry
Pulp and Paper Machinery Industry
Pulverizing Machinery and Equipment Industry
Pump Manufacturing Industry
Railway and Industrial Spring Industry








v'^lai/bnl 3a.l«n;^03*turLBM 9ii>;loat j'sSaieqO ciioO
v'l^r.atnl ilA frseaeiqiRoO
<C'i:tnvbriI 'laxtii aJeiOAoO
„'T;taL(bnI aaiiu^oaluaBW gAl.inlO noiioD
liitEiJbnl iXofi 'cJbciBu riiB bli/ols! lobnllTcO
ytiicubnl ^aJt'n.vO.jlJJOBiJ snl^xia X639X<J
<ilF.i/JE)riI snIiirioalurLsii li^ioaoM bna ^eioH oi:*x:t09l2
XiJewfcnl snlrfoaM ^qoXevna
X'l^fQJJbnl ^(il'iu:toelsj:i(iM qinu^ snlXoeeD




X’zJ^ifbiil eal^ioBU gal:si'ioV? 'le.iJBeJ. bna afclH
^i;tejjbal OfiltraisM nX’^nl? snl;^8XoH
' olIifSibxH
Sni'iL/^OBluasfeC ^asmqlupS snraiiiS IXO XsliJs^bnl
\iXsiJbnI
•{iXaiibal snjtnif;?08ljjriBM iiOflL
X'iXsubiil snX iK.^JCfj t/jcif M b:ui laXooC
^aXdO:jK BJii-isvcO bxxs snlblsiS ^gnX^ilrOi
XiXBx;bi-!l
SfllxiEa fO x^iQ bos x^bm^sd
9iu'a0si^ bfii5 alqij^JS baXXqqA-eniifOBii
'^'lieubfil
v'l^Sifbnl EiJDubo'i I beiiXA baa x^enidoaH
C^iietjbal ’i*ienIrfOBM sais^o^ bas fooT aulncaW
s:ilTJj;tOi5luaj5M aeeTi^I XaoinBiioeM
•{'lizubrsl saX'ii/JOB'ioiiBM edXsJ XbJsM
^iXsjLibrrl svi-rQ. XXo^-V ^XqictXuil
\;-iJ8t^birI ^iiiiiJXoslx/nsll enigaH gniqauj^J bXsl'5 XIO
•^•iXaabnl Hniixj;to«ltiiXsM ^9Wo?i farad e^asD baa lewo^
\;'iX'iubnI snerc^ ^aJLiat^^. TOqcqaTreK
^liaubnl 1 iiisaqli/pa ool'i'lO
sbBiT b;'LB '{'ijSJU'bnl vi 3iiiil96M 30X35
.libol ncXasiLiEns^T ^9WoS[
GbsiT bas xri^Qubijl XosaiqXupa snl-XoiiSl
X'l^zi'bal CTillod
XiSaabaX \-ie aldose:: laqs^ Las qiu*I
XT^aubnl ^flcniqXiJpa bn.& SoisX'isvIuq
CiXeubnl soXio^GBlijOfiM qjnirq
;'^;i' '^*iX T.i/bfil ^jnX'iq3 XsXi^ajJbnl bos XBwXiefl




;'i;jaijbG:X ^oXTtirXoelLxjfiBM ‘iblovaiT ^nifl
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Road Machinery Manufacturing Industry
Rock Crusher Manufacturing Industry
Rock and Ore Crusher Industry
Roller and Silent Chain Industry
Sewing Machine Industry
Shoe Machinery Industry
Shovel Dragline and Crane Industry
Shuttle Manufacturing Industry
Special Tool, Die, and Machine Shop Industry
Spray Painting and Finishing Equipment Manufac-
turing Industry
Sprocket Chain Industry
Steam Engine Manufacturing Industry
Stone Finishing Machinery and Equipment Industry
Unit Heater and/or Unit Ventilator Manufacturing
Industry
Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturing Industry
Washing and Ironing Machine Manufacturing Industry
Wire Machinery Industry
Woodworking Machinery Industry
TRAM SPORTAT IOM EQUIPMENT
Automobile Hot-Water Heater Manufacturing Industry
Automobile Manufacturing Industry
Funeral Vehicle and Ambulance Manufacturing In-
dustry
Automotive Parts and Equipment Manufacturing In-
dustry
Bicycle Manufacturing Industry
Boat Building and Boat Repairing Industry
Commercial Vehicle Body Industry
Leaf Spring Manufacturing Industry
Locomotive Manufacturing Industry
Marine Auxiliary Machinery Industry
Marine Equipment Manufacturing Industry
Motor Bus Industry
Motorcycle Manufacturing Industry
Motor Fire Apparatus Manufacturing Industry
Railway Brass Car and Locomotive Journal Bearings
and Castings Manufacturing Industry
Railway Car Building Industry
Railway Safety Appliance Industry
Replacement Axle Shaft Manufacturing Industry
Shipbuilding and Ship-repairing Industry
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Photographic and Photo Finishing Industry
Private Home Study School Industry
MISCELLANEOUS
Advertising Display Installation Trade
Advertising Specialty Manufacturing Industry
Animal Soft Hair Industry
Artificial Limb Manufacturing Industry
Athletic Goods Manufacturing Industry
Beverage Dispensing Equipment Industry
Bleached Shellac Manufacturing Industry
Brush Manufacturing Industry
Builders* Supplies Trade Industry
Business Furniture, Storage Equipment, and
Filing Supply Industry
Bulk Drinking Straw, Wrapped Drinking Straw,
Wrapped Toothpick, and Wrapped Manicure
Stick Industry
Candle Manufacturing Industry and the Beeswax
Bleachers and Refiners Industry
Card Clothing Industry
Celluloid Button, Buckle and Novelty Manufacturing
Industry
Coated Abrasives Industry
Corn Cob Pipe Industry
Commercial Fixture Industry
Covered Button Industry
Curled Hair Manufacturing Industry and Horse Hair
Dressing Industry
Dry and Polishing Mop Manufacturing Industry
Band Instrument Manufacturing Industry
Batting and Padding Industry
Bedding Manufacturing Industry
Dental Goods and Equipment Industry and Trade
Electric Neon Sign Industry
Envelope Industry
Fibre Wallboard Industry
Fresh Water Pearl Button Manufacturing Industry
Fibre and Metal Work Clothing Button Manufacturing
Industry
Fur Dressing and Fur Dyeing Industry
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Foundry Supply Industry
Fur Trapping Contractors Industry
Furniture and Floor Wax and Polish Industry
Horse-shoe and Allied Products Manufacturing
Industry
Industry of Collective Manufacturing for Door-
to-Door Distribution
Lightning Rod Manufacturing Industry
Ladies' Handbag Industry
Linoleum and Felt Base Manufacturing Industry
Manufacturing and Wholesale Surgical Industry
Marking Devices Industry
Metal Etching Industry
Metal Hat Die and Wood Hat Block Industry
Milk Filtering Materials and the Dairy Products
Cotton Wrappings Industry
Motion Picture Industry
Musical Merchandise Manufacturing Industry
Optical Manufacturing Industry
Ornamental Molding, Carving and Turning Industry
Paper Makers' Felt Industry
Pecan Shelling Industry
Piano Manufacturing Industry
Pharmaceutical and Biological Industry
Picture Moulding and Picture Frame Industry
Pipe Organ Industry
Powder Puff Industry
Preformed Plastic Products Industry
Sanitary Napkin and Cleansing Tissue Industry
Scrap Iron Non-ferrous Scrap Metal and Waste
Materials Trade
Shoe Last and Shoe Form Industry
Shoe Pattern Manufacturing Industry
Smoking Pipe Manufacturing Industry
Soft Fibre Manufacturing Industry
Surgical Dressings Industry
Toy and Playthings Industry
Transparent Materials Converters Industry
Umbrella Frame and Umbrella Hardware Manufacturing
Industry
Upholstery Spring and Accessories Manufacturing
Industry
Venetian Blind Industry
Wet Mop Manufacturing Industry
Wood Cased Lead Pencil Manufacturing Industry
’^Iqqua 'rx^>nr;o'i
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